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A B S T t i ti T
this monograph is an inquiry into that five year period from
1930 to 193%

especially the political events of the Prime Minister

of the time, whose efforts through this most depressing era that
Canadians lived through, have earned for him in many Canadian minds
the most hitter sobriquets.
The measures Bennett sought to enforce and the means by which
he set about to sustain his policies resulted in a broad sense, in
his ■defeat*
The first chapter discusses Bennett*s attaining the leader
ship of the Conservative Party in 192? and of his subsequent campaigns
which won him the election in 1930* In the second chapter has been
traced some of the highlights of his early policies especially the
stand he took at the Imperial Conferences of 1930 and 1932, and his
attempts at solving the many problems on the Canadian scene*
The subject matter of chapter three consists of a discussion
of the'rise of new political forces on the federal scene, in particu
lar the development of a combined labour-agrarian party*
A comparison of the two principal statesmen of the North
American continent at the time, Bennett and Roosevelt, of the
aggressive policies of the latter, and Bennett*s changing attitudes
comprise the subject matter of chapter four*
ill
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The final year of Bennett’s administration, highlighted, by
his celebrated' radio addresses, and the culminating election campaign
which sat Bennett go down to'defeat are examined in chapter five.
The final chapter contains a summary, conclusions and
estimations of Dennett’s years as Canadian Prime Minister* As well,
there is expressed some opinions as to the character of Bennett duiing
these years.
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I H f H O D U e f I O H
World War I had ended, Canadian development was evolving
slowly toward a more responsible status as & nation. The Peace Treaty
of Versailles saw Canada accept a role of not less than an equal
partner to the conferences, The world states now had to re-evaluate
the role of the British aspire* In fact, the British Efcpire in the
mercantilist sense was almost a thing of the nineteenth century.
After this first great war engulfing the powers of the entire globe,
’•CoBBWHMealth*' was the keynote, Canada as the principal factor upon
which this gradual evolution was developing, thus grew in importance
in the eyes of the world,
Canada* a changing status can be attributed to many things.
Primarily it was a sense of an awakening in the people of the country.
Through their awareness, they were able to 3elect men to represent
their views in government. Their opinions directly affected Canada* s
evolution towards an awareness of self.
At the end of the war, the Unionist government under Sir
Robert Laird Borden began to fall apart, the reason for united action
was past. War was no longer an issue, Lauxier, ill and aging, died
in 1919, and the Liberal Party, in opposition, had the task of
selecting a new leader, This was the question confronting the Liberal
convention when in idle fall of 1919, despite the qualifications of
v
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elder political hands, they chose the brilliant economist William lyen
Mackenzie King*
On the ether side of the political scene, parallel events
appeared when Borden preferred hi® resignation to the UMonistmOonaervatlv© Party. This being accepted, the Party named Arthur Maighen to
succeed M m . The Meighen government ■ mm into office in July of 1920,
The last remains of Unionist eo-op«rttlon were at an end. Party
politics a® such were to remain in ■their separate csrnps.
the decade frern 1920 to 1930 sm the lines of Liberal and
Conservative policy clearly drawn# At the same time that Unionist
disintegration became apparent, the Conservative Party as such began
to weaken* Meighen could not stop the trend. The dynamism of a
revived Liberal Party headed by ©Lag appeared to draw more strength
from the people. For most of the decade, King and the Liberals headed
the government.
The decline of the Unionists furthered the development of
various other protest movements. During these ten years, these
sectional protest groups remained to give rise to elements showing
the tendency of a stress on the two party system. This was to erupt
in the ensuing decade. They were to harass Canadian federal govern
mental development by their local interests. Idtile many of these
splinter group® were to become submerged in the two principal parties,
others arose to pose the threat of another political force.
When King secured a clear majority after the 1926 election
vi
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campaign, it was the first time that the liberals had a majority
government since the days of Sir Wilfred Lauiler. Meighen, in defeat,
decided upon .giving up the Conservative leadership* A new leader had
to be chosen. In that fateful year of 1927, the Conservation conven
tion selected a former Minister of Justice and Attorney General,
and lately Minister of Finance in the short-lived Meighen government
of 1926, Sichard Bedford Bennett. Bennett became the eighth official
party leader to follow in the footsteps of Macdonald.
Of Bennett, little could be discerned except that he was
honest and forthright, and. a man who, it was hoped, would restore
the confidence# of the declining fortunes of the Conservative Party.
This paper is m

attempt to east seme light on the roan wh.o was to

lead Canada through the most trying years of the world depression.
Above a H things, Bennett ©ought to act as the leader, both at home
and abroad. This motivating force can be discerned in his rhetoric.
In spite of new leaders and new interest inspired by the
return to the party system as it was, prior to the war, there wa3
on© other factor which m s to play a prominent hole in delineating
the Canadian political scene in the years ahead. England had played
an outstanding role in the development of Canadian relations to no
less an extent than had the United States, since the conclusion of
the Treaty of Versailles. Imperial Conferences had enhanced Canada's
role in the changing empire. Sot only that, but Canada was achieving
international recognition as a nation of future prominence. 'The

vti
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United States gar® fonaal recognition to Canada‘s near status when
ambassadors war© exchanged in that ewentfnl year of 1927* Just as the
year of 1919 saw rapid change in the political hierarchy of the
Liberal Party, so 1927 saw a parallel change in the Conservative Party.
Despite the fact that there were two divergent political views,
they were similar in one aspect, namely, the progressive development
of Canada as a world nation. In 1929 this was the goal to be achieved.
At Canada* s helm was the Liberal Party. The policy it pursued was one
of close assooiationship within the commonwealth by means of trade.
In a world characterized by prosperity, Canada seemed to be heading
for a record boom. Suddenly the bottom fell out, and the effects of
tills downward spiral and world-wide depression were soon to be felt
on the Canadian electoral scene.
Once the election campaign commenced, one man's views were to
shape the policies and fortunes of the Conservative Party. Incorpo
rating some of the old ideas of Sir John A. Macdonald's National
Policy with its protective tendencies, he advocated the raising of
the tarifi to elevate Canada from the chaos which was inevitable due
to the world economic collapse. The protection of Canada and Canadian
interests was to be the foremost battle cry of this recently elected
leader of the Conservatives. When the smoke had cleared from the tumult
of the election of 1930, the gate stood ajar, opening the winding course
of Canadian history to a new assistant. Where this road would lead,
depended on the tlioughts of the Prime Minister, Richard Bedford Bennett.
vill
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leader and ihi i m

motion

there will be more danger on the side of the party
itself than on the aide of the leader you will choose.
& m here now, it is not the supreme consideration — —
who shall be the leader of this great party? 2he
supreme consideration is «*•» what manner of party shall
tie hare to lead?3*
At the 1927 Conservative Convention meeting in Winnipeg these grim
words were uttered by Arthur Meighen, the nan who had led. the
Conservative party twice to defeat* The words stated clearly and
logically, the weaknesses of the party* Above all, the assembled
delegates had to select a new efficient leader and to devise a sound
party platform. Although several former cabinet ministers such -as
James Manion, sir Henry Lunley Drayton, Henry Hubert Stevens, Robert
Rogers and Hugh Guthrie contested the leadership, previous circum
stances Indicated a victory for Richard Bedford Bennett.
Guthrie had been selected as temporary leader of the party in
the House of Gwmom, and had hoped that this would secure for him*
self the permanent leadership at the iatlonal Convention. let several
factors were to prevent him from succeeding* First, despite his
temporary position, the party hierarchy were not solidly behind him,
% * Grattan O ’Leary, HAfter Bennett What?*, Maclean’s Magazine,
LI (lay 15, 1938) 68, quoting Moi^ien’s address to tRe '^nsewative
Convention of October 10, 1927.
1
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2
bat tended to favour Bennett.2
Of eqfual importance, was the determination of Major-General
Alexander D. McRae, the Conservative Party organizer, whose task had
been to arrange for the Winnipeg Convention, and who was determined
to see Bennett gain the Conservative party leadership. To these ends
be bad campaigned among 'the party strategists and leaders, securing
support for the on* man he felt would restore the confidences of' the
party organisation because of hie many acquaintances in the business
world, and through M s record in parliament.^ ft*© issue was not long
la doubt. Due largely to McRae* a .ability for making friends, and his
close associatiomhip with many influential businessmen, Bennett won
the nomination.^ In a letter to his close friend, Max Aitken, lord
Beaverbroak, of November 10, 1927, one month after the Winnipeg
Convention, Bennett stated*
As early m the apo$ controversy of 1926, Bennett had been
suggested as a party leader.: John W. Dafoe in discussing this ia$»asae
#«td,"»lt is in the interest of powerful Conservative influences' not
to defeat the Goverraaent at the moment as this would mean the coming
into supreme power .of Meighen. They think that if the present situa
tion can be dragged out long enou#, they may b© able to. dump
M«Lguan and put Bennett in his place. (From a letter of Dafoe- to
Robert fesfe®, former Progressive Leader, of February 15, 1926, Dafoe
Papers, M. 'fly. Itefell# Archives of ■Canada, ■berMaafter cited as
Dafoe Papers,'p.A*®.)
% * Grattan 0 ‘Leary, "the Rival Chiefs of Staff", Maclean *s
Magazine. XLIV (July 1, 1930), p. 8.
Hjohn r. villas®*, The Conservative Party of Canada; 1920191*9, (Durham, 1956), p. I g l ^ ^ I ^ S ' 6i^i3JatiohaI ''abilities
wore rewarded when short!# after Bennett became Prime Minister,
he was ^pointed, to the Senate.
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I did not' seek the position# I had not’intended to
permit my name to b© placed in nomination until -fee Con
vention met# It was a real contest between doing what
my party friends thought was ay duty, and the giving up
of business and professional associations of long
standing.
In the end I followed what I am afraid was the path
of least resistance, but now I find myself undertaking
very serious responsibilities, and a most thankless task.
I have no illusions, I will do my best for I recog
nise my obligations to the country that has done so
much for me#-’
Though Bennett had been selected on the second ballot, thereby becom
ing the eighth leader of the Conservative Party, the choice was not a
popular one, and may have been a compromise.6
At this time, Bennett was the only Conservative member of
parliament from the prairie provinces * He had served in both Meighen
administrations, as Minister of Justice in the first, and as Finance
Minister in the second. Despite many attributes of a statesman and
politician, he had no surface humour and appeared generally aloof
£?
Lord Beaverbrook, "Friends”, (London, 1959) 1*9. As well,
Bennett wrote ft similar letter to Sir Robert Laird Borden on the same
date in which he &s±4i nI Must say to you that I was very reluctant
to permit my name to be placed in nomination at the Convention. I am
not fitted for .the position and I,,am certain that it was rather by a '
process of elimination than through any merits of my own, that I was
elected.... I have no illusions. I realize that tomorrow or the day
after, those who have cheered me so enthusiastically will vote
against me with still greater alacrity." (Found in Borden Papers,
vol. 261, F.A.C.)
a letter of the Liberal newspaperman, John W. Dafoe,
written to Clifford SLfton on October 15, 1927, Just five days after
the election of Dennett as party leader, he statess "I don«t think
the most farsighted of them are very happy over their solution of the
leadership problem. Of those offering, Bennett was undoubtedly the
most available man,,.. Bennett*s weakness for the position are pretty
apparent to intelligent Conservatives. In addition to his temperamen
tal peculiarities which will make a good deal of trouble for the party,
his great wealth and his association with the corporations which want
to dowinat© Canada wd.ll prove a heavy load to bear." (Dafoe Papers,

I. 71* F.A.C.)
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from the people and the party*? Despite his shortcomings, he had
displayed a remarkable sense of organization in his legal handling
of the Canadian Pacific Hailway*® Bennett had commenced his political
career in 1900# by securing election to office for the Korth*i7est
Legislature* In parliament he had ably conducted himself. His manner
of speaking was eloquent and dramatic.^ Bennett’s background was also
an asset* He cane from old Loyalist stock, from the Maritime province
of lew Brunswick, His first public position had been that of a school
teacher. He had subsequently given up teaching for the practice of
law, and had moved out West* Here he had made a name for himself as

m

astute lawyer, specializing in corporation work, through his legal -

practice he became associated with several large business enterprises
and from a campaign point of view, his wealth and business connections
7
B* Grattan O’Leary# "Conservatism1s New Prophet", Maclean’s
Magazine, XL (November 15, 192?) h»

8
Bennett had been legal counsel for the Canadian Pacific
Railway for two years, during which time he had gained the plaudits
of the Company for his administrative abilities and his legal services.
9
For example# Bennett’s speech opening debate on the Speech
from the Throne, February 2h, 1930# wherein he stated: "... Whan I
ventured to raise my voice last year in defence of what I considered
to be the Canadian rights# I was denounced as a jingo. Because I
Ventured to speak a .word for this country and criticized other coun
tries, I was denounced as saying things which were provocative. But
justification comes, not from this Parliament or from this country,
but it comes in the words of one of the most eminent aeoiioiriists in the
United States# a man who was the chairman of the Tariff aorarit3sion
from 1917 to. 1919**** Mr* Speaker, so far as I aa concerned, and so
far as those with whoa I am associated are concerned, we propose to
protest against being bullied by any power on earth," (This was in
reference to remarks in an article on the United States Tariff by
Professor Tsusig of Harvard, which had stated that the United States
had treated Canada for many years, in the same way as a bully treats
a small boy}* Quoted in J, Castell* ed«, Canadian Annual Review of
Public Affairs, 1929-30, 32, (hereinafter cltid as'’c."/uR7J
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5
enabled M m to help fill the party coffers*10 Affluent though he was,
Bennett w m not snobbish and constantly showed by his actions and
that he believed a ( k m M m Prime 'Minister wist be sincere
« d hard working* la Sll* M s capabilities were thus an asset to the
party*11 It was hoped that M s defeat of aloofness could be overcome.
Once IfcHMffet was elected, the party drew up a platform that
sought both to attract the West* and to revitalise the Farty* At the
Convention, rcsolmti«s 'were adopted advocating' the completion of the
northern railroad route to Hudson lay, the granting of federal aid
for Intexprovineial highways, the handing over of the provincial
.natural m & m m m to the Prairie provinces* the development of
ports and the all Caaaelli© project of a St. Lawrence waterway.12
It was ahMetpated that these strong resolutions would rally the
dloMdkMaHMMd eowervative® to m m greater efforts on behalf of
the Party#
%* 1930, MocM.cn clouds appeared on the federal hozlsoa*
iebates within parliament focused attention upon minor issues which
Bemmett had saved the l.B. Eddy Match and Paper Company
from financial .rain through hia legal abilities, and was willed a
large share of the corporation* s stocle fey the grateful owner* who had
been a schoolmate of M s * Bennett also had interests in a mining con
cern, and had been prominently associated with the Canadian Pacific
Sallwijy (see page 3).
11M;» opponents thought, "differently* John W* Dafoe in 'a- letter
t0.i..Br.'©and3i,ffs* said of M m on October 2, 1928* "The new Conserva
tive leader* Mr# Bennett* ^ w i # showing up as a reactionary of the
first order la both eeoaas&cs and politics. Is la able, rich, head
strong, combative, and he is going to turn- the Conservative party into
a diehard fary party if he can get away with it. His views on inter
national trade i#pe«r to be those of the mercantilist theorist of the
eighteenth owdsqajr* while on lapeid.®! ^aestions he apparently hasn't
moved forward a step in forty year#*** (Dafoe Papers M* 7h> P.A.C.)
12
terdpp Cities Star* Itarsday, October 13* 192?, p.2.
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could have brought about an election.3^ However, before 'the proro
gation of Parliament, the liberal Finance Minister, Charles
taming, brought down a preposed nmr budget dealing with tariff
problem© and Canadian commerce and the Election ultimately was to
be fought over this issue.
ate taming Budget was characterised by broad, numerous tariff
revisions, especially with reference to- steel schedules and trade
preferences.3*^ Iwerou© additions were made- to the free list under
the British preference, while increased duties ware imposed m butter,
fruit® and vegetables. Ga certain exports and imports, countervailing
duties were introduced to apply gainst countries raising their rates
on these Canadian goods

The budget announced further, that trade

negotiations were underway with Mewfoundland and Hew Zealand. This
latter agreement over the purchase of batter had a strong influence

m the campaign. Though reductions ware made on agricultural and
office equipment and machinery, ©specially under the British tariff
preferences, w m rates and schedule® were introduced on iron and steel.
these, the liquor embargo, concerning itself with a dis
pute between the Gntazio government of G. Howard Ferguson and the King
administration, the pensions problem, and. the divorce issue had been
perrenlal @m$m of debate*
^These were fixed rate® on iron and steel products which had
been established by th« goveraaent tariff BMriU Many items needed to
be revised to keep pia.ce vd.th metallurgical development so that the
rates would correspond to them.
^Canada would not raise its schedule rates, in general, but
would impose upon such products from another country rates equivalent
to those imposed by that country upon the identical Canadian product,
where the Canadian' rate ©numerated, was lower*
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yfcrth©r, specific duties were placed on fruits and vegetables. The
bodge* was an attempt to deal with agricultural, domestic and
foreign trade relations.1^ Its pronouneanent was favourably received,1?
Bit ‘‘Conservative leaders in Canada bad never quite forgot
ten what happened in 1911, and that, indeed, has Influenced m c h of
Conservative policy ever since.

M

1911, the election campaign

between Borden and |*auri#r had as on® of its chief issues, reci
procity, Series had succeeded at that time in a situation similar
to the one now ©fronting the election campaign. Bennett saw three
•interrelated concerns as the ©lection issues t imperial relations,
tariff, and agriculture. In effect they all revolved around the issue
of tariffs*^ Imperial relation® were concerned primarily with ©spire
trade and comerc®. The soar#© of the agricultural problems of western
X6fhe Donning Budget of 193®, C.A.a. 1929-30, pp. 34-38. F&r
full budget aceoant see- B m m of Common ’
SeBaiesV ’
se’sslon 1930, vol. 2,
May 1, pp. 16TO-16T7.

f ms m* Montreal, of May 2, 1930 stated--* "There is ground
for hope t E S T ^ i w r l f f ; policy of Mr. Beaming will-do much to improve
economic relation# between Canada and England. To what degree will the
new tariff ©haages affect certain Canadian industries? The complexity
of the changes leaves room for doubt.... Canada proposes therefore, to
treat her- competitors fairly, said to give her business chiefly to
comt*!®# which trade with her asst. It- is in this spirit, shorn of
§H. petUma&f that he will attend the Is^eyt&l Economic Conference at
leaden next Autumn...." ®ds- shows an attitude of general, favour for
the tedget, as was similarly is many newspapers at the time. C.A.R., 1929-30.
|g
M. Grattan O'Leary, "Current Folitical scene”, Queen*a
QwUafljr, (winter, 193®} 206.
X%.-B, Bennett, "The Election Issues As I See Tham",

m & i m * * Magaslne, HIII (duly 15, 1930) 8.
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Canada especially, concerned the trade and economy of that area. The
Cunning Budget, with its redistribution of tariffs, further concerned
the ©eonomie conditions of Canada’s commercial development. Thus all
three issue# were in aorae way connected with fee problem of tariffs.
There w m no question feat Bennett fully appreciated and
admired fee British Commonwealth, But at fee same tine he stated:
tt0 m of ay chief complaints against fee Imperial policy of fee Govern
ment of Mr. Mackenzie King is feat it has been animated by a spirit of
nagging self-assertion and a disposition to an attitude of Irrational
isolationism which was a breach of fee unwritten understanding arrived
at during fee 'Imperial Conference of 1926,"20
" In this, Bennett felt feat King was, in effect, tearing apart
the very fabric of fee oomomm&Lih structure* Bennett viewed fee
development of fee. British Erapir© as being dependent upon fee develop
ment of each unit which was a part of fee Bapire*21 »I stand for
Canada and upon feat issue of,Canadians before any other people in fee
world, I m prepared to seek suffrage of my fellow awm#"22 In respect
to fee British preference as being proposed, Bennett did not approve
of it, since for him, it was not in reality a preference*
Ibid.. 8 ©t seq. The unwritten understanding refers to fee
spirit of ® ® a a o a nationalism fostered during fee War years of World
War Z*
^Bennett’s osmaeats when remarking on fee British preference,
in fee debate# on fee 1930 Budget, Bouse of Commons Debates,
Seasi<ra I93Q» II (May) 1825-1826.
22Ihld., (same comments) 1825.
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A sound partnership i# founded on mtuOitar o£ interest.

®»d tatibttMte is predicted upon reciprocal benefits,
ibis is

There 1® no true Caaadiaa wise would

not gloSy* surrender some .personal advantage to help the
people of the parent states Britain however neither
mm®» nor
for help, like that* Wfcwfc she wants is
what m- want — .broader areas of trade developed through
an
to which we each bring the .powers which
hare made us what w# are* She wants with us a greater
aspire of the future .and 'for that we Canadians must
build a greater Canada. I ■say now what I have said from
youth, that the future of 'the ©spire depends upon the
upbuilding of teadsi it depends upon 'the developieai
of the great resources Of Canada* Any sacrifice that we
ta@y make of our position whereby we oeas# to be autono
mous in the development of this: great stab® is fraught
with the grs»st' ditwtar not to us alone but to the
SBfdre of which we for® a part* What is good for m o is
good fear both, and what is bad for on® cannot avail
■the

Am for th© tariff isswe, Bennett had strongly commented on the
liberal budget which Banning had p*o®®s«d* He felt that since everyone
ip Canada w w l d be .affected, in eta* way by the customs changes,, then
the q f u M m was whether th# proposed tariff changes would aid in
deviIm&s&tt Canada*®

resources, and la securine more etmaloy-

wwfe for G«adlana# For Bennett, the countervailing duties which were
.pat forwwd,:. subjected Canada to a suteersient role to that of the
Halted States becsaae of reseat .mmt&m legislation*^
2^«B®Baettfe speech on the Dunning Budget proposalsjl Sesaion
19M*.Wmm® of Commons Iksfeatss, XX (May
1833.
*
is a reference to the IiwloyoSteoot Act of 1930, of
American tariff Increases which enlarged the flexible tariff changed
of 1922 permitting adjustment of rate® to equalise foreign and home
production costs, and retaining mtl-du&ping legislation. (Stevens
Papers, X3OTX, P.A.C.) StenaftJfc had said in parliament that “It is a
{WttrtervidXlag tariff that comes into operation not because Canada
has so declared,, but because other countries have passed tariff legis
lation to safeguard and protect their i|#ia markets. When they do that
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fhe trend towards lower tariffs by the Liberal government had
been evident in ling*® appointment of two men, the Honourable T.A.
Crerar as minister of aailways and Canals, and the Honourable Charles
Itaning as Minister of Binane®, both wheat were known to favour th®
lowering of tariffs. Burning *s budget, with its widely diversified
revisions and reallocations of tariff duties and. preferences, was
inadequate for Bennett. He believed that Canada should reduce her
economic dependence on other nation®*2^
IIthough Bennett «ay have realised, that the world seanott&e
situation had. brought about many additional difficulties to the
agricultural element of Canadian society, he felt that more effective
benefits could be achieved by a co-operative marketing system for
farm products. Doming had proposed specific duties to meet th©
urgent need of th® growers during acute periods, and at the same time,
to guarantee th® consumer the supplies of these products at reasonable
prices throughout the year. let th® Conservative nominee felt the ■
countervailing duties on many agricultural products, seemed to subject
th® Canadian economy to outside influence®.

Since these basic issues

revolved around the problem of trade and Canadian economy, Bennett
automatically the same tariff applies against them in our market* In
other words, Congress makes Canada*® tariff.... (House of Commons
Debates,. Session. 1930 ,. II, 182?*)
2% i e revision of the Canadian Customs Act affected trade in
far® and dairy products as well. In this respect had come the trad©
treaties with lew Zealand, which had allowed for the influx of New
Zealand butter into Canada, to the detriment of the Canadian dairy
industry.

26

_

See .above, 9.
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therefor© pledged himself to alleviate th® conditions through planks
la M t party programmes*
ft® Conservative platform contained pledges for a policy of
protectionism for Canadians in th© development of 'their natural
resources, agricultural and Industrial life, similarly It advocated
consumer protection from exploitation, In trade it pledged for a
policy of stabilizing economic conditions and eliminating manipu
lation of domestic end foreign tariffs* She fostering and develpping
of agricultural, livestock and dairy industries was also declared*
Si addition, to these tariUi pledges, said interdependent on
them,, were several other promises which included* the improvement and
Scansion of th® transportation system, espeoi&lly the northern high
ways and the 0t* Lawrence waterway development! the stabilizing of
interprovincial trade and the establishing of a Canadian fuel policyj
the'supporting of a plan based on mutual advantage for greater Etepire
trad® and the establishing of a national old age pension scheme.2?

^?E*B* Bennett, "The flection Issues as X See them*, Maelean's
Magazine, XLIII (June 15, 1930), 8.
©ms (kmservattve banner was thus to wave for a greater degree
of "Camdianismw. Ih® growing specter of increased unemployment had
encouraged Bennett to advocate a .strong policy of Canada first —
to alleviate the situation. A delegation from the hard hit agricul
tural interests of the west had sought federal assistance to meet the
problem. King himself, made a speech on the issue, which was
considered a blunder on his part, and which was to lead to strong
provincial attacks on him.
King*s famous «five-e©nt speech**, wherein he stated*
•mth respeet to give money .out of the Federal Treasury to
any Tory Government in this country, for these alleged
unemployment purposes, with these Governments situated as
they are today, with policies diametrically opposed to
those of this Government, I would not give them a five*
eent piece.* (Debates of the Sms © of Commons, Session
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fhe liberal platfom of Baek«sl« H u g centered around throe
basic issues* these were the record of his government while in office,
the 1930 Sunning Budget# and the representation at the forthcoming
2ap«i<& and Beommie Conferences in I^ndon*28
Die ttboral position held for co-operation in anpir© trade
and increased trade nil* Britain. Interooaaaoxwealth trade agreements
had been encouraged, but th® lew Zealand butter agreement had
weakened the Mtoaral appeal to th© country*29 further, King felt that
the revisions made in the tariffs on Iron and steel, and the new
tariffs on fruits and vegetables were adequate to meet th© conditions
10
within these major agricultural concerns.'' m ® n speaking on the
tariff questlonf H a g had stated*
It is apparent that both a high tariff and free trad#
are sectional policies w*mm» aoriLied to the axistins con*
fw nawMfta,- whet them Is th© saasssrf The answer
given by th® liberal party to a conflict of interest
arising oat of th© tariff is the same as it is with res
pect to a conflict of interests In all other directions.
$0 the greatest possible detent, sectional interests must
be reconciled in the light Of the larger interests of
the whole, m i s em be affected only by moderation and
■©fifflpfoisdse*'^*
m

n

(April), 1227-1228. A w n t t was to us© this to

o n tw r! tiA v«flM *T l ^ m in i-,a o it a s fth © w nftnm l

n rO b lS B E T W n o r®

a C U t© .

King, Mfhe Election Issues As I See The® », Maclean*s
Magaaine, XLIII (June 15, 1930), 9.
^Stevenson, J.A., ’‘Die Canadian Election", Queen*a Quarterly.
(Summer, 1930), 576.
3°W.L.M. Hag, "fh# Election Issues As I See fbam", ibid.,

9 ©t M g *
speech

^CJUR., 1929-1930, 88, fating from King*a keynote campaign
I at. Brantford, Ontario, on June 16, 1930. In th#
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W m m m m m , King believed that*
«H»e pestle of Canada would be wholly agreeable to
having this Country again represented .(at the. Imperial
Conferenee in London) by the present administration in
the ordinary course of errant# without the necessity of
any appeal to the people in the interval* However* the
Imperial Conference and the f e r i a l Economic Conference
are all«4aport«®it events* and 1 believe that the
voice of Canada at those conferences will be the
greater by 'virtue of it# being expressed by an adminis
tration which hsm 3ust been honoured with the confidence
of the people of this country. "32
little did he realise that his word# rang true, but for his opponent*
the Conservative leader, Eiehard Bedford Bennett.

.
on Day 6* 1930,

Bmmatt eoKanenced 'hie cauioalen with an alterant to identlfv xmenaolov—
—wr1

aa e a — 1■
v* .p

1
* *—

.up

^p —

. *— n w

— — *p

T*^ ^p

«p**— J. ^ s F

meat and the King government. &- his Calgary address Bennett stated
ttotl

' ’

"The problem of tmeaployment he# now ceased to be a local
or Provincial one, and it bo# assumed national proportions
and it w i n fee the duty of my Party to see that ei^ioyment
1# provided for those of out*people who are able to
wwrtu... 1 will not permit this country with my voice or
vote to ever baccate committed to the dole syste®*»33
budget Debate* Dunning had stated that "Lower tariffs to those who
buy most freely from me makes for trade extension end wider market#
for .«ur products while prohibitory dutl.es to meet prohibitory (title#
generally applied would constantly tend to restrict cor export
markets, (House of Commons Debates, 1930, 16?3)*
32Hng»# address on the.. Budget* House of Commons Debates,
Session 1933* II (May 6), 1635. She ’interval* refers to the legal
SSitiiS''«rting*# government which had one more year of office. Hie
r t f m e to ’again being represented’ ie to the 1923 and the 1926
Conferences, In which King took part.
33

on June 11, 1930, a#

cited in C.A.B., 1929-193®, 101-102.
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Bennett went on his campaign to attack the issues which H u g
ted considered as the basic ones* In a speech given at St. Thomas
shortly before the conclusion of the campaign, he referred to King’s
utterance and said:
(King) speaks of his love and friendship for the nations
-of 'the world and how M s love and friendship M i l
open new markets for ms* I weald largest to him that
those virtues ahm to test advantage at home. My party will
meet our competitors on friendship, bat At will be love for
Canada white guides u® in cur actions, ted m for the Impe
rial conference, this country will send to it m m whose
first thought is for their own people and whose desire
is to helm their own people while helping the Sapire as
a whol«.»
Again he stated*
The first, duty of a Canadian statesman is Canada, a
Canada within the Snpire**.* Free trade could sot be
the remedy to produce prosperous conditions: ’Free
trade has sot kept home markets for Canadians, made
agriculture and industry prosperous or prevented
unesfdopient. Fair competition, equal opportunity must
be afforded to Canadians in meeting the world in
competition.... a Conservative government would see to
It that this would te done*3>
teen campaigning in Quebec, Bennett’s policy of protectionism gained
support. In his attacks upon tee record of King’s administration,
and te® unemployment issue, Bennett stated teat "we must have action
and not promises. I propose to call parliament immediately after
^Campaign speech delivered by R.B. Bennett at St* Thomas,
July 22, 1930, as reported In the Border Cities Star, July 22, lyyo.
of Bennett at Owen Sound, July 2b, 1930,
as 'died in the Border Cities Star, June 2h, 1930.
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July &S* for the impose of enabling the representatives of the
peWjpEUe to deal with the pfotO.ee m

a jwpsr basis*..# What you

want Is work «*xi not confer©**©®«*3^
B@rmett*s campaign s m s i the ©ountiy, his heartening
speeches and his ability to catch tsfe© people*# fancy, resulted in a
secured a»d oversdielMjMt C^hiservativ# victory **»*<>*» Bennett felt
“

“

* *»»■> *u *™wffl^njwi><>i!?jii^|jj^.

iy*^w*aF'e#ia w * w * i w , v v *

w *•*©# apwrift ,,

essaweisma

* * © * © e i w ** wr

—•wmm.v

was a mandate gfeni the people* fhia put hi® in a position of control
< W

the House of Gotwona wMeli had not been enjoyed by King*37

■^Campaign speech of Bennett at Quebec City, June 11*, 1930,
as cited in Border Cities.Stmt*.June Hi# 1930.
37W w i have held that it was not primarily <&e to the Conser
vative policies, campaign, or new leader, as it was to a general
4ft»«dtaffcMlae with th® ling govenwenb. John W. Bafoc in a latter to
E* J. Deachman ®f August i, 193® summed it up. «Ho doubt what beat
fee government was & very general feeling that sosaething better night
«0M <mt of a shahe-ap.#,* 1 don»t think the bolters, whose defection
beat 'the government candidates, gave & thought to the effect of their
vote of policy ««* Whet they wanted to do was to M b someone in the
« y % In mMUUkIImi fbr hard tinee, low prices of grain, disap
pointment «t the failure of the wheat pool to deliver the goods,
losses suffered through speoulatlon, l a * of cash, the indignity of
hating to put up with the old car, end for a hundred other censes,
Jtt* m profound* Voting against the government afforded them 'in the
Jargon «f th® psychologists, an «^jotional release*. (Bafoe Papers.
75, P*A«C* ^.
One of the wore interesting factors of the election was the
situation in Quebec, the Uberal strong-hMd. Here the old <pestion
tit eonstractioii had reappeared* ffe# intimation was that a Conservative
gomnrnmt would pilose at the ®#«riSl Confer©**©©, military
tmMrijMiai for the Dominions, for lapire Defence. (Article in
la i m w of ficatreal* July 25, 193©# m found in Q.A.R., 1929-1930*
Although this- was an nfetwpt to hinder Conservative efforts,
the V M & t e backfired, for out of' the stxty-fiv© seats, whereas
before the election ably four seats were Conservative, now twentyfour seats were won for th© party. (John R. Williams, ibid., 1&}«
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,tto* Conservative victory stowed gains throughout tto© Boistnion*
Bennett m m toad twenty-two other conservative ©embers to help tola
»p?esest the west. Once King toad tendered tto© resignation of his
adrdnistratlon to th© Governor-General,, Viscount i&lllngdon, tto® way

w m open for Bennett to sa*xak» the reins of office, which to© was to
hold through five difficult years*
There were several m o toe could, now ©all upon in order to

form his itfidotvyv Those who toad tiled for the leadership in 1927
m m consider©^ as- were some m m faces -who m w appeared on th®
Vi©t@*l«fi party benches. Of tto® m » he selected,.Guthrie was given
the post of Msinter of Jbst&o* and Attorney General, while Kaoion
.got-tto# is®ort«»t portfolio' of Ifiiiister of Hallways and Canals* Both
of ■these m m cam fro© Ontario and .toad entered tto© government service
under Mi® Salon Bwssr of Borden in 1917. During Bennett’s years in
©Cfi®® they played m important m%m* They were Joined by Henry Hubert

86«ffiMMfe S a i f tea? of Trade and eossapree, later to split with Bennett
and atieHpt to t o m his m m party* and air Georg© Parley, Canada’s
first W w m m m KtnifflM* -during the war years* Minister without Port
folio* In edd&ileii to these comparatively experienced. ©en« Bennett
.added# as f&nUtar of Fisheries, Sign* Heison Rhode®, formerly Premier
of Hova :$eoti%. and destined to replace Bennett in his portfolio of
Minister of
ll||*l|tlill«|lll(ilN
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Rhodes had served briefly, tout with distinction in Meighen’a
3$ft6 government as Speaker of th© House of Qommm*
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SwaMtt selected a physician who had served with prontinent distinction
dating th© net* Dr* Murray Mmharm* Ecfcacnd Baird Bydaaan, a staunch
party jas®t>ep, became M s Minister of National Bevem®, while the
important portfolio of Minister of Agriculture went to a brilliant
f

I

t

b

e

r

i

Hfeir. The l&Mstry -of■Public Works was

given to Hugh Jslexaiidi® ffee&so?i* a strong advocate of abolishing .the ■
party spoils system, wMl ® Alfred Baraalasa received the portfolio
'Of Minister of W&tomJ®
'Tree to-Ms word, Bennett called a special session of parlia
ment to n# 8% in.. September* The trJm

!4inistership of Richard Bedford

Bemett had oowoneecU

3%aid« to Canadian Ministries Sinoe Confederation, July 1,
106? «* January'T,' 1^5T|" t'C^tawd,r',I^?), iiftesnth'liiisijyof Canada,
.51-0* See a# well, "Cabinet fhitrMts", Maclean»s Magazine, S.?
(August tfereu^b CkJtober, 1931)- flww* ,aren%rS efiv«fS the meraber® of
the new cabinet*
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”m ? w m m m u m , ”
Prim®

XKnL«t®r of ifet® for ©eternal Affairs, and

Minister of finance, M a t e d Bedford Bennett opened a special ses
sion of parliament ®*i September 8, 1930* at m

mstpfeicm moment In

Canadian history, Th® world economic upheaval was now hitting Canada

M f e fore®.
If there ever was an election conducted by a political
party on th© basis of wholesale and most nnqaalified
mgi *&&&&&& 4s **3.i 61&as&8
diidfiDMilL It
was th®
throng which m ksm just passed* and
it 1# as a result of these promises and pledges feat fee
Honoorabl© gentlemen opposlt® ar® in office*1

life fees© words of th® opposition ringing in his ears, Bennett became
determined in his efforts to carry oat hi® pledges. In fact the chief

pwpost for mOli&f this special session of parliament was to fulfill
M s *0Mgary -speech'* nnewployient pledge.

2

To meet fee problem, Barnett presented three measures to
jttSiMsfet mumlofmmt relief* amendments to fee tariff* and
H U a g M opining
fee Speech from fe® Thron®* Hons®
-Of Commons SfecttC* Special tension (September 8* 1930)* 35.
2
Address of Juno U * 193% *#» ate®, 13.

18
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ITU It fit n*t ifM

Jk mMiM&Jlhi

goo^i n w

i f t i a M o ilAi

smof* tQ halt th®

Uf**Of foreign
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ihe Ifeeaploymeoat Relief measure consisted of th© sponsoring
of a programme ®f public works. 'la speaking ©a th® proposed measure
•which would allocate some #20,000,000.00 in genremmmt funds to such
projects, Bennett stated*
It Is a measure to M l with an acute present problem. It
d®*® ©ft in «¥?y aawsta a4m to
ffj.tll th® prOblfiSK aS ©
problem in
so faras nay he bought daajyawi © to
endeavour to remov® it from th® realm of further discussion
■ in M i House* We do M l * * * that M s resolution which I .
^ m new submlttiag ... will go far to relieve the situation.**
f3y this means he hoped to provide work for those able and willing
to woxfc. Although the liberals were in agreement with th® principle
of th® measure proposed, they disagreed with Its method of presentation*

Hup felt that before parliament voted m questions of money they had
to pass the usual Parliamentary Supply Bill, and enumerate the
specific .purpose* for which definite appropriations w«re to be made/
However Bennett1'® majority easily defeated their proposed amendments,
3$bls roferw to the flooding of the Canadian market by th#
excess goods, of other countries, in particular, the goods of the
f e l t e d . S t a ts ® .'

w e ro l i t e r a l l y

dnmntxA « m »

n a n n fh ii.

*rfr>f>«i h o t*

iaport duties 'on these product® were low*
^a®Em®tt«a speech m the proposed ^employment Belief legis
lation, House of Commons Debates, first session, ifth parliament,
special session, 63* some liberals’,T^t',
''thatllBennett had no plans.
3b a letter of J.W. Dafoe to Grant Dexter of August IS, 1930, Dafoe
stated! "... Mr. Bennett really has no plans in mind about unem
ployment* Some sort of mendSLns program®® in conjunction with the '
f m n i n s M and manioipalltiwa may be .got together for the short
session, but he appears to have no solution for the problem, except
first a complete embargo on iamdp^tioa and secondly, tariff increa
ses." (Dafoe Papers, M. ?!*» P.A.C.).
^C.A.R.»

1930-1931#

3h outlining th® liberal
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and. Hfc® mill was quickly passed toy the end of the first week of the
«Mi8ctan»
Bennett, as Minister of finance, then introduced the tariff
amendments«
It Is not for the far®®®* of protection that -th® tariff
i® being revised today. She resolutions that are toeing
submitted to -this House are art for the purpose of
affording protection in th# sens* in which that tens is
usually used? bat .if that. tomm- If.' used to designate Just
W m % w», during the Election, indicatfd that it did mean,
namely the
to r.^wagM arna an ©quality of opportunity
with others who are building up their- country to enable
a® to build up oar Bwinios aWfi to ggtws® fair compel!tion
to the worker in Canada, be it man or woman, then it is
protection we propose#6
These tariff changes dealt with agricultural products, and several
of the -infant- Canadian industries, among the® the iron and steel
concerns. Dunning’s countervailing (titles were to be replaced with
.

(titles, Bennett aaatleteatod that the#* tariff changes would

pvetoMft 1he m a m u m as wall# He saldi- '
Khat we hare don® is to take- those industries that we
believe are in a mmtam .the key industries of this country
where activity may be stinsalated and employment insured
to th® -greatest .possible extent and we are confident that
the measures we- hare
%© secure the consumer against
■®^i®itaM®% coaled with increased production in
Canadian fact®*!®® by th® work of Canadian men and woman
is© sunnly the reauiraaents of Canadians* id.ii remit in
••• meeting the exceptional conditions,
»rgtua«nt® and proposals.

239.

^House ®f- Gammons Debates, Special Session, 1930, (Septeraber)
; ■-----*“ " *

?S«ui*tj» ibid, 2i*l.
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a
te»® instead of ft gewtel revision of the tariff, Bennett aimed at a
tesipi t» flMttrt greater «#lopi@itt* 1%© ©sad result was an
taftrwu* la tec general tariff. To

the tariffs were aimed

frijaarlly at tff&dtng Canada up, r*tfe«r than building a protective

%*01* M s

wasbeet owned up -la a talk by Stevens, th©

Mtatoter of trad® and ©*Mt®roo*.

fdriiea is that n ot Mng will b* toport®* eoeeept wh&t
smmt- he grown or mmmaafaxrsd m otherwise produced in
Canada. If Canada cannot produce 1%.. then the bop© is to
get tee goods tern Britain or tee ©tkor (taalrdana*®
King mygmA teftt tee proposed changes which Bennett desired to
topltoonb would in fact result In tec gradual urbanization of Canada.
Hi® agtecsfttural centres would daoliii®,. white would in turn increase
tet standard cost of living sod tee cost of production. He argued
ftwtfet? teat tee proposal® were in essence detrimental to tee success
of tee 3##rlal m s i m m m M g pete#® even weakening Canada»® position.
But Beimett hfifrd firm to the Ida®1
!® esjpounded »in»g tee campaign
font®. To te« arguments tepaufag te® eiais# of agriculture and tee
cause of inteS'ter he r&nll&d* ■
We cannot Mfee * country by i®ri.telt«rs atone or by
industey done, tee two
and -until such
tto® a® we relate one b§ tee other, by tee closest
possible ties, we shall not bring about teat national
sentiment which 1# m desirable* tear® should in teat
sms® be no last and West... we are m»- country and one
people endeavouring to accoaaplleh our purpose and tee
policies which w© outline hare tod# am taken because we
believe it is in tee Interest® of ©mods test' car people

t$

of Henry Babert Stevens given in Vancouver, September
a® cited in th®. Border Cities Star, (September 2, 1930).
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should buy Canadian products If m do not raise th©
prices.... % prefer therefore if 1 can, by any policies
at ay command, to direct into those channels the pro
ductivity of the Canadian people, the agrarian popu
lation. ■That is my effort that is all. That is the
effort of this Gorenment. That is all we are trying
to do.f
Though the liberal opposition attempted to amend or otherwise
change the tariff proposal# put forward, the tariff changes were
approved on September 22, 193%. the last day of th© special, session
of parliament* There was an understanding between the two party
leaders that th© discussion on the tariff changes could be re-opened
at the next m m i m of parliament, when th® Budget would be considered.
Included 1m the tariff changes was legislation principally concerned
with a fair marfcet value in duty of imported goods, to prevent dumping.

10

_
W a e n t s of Bennett, t e t of CkHamons Debates, Special Session,
1930, (September) 463*
10Claases of the nssr M U in respect to anti-dumping duties j
"In determining the fair market value for duty of goods imported into
Canada the price# of which are published or listed by the manufactu
rer# or producers, or persons .acting in their behalf, the Governor*
In-Council may from time to time fix and determine a certain rate or
discount which may be applied in such published or listed prices,
subject to deduction of the amount of discount according to aueh rat#
shall be dewed, and taken to be the fair market value of any such
manufactures or products respectively m are specified in such Orders*
in-Council*" (Replacing seetlias 3? ®f the Sales Act). A further clause
stated that 'if goods earn© tut© Canada under conditions which were
prejudicial to Canadian interests, then th# Governor-in-Couneil might
fix th© duty value and such would be deemed the fair market value of
the goods. This clause replaced section
of the previous Act.
( Q U owhi are as cited in the Border Cities Star, September 16, 1930,
3). This was felt to allow CanaSSt pTOdudirs to c<2B|J#b© auecese*
fully with producers in other countries selling into Canada (Border
O m m Star, September 1?# 1930, 10).
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is wall, the former agreements mad® by th® Liberal government in
to Sew Zealand and other dominion trade ware brought under
review, BxpresaLng the view of Sennett* his Minister of Trade and
Goismerc© had commented!

t m not labouring under m y illusion# about the problem of
making nasr agreements with Australia and Mew Zealand* Just
to
those two dominions, bat how w® can buy more. In ray depart-;
meat at Ottawa* (we'are trying to discover that imports
fiem various countries) we may *•
or better buy from ■
Australia and Mew Zealand rather than from the country of
present export.... We are earnestly trying to wife out
that plan.
Mew Zealand rather overdid her butter,exports to Canada
awd that policy he# h#d a ratter serious effect upon some
dairy districts. Our own people we must consider first, but
generally we #b«.jt.i give our beet attention to an adjustment
Of this butter business with lew Zealand..., We are hoping
to enter a M S era of trod# relations with the©***
flitf^.wg

«e##i.Qii the forthcoming Imperial 'Conference was discussed

to teustdershi# ®rte»t* King had enquired if Bennett would consider
leaving parliament in the hands of mm. of his cabinet colleagues,
while he left to attend the Conference. But Manett pointed out that
he-had not as yet secured assent to his tariff legislation and thus
would not talcs up the proferred

1 have no desire to be nr»*t»gari with railroading this
through Parliament and if the sense of thtg
lease of Commons is that I should remain here, I will,
but I can m y only thdst I do act propone to leave -this
House with this legislation unpassed,3^
■^Speech of Steveaa, in Taseouver, September 3, 1930, (as
elted in Border Cities Stay, September 3, 1930, &>•
discussion on the Imperial Conference of 1930,
during the debate on it. (House of Commas Debates, Special Sessio
1930, MptmfetvaO* W 9).
~
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This attitude profited Stag to agree to the understanding in order
to aaoqpt passage of the legislation and to continue discussion at
the » « t parli.®»«it®5eT session-*
■Owe Parliament adjourned, Bennett was prepared for his
departure to th® London Conference. In effect, there were two
conferences, the Imperial Conference for the discussion, of constitutional and related subjects, and th® Imperial Stoaaotale Conference
for the discussion of trade* To mmrnpmy him to these sessions,

m t m % % MiUtttd thre® mmtimts of his cabinet, Hugh Guthrie, his
Justice

Henry Stevens, and Maurice Dupre, his Solicitor-

General*’
13 m t h their aides, they embarked for London and the
eonfereaaee# immediately following prorogation of the special session.
Portly after his arrival Bennett expressed a strong faith in
the Sipire*

--

M the past, the Imperial Conference has had before it
problems of vast importance and suprssae intricacy and h&q
successfully disposed of them. Bat in my m i m at least,
there have never been presented to it for solution
questions of such urgency and. such bade consequences to
th® economic welfare of th®- empire as those which now ari«e.
lit meet at a tine of Industrial depression, falling
prices, slackening of trad®, and. diminution of revenues,
and in. a time of rising vm.mploymm.%..., Those factors
■ which one® controlled W m course of intermtional trad®
and commerce have given place to others. Hie old order
of things has passed. Sow far the present unhappy state
may b# regarded us a manifestation of a change into a
condition of world affaire it is, perhapa, profitless at
the moment to ©nauire.
Ihe facts alone m m m m tie. They are plain and they
•^The Gonferenoe had h e m delayed in order to allow Bennett
to conclude & » w m r g m m session.
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m $% be £«®d* W# in Canada M m faced the®, and through
ade^iate eeployaent of those rnamm within our control
few*** we W U * v % provided a m w m % of oar present
dtifloi&tUto W colleaguse .and 1 come to this conference
*», in th# strong belief that by concerted action of
the whole* we can advance the interest® of the Etspire
and all its section®. We have a common purpose and it
would be strange indeed, if, by our united determination
to achieve it* there should not follow on our action that
m m high measure of success which in the day® gone by,
■has browsed oar Joined and steadfast efforts.lh
He declared -feat, the «m m m M

solidarity of th© tapir© was just as

capable of being achieved as had constitutional liberties. "In the
diversities of tto' peoples of our empire, their -talents and their
resources lies the real secret #£ the <apire»s greatness.^
-l«fwttb knew’that of prime consideration as far as Canada was
ooMMoiMfc was the problem of the surplus western wheat, fhe prairie
BcwfaQoe relied -strongly m

Bennett to secure- a greater share of

the .SfitMfe market for Canadian grain. Unanimously they had urged
this upon Bennett. Strongly they had abated, “what wo need ia a
.trade- agreement with Groat BvltMft and other countries which will
ensure nuuricete for ear surplus agilcultur®! products. Unless

profitable mgmt- wm&utfm are secured, unw^loymeai will centime
and so will depression eud

the absndomsnt of fewae-.*^

^Bennett *s opening address to the Conference, October 2, 1930,
a® cited in the Border IItie® -Star. Qbteber 2, 18.
Bennettfa speech -at a banquet in M s honor given in London,
October 2, 1930,. as reported in th© Border Cities Star, October 2,
193G.
~
15
in address, to the Government by Premier John Bracken of
Manitoba, of October 3, 1930. a® appearing ia the Border Cities Star,
October 3, 1930,

57365
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At the second session of the Conference on October eighth,
Bennett delivered his proposal for a definite policy of an inter*
imperial tariff preference, le stated, that the principle of Sqpire

preference could either be approved or rejected. "Delay is hazardous
... th® time for action has come."1^ 13ms he stirred the spirits of
the delegates. For him the basis of th® proposals which he was to
expound was to be adequate protection for those Industries already
in existence as well as those yet to be established. As a result
Bennett held that "we must ensure a certain flexibility in the
preferential tariff."1^ Bit in making his offer, he so proferred it
as to elaborate upon Canada's position and his government's desires.
Before offering this conference a plan, which once effec
tive, will ia my opinion make for greater prosperity in
all parts of the Empire, I shall briefly state th© fiscal
policy of the Canadian adaintstratlofi of which I a® the
head, fhe Conservative party of Canada believes in and
employ*' the principles of protection of the hem© producer
of agricultural and fabricated products from harmful
interference by world competitors. But it is not part of
our policy to exclude from our markets foreign goods so
long as their importance does not threaten a reduction in
the high standard of living which our citizens enjoy.
CM the other hand it is our declared policy to provide
for -fee consumer a cheap market by stimulating the growth
of coveting domestic industries to that .point of develop
ment where they will be able, in fair competition with
otters beyond our donision to offer to the Canadian public
products of like quality and at prices comparable to those
prevailing in the larger markets of other countries.
To achieve this result we are obliged to consider the
whole question from the point of view of both the consumer
and the producer, and through employment of a flexible
Extract fro® the address of Bennett to th© Second Session of
the Imperial Economic Conference in London, on October 8, 19.30, as
appearing in the Border Cities Star, October 8, 1930, 1.
^ Xbid., October 8, 1930, same address.
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tariff to ensure the proper protection of th© on© and
safeguards from exploitation the other.
... This policy of th© Conservative party has come
to be known as Canada First. In approaching the economic
problems of our empire I stand four square behind that
policy. And if this Conference is to meet those problems
Mid provide an effective solution o f .them it seems to me
that my attitude towards .ay own country will be the
attitude of you all towards yours. On no other basis can
we hop© to effect an enduring agreement of benefit to
each one of us.... For we believe that through the broaden
ing of the home markets of the empire states to empire
products, in preference to products of foreign countries
©very unit of this empire will benefit. This does not
m e m of course that an attempt should be made to exclude
from empire markets the goods of other countries...#
What it means is that we should direct the present flow of
trade into more permanent empire channels by preferring
empire goods to those of.other countries. This can only
be done in one way, by creating a preference in favour of
empire goods#
... The primary concern of Canada today is profitably
to sell its wheat. We believe we shall be reaching towards
a solution of the problem if we can establish a better
market in Great Britain. This market we want and for it
we are willing to pay by giving in the Canadian market a
preference for British goods.... I offer to the Mother
Country and to all other parts of the ©spire a preference
in the Canadian market in exchange for like preferences in
theirs,.based upon the addition of ten per cent increase in
the prevailing general tariffs or upon tariffs yet to be
created. In the universal acceptance of this, and in like
proposals and acceptances by all other parts of the empire
we attain to the ideal of empire preference.... And so I
propose that we of the British in our joint and several
interests do subscribe to the principles of an empire
preference and that we take without delay the steps neces
sary tft pat it into, effective operation....
Any,'govertaaent of which I am th© head will be prepared
to support the proposal I have made with whatever variations
to the general plan may seem advisable, to make it effective
by the proper legislation.
... We have a common purpose. Tha means by which it may
be fulfilled offer themselves in like measure to each
one of us. In the days of our past achievements we surely
learned that our material trust and confidence wore not
misplaced. With them by us yet and. faith in the future
of our empire I cannot but believe that out of our
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deliberations there will come an enduring scheme of co
operation based* if you will upon self-intere3t, hut
destined to eawcy the mpire through all its part# into
m era of oomercd&L supremacy such as it has not
heretofore known**"
Although Bennett urged a preferential tariff he did not advocate
Bnptre free trade, a programme which had received considerable
as well as aid from eertain Conservative elements
in England*20
»«»lre free trade is neither desirable nor possible for
it would defeat the very purpose we are striving to
achieve* All that Is helpful in aspire free Trade may
be secured by Empire preferences* All that is harmful
may in this way be avoided.2*
Though Bennett was admired for his eloquent remarks, it appeared
to be a foregone conclusion that the British government would reject
the offer of the empire preference.22 Prime Minister Ramsay Macdonald
in a speech to the Lafeaxr Party in Wales, just prior to Bennett*a
^Test of th# address given by Bennett to the Imperial Economic
Conference on October 8, 1930, a®, cited in the Border Cities Star*
October 8, 1930* It was felt that at the very least, kehneti had 'given
the conference something in the way of direction. From the Canadian
point of view Ids plan advanced the interest of Canada In respect
of a more assured market for Canadian Wheat.
^Lord Beaverbrook, Barnett* • friend, led the Eteplre Free
Trade Movement. to a letter of Beaverbrook to John W. Dafoe of January
13, 1930, he puts forth his arguments for tee Bapire Free Trade move
ment, tee Idea being to propose m tax on foodstuffs being brought
into Britain byanbers of tee gepire. (Dafoe Papers, M. Th, P.A.C.)
22lord Beaverbrook, »Frjendsa* $1*48$ see also Border Cities
Star* October 8, 1930. This w S m s blow to Beaverbrook
regarded
his friendship as something which would draw Bennett to tee movement.
22Letter of Philip Snowden to Bennett, November llj, 1930,
found in Borden Papers, fell® 30, GC&XX, Publie Archives of Canada
(hereinafter referred to as Borden Papers, P.A.C.)
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speech, had blasted the idea of tariff protection,23 Farther, the
British Chancellor of the Exche<per, Philip Snowden, had indicated
that Bennett’s proposal wold be rejected,2^ Macdonald M a s elf had
addressed the British parliament with m e words »we cannot do it",
item.period about th® preferences proposed.2* British policy wae
declared formally in a statement released to the Gonfermce which
in essence, rejected Bennett*! plans for tariffs# They did declare,
however, m intention of submitting reports to the suggested conn(L

S m w m to be held at Ottawa.
23Bordsr Glties Jtay, October I, 1930,

2^Bpe®0h of Snowden made at Manchester, England, as reported
in the Border Cities Star, October 20, 1930.
2*C#A.R» 1930*1931, 316.
2^)eclaration of 'Policy by the Delegates of the United Kingdom,
given at the Conference Meeting of Movenber 13, 1930, as reported in
0*4,8#, 1930-1931# 3W .
'"' a * Hie Majesty’s Govemment in the United Kingdom, believing
that the development of Inter-Imperial markets is of the
jbsroortsnco to the Geworasealth, have declared that the in
terests of the United Kingdom preclude an ecsmomle policy
which would injure its foreign trade or add to Che burdens
of tto peoplej but that their fiscal policy does preclude
marketing propaganda and organization which will secure
valuable opportunities for the consumption of Dominion
products in the, United jftegda»#
2, His Majesty’s Govenmeat in the United Kingdom have
suggested that the Government of the aspire should under
take to make forthwith a close examination of the various
methods by which cash may matem the greatest posaible oontrl- .
butioa to economic co-operation within the Eftpire with a
view ta'.fvefsnttng reports to a Conference which, it has
been suggested should be told next year or as soon as the
reports are ready*
3. In the meantime M s Majesty’s Cknremment in the United
, Kingdom have declared that the existing preferential margins
accorded by theCnlted Kingdom to other parts of the Sapir©
will not be reduced for a period of three years or pending the
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■ At Utm sessions of tit* Imperial Coaference dealing with

matter# of constitutional issues which had arisen at th® preceding
1986 Imperial Conference, Bennett proposed, and secured the
agreement ©f the a s s a y e d delegates, that th© Provinces be allowed
to deiesisAm# whether their right#' were affected by the proposed
changes to the Colonial U m faHdlty Act*27 Until this time, there

•had be®®'*'ecfisaititt set up under the previous Conference which had
submitted, a report' to the- present Conference .sitting# proposing
changes. As a result of their deliberations, th© format of the sta
tute «f Westminster was evolved, pending the outcome of the
oft

prcfiuciid decisions•
though the laperial Bconosdo Conference decided nothing,

Bennett «a«rpd. as th® most striking figure.29 His return to Canada
outcome of the suggested Conference, subject to the rights
■0*. lift® iSHwu ISJESgMR
W XU£ mm# D«C^g®w- XTOIO
to year.
n
I# Majesty*# Qovenaaent ia the United Kingdom agree
t© reconstitute th« aspire Marketing Board a# a body with
a fixed miniaaa ammal income, with a provision enabling
it to receive
other conteibutLona from rmbli© or
private m m t o i a# it may be willing to accept, for the
purpose of furthering the jaa-i^yM ftg of aaplre products}
>md to the reconstruct!®®! of the Imperial Economic
Committee on th.* H ju * recomfBefided. ter the Cowed,tte© of
the Conference on B m m m n U Co-operation.
4rV-»

ffwui

w W n i M

tttrffcW? 4

a W I M m A

X.Mk

# £ m

4 <Wwfc

V » 4fl . ► m . A

# M m m

n J X S y 1930-1931, 318.
^®At the Daainlon-provlncl&l conferanc. of April, 1931, whloh
allowed Bvnatt- to consult with the governments of the provinces,
they agreed is© the change#,, and th* Dominion Parliament resolved
to request enactment of th© Statute of Westminster on June 30, 1931.
29
I* Mapier Moore, ’the Imperial Conference*, Maclean*a
MsNgaiini,' XUXE (December 1, 1930).
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was

To all effects, ha hat struck an inspiring not® far
let he had net solved the prob

lem of the western wheat* Belief had to be given* and Bennett set
about the task of arraying it* Bat it was his stand with regard to
the- J m m tal Eeonomic Conferences which was first seriously attacked
in the debate on the Speech free ■the Throne in his second session of
INuOlJMnt# Sing not only harshly criticized the position which Bennett
had taken at the Imperial Conferences* but disc felt that Canada would
he dragged into th® forthcoming British election campaign* Bennett,
he stated, was attempting to impose forcibly, his views on the British
government through threats upon the eventual determination of the
British Baplre. Bermett was criticised for relying too ssteh on his

m m judgment. H u g pointed out that Bennett’s proposals made in
London were in conflict with those proposed at the special session
of parliament, which had placed duties against Britain and had
eliminated those preferences set up by the Banning Budget*

The

British rejection of the proposals implied that a new customs duty
should be pat on foodstuffs imported into England*
Bennett replied to King’s remarks about hie ’autocratic
methods*, to the effect that decision® arrived at were those of the
^united opinion of h’«* cabinet**« Further he bold that the pledges
which he had made during the campaign were being inplemented as
quickly as they could be* "They cannot be done in eight months, It
3®See above, '26-21*
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m $ m m r suggested test tecy would
Senaetb toned the a t t e s t s of th© legislators fro® the
* H t A * U * of his haaiiSing of th* W f t P w # ' in London, to the

modulo** of m * t w n Canada. He felt- that 'the, position of western
gonads was nob ® had af It w

pictured to he,

Utah la the ***** Of th* great depression 'in western
h M
Hon, Gentlemen opposite know that the aost Inptr*
teat ®«we &$ «9e*dUtl*ii« Sot speculation In wheat
options, «r 'in oil *r mining stocks, feat speculation is
■ tee Urge *i***-4* which tee term is used.... This has
'feroaght disaster in it* **&#♦..**«
As M m m m Mnteter, Bennett discussed tee western crisis in wheat
in his debate on tee budget,
mere ha*:been a ******titai of bad tenreste in same parte
of WMriM»t<fcRi*dM^ *** two thing* m a t happen. first*
provision should be made to assist those *h» hate a crop,
fchav hav© considerable obliuations* taxes, etc*,
which m a t fee discharged. Other methods w U l be taken to
with tee
©if tee Pwwlmses wtiibb are not in
a position to assist teose who with their reserves
eteasasted and tort#crops' a failur# for- tee third tin* are
ys**iiteUy ruined,33
.Bit- at tee same tins:, SoiWdte indicated, teat -if tee conditions in
tee westers provinces were a«te, tee BGE&r&on government w o l d
temperate with tee provinces la any ©ffort.,:te4te would b® necessary
to dMO. wite te© sitwaon, in this" respect, he pvopomd bis

iineapiayment ana Far*- il©l&-C* 4*»*
The principle open which te® Government would proceed
would be teat there there was work there would be pay,

of Cowans Debates, Session 1931, X, 58#
i'(«wii a * ifmi# m *

XX (dune 1,, 1931), 2171.
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and that, if an individual was capable of woric and would
not wweie, there would be m» benefits.34
It was clearly stated to the provinces, that they were to be res
ponsible within their respective provincial areas for the
establishment of control committee® to supervise and carry out
the provisions of this relief measure*
Above all things, Bennett was desirous of fulfilling his
programme of Inter-Empire trade pledged at the f e r i a l Economic
Conference* to this end, he had concentrated many of his tariff
implementations. These were to fai^ilight the session and overshadow
whatever solutions he proferred for th# conditions in western Canada*
Thus a new treaty was arranged with Australia in June of 1931 and a

m m Tariff Board was created. The duties of the latter were to
determine the duty necessary to enable adjustments with regard to the
differences between the cost of competitive goods and the Canadian
goods themselves.^ Mith M s parliamentary majority, he was able
to secure M s legislation and after five months of sitting, parliament

m s prorogued on August third of 1931.

36

•%^ase of Commons Debates, Session 1931. Ill, 3246-321*7*
%*A*t«, 1930-1931, 71*.
^Only one incident Averted attention away from the problems
of i m p A e upheaval* This was -the inquiry into the Beauhamoio
Power Corporation. The investigations brought to light weaknesses in
the'noli ftnMwp of
aia funds and in the necessities for maintaiMng the separation of publie and private Interests and duties of
the various individual members of govenrnwnt bodies* Out of the
en<joiry, it was found that three Senators, Haydon, 1ayaond and
HeBougald, had,, through their comeetions and influence, been able
to secure benefits for the Corporation, which otherwise it might not
have received. The Corporation had been engaged in a hydroelectric
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let overshadowing all other concerns, was the iapmdlng
can? erenoe on closer ©conosd,© co-operation between Britain, the
s

Empire, seal Canada. In aid November, Bennett bad sailed for London
and secured the approval of th® new National Government to attend
the projected conference in Ottawa# On his depasture for Canada, It
appeared that h© had “the British govewaaant1# assurance of an Baplre
wheat quota in hit pocket."3^
¥hen Bennett returned to Canada, he stated!
M t h th® adoption of the Statute of Westminster, the old
poUtloal ©>s>ire disappears, and ©verywhere % went in
the Old Land, 1 found the people looking forward to the
Conference in the belief that m would lay at Ottawa,
the foundations of a new economic Bapire in which
and canal project, which th® former Liberal administration had approved,
having in mind a St* Lawrence waterway project, fhe question of canpalpi funds brought to light Individual profits raadafrora stipends of
the <^rporatlon, by various mashers of the government and also th#
payment of large sums of money into the party coffers,:especially
those of the icierA Liberal party and th© .provincial coffers of
both the liberal and Conservative parties in Quebec and Ontario, with
the
w4ng the greater benefits.
The liberal leader had stated that he did not regard it a
duty of the party leader to be in charge of campaign funds,, rather
hi felt that the duties related to natters of policy and for
organizing campaigns* Bennett felt this to be a diversion from the
real issue, which he intimated to be bribery# As a result of the
inquiry, th© Senate itself approved of a request to provide for
effective penalties against any member who might be' found guilty of
dishonourableeoncluct.
th© final aftermath of the affair was the resignation of
one of the .Senators involved (McBougald). (C.A.R., 1930-1931, 67-71).

3^G.A.R»» .1932, 27* In th® effort to get Britain and other
Commotiwed^^S"*-cso^J^itri©^s
to be held in
Ottawa, Bennett had used considerable skiH. Their assent was
regarded as a tfeather in his cap*.
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Canada is destined to play a 'part of ever increasing
importance*
flit" pending conference was looked to with anticipation. It was a
v

q O

■ •-

the statesman,
. to the political front* Bennett made an important cabinet
chaag% prior to th# opening of M s third parliamentary session on
February It* 1932, He relinquished M s portfolio of Minister of
finance to fttgar Rhodes, M s Minister of Fineries, Rhodes was to
hold this position until, the, defeat of the government in 1935. 13ms
it was Rhodes who presented the Oove.rHme»i budget, during this
session, fhe Rhodes Budget consisted primarily in th© levying of
additional taxes. In this regard, Rhodes had stated!'
Bearing fully in mind th® fact that, in common with the
rest of the world we have suffered, while not in equal
degree at least. In substantial degree, as th® result of
a digression universal is scope and of unparalleled mag*
nitud®} realizing also th© anxieties and burdens of th®
peonle ««** the MMBwtfaS.A difficulties resulting from th©
trying period through which we are passing! and appre
ciating how desirable it, is that we- should endeavour to
th© fullest possible extent compatible with the public
interest to call for as little further sacrifice as
possible!
at the m m M m m would be recreant to
our duty if we- failed to fat© our problem with deter
mination, and, at whatever sacrifice*,. fully m et our
financial obligations, balance our Budget, and preserve
our national credit in th© eyes of an observant
financial .world* ,
■M s ©ours© may result in hardship. It may entail
m mS J Qm * But in 'the long run it will result in less
hardship and will ©all for less sacrifice than that
%td<>.. 28.
3?asimtt had a twofold puxpoaat first to gab tha maeting to
Ottawa and. seconAy to get the delegatee, to support his plan for eco
nomic reMval through adcptics of M s Canadian policy stated in M s
speech before the London Conference of 1930,
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tfiich would flow from & policy lose courageous,
furthermore, thi preservation of our national credit is an
indispensable pre-requisite to the return of pros
perity.... 1 desire to record w conviction that we. are
act far reamed from event* which will herald the dawn
of better days* that those fH*Hi!es of courage,
resourcefulness and thrift which characterised oar
forebears are not lost to th© preseat generation} that
oar straggles aid difficulties of today will serf© as
a challenge to greater effort on the part of gowerawaits and people to the end that Canada will found in
the vanguard of those nations which successfully emerge
from the greatest testing time in modem history,
In the debate which ensued, it was apparent that all the other
parties opposed the budget, there was evidence of a movement for
a closer political alliance between the agrarian groups headed toy
Hubert Gardiner, and the Labour group headed toy J. S. Woodworth,
when both leaders advocated a subamendment to the budget calling
for reform of the financial system. Although Bennett handily
defeated the motion, the seeds of unity between these two political
elements were taking root* It had only need for continued difficul
ties in the western areas to see it emerge as a new unit*
Since the 1931 Unemployment and Pam

Relief Act was to

expire on March first, Bennett asked for an extension. King felt
that his procedure was unconstitutional. Fbr him, it was th#
prerogative of parliament to vote monies for relief and not to allow
the cabinet to extend an expiring Act* .Rather he advocated the
aubstitation of a Supply Bill to secure the necessary funda*^
*%ause of Connons Debates* session 1932* H , debate on the
budget, (April 6), I7i*8-l?I*9.
^C.A.R., 1932, 59-60.
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Milt the w w t e t m m to. prtgfftw* representative* of the
pweiwdil' p t t » M t 8 conferred it Ottm* with Bennett on «ne»*
playmeat relief questions, At tide eQ8ife*«ee consideration was
gM« m tt the difficulty ttptriMieed.fegr the municipalities la ooatribatl»g their shirt for relief works. As a result it w m decided
to modify the policy of rblliyliig the unsnplqyoent through public

rnukm- hr means of #,r«lt relief to meet th®' situation.**2 A Relief
Bill w # finally passed oa. May If# iflf providing for the Gowsm>ment to loan money to th# ptvt&mm « d to guarantee provincial
wijniTk
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©tough th© question of uneB$jloy»enb relief was a dte&naat one*
it waS' the lanerial ftcononde Conference
at Ottawa

oenaeated the

scheduled in. duly
throughout this session

of psrilmwtlt The Sew Zealand commercial agreement was a further
ate© towards closer eraslre eoonintie easedation based on the
principle .of vagAjgMtfl benefits, $i referring to Urn Conference,
the- Speech front the Throne had stated#
Frooi that ^■nffayowco jgay arise a power which will hrt.»»g
«*«Mfayij|.|
B|g harmony sat 'Of' opgtytfMa^. Ah^aitj
profldft th®
wise «**b courageous
.which In other time® of
tadrersal stress the world looked for and obtained from
the British p&splm, twsiit beli«f*« that the closer
economic s»««0iatloft of the irltliJii ttviv* will herald the
dawn of a new and greater era of prosperity both for
ourselves and for all th# nations of th® aartfe.ol

^Ifeld,, 30* One should recall Bwnett*s campaign speech
wherein W ’'SS*ed that1'CwftdUns would never be on the dole system.
See above., 13*

111
18#.

louee of (krniaand Debates, Session 1932, II, (May 26)
-;
— “
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© m s the Ottawa Conference opened auspiciously after publi
cation of a- provisional agenda which divided the talks under three
issues, firstly there was General Trade questions, which included,
«general trade 'and tariff policy and ads&Mstratloa affecting Bspir®
trade, including "mmg nlttoa of the principle of reciprocal tariff
preferwMes, application of existing and future preferences! Baplre
content, escort bounties and anti-dunging duties, commercial treaty
policy with respect to foreign eountrlea«.^ Secondly, the subject
of' existing <

at.innaM pm of the various currencies and monetary

standard of 'the Umpire and the desirability to restore ***** stabilise
prices and exchange, came under F»netary and Financial questions,
the third concerned itself with negotiation of Trade Agreements,*
Bennett outlined Canada* s position by re-iterating his argUl-C
iaents espoused at the London Conference.
He desired to preserve
all the Canadian Industrie® without sacrificing one for the other.
He felt that if Britain continued her trading agreeaaents with Russia
in wheat and lumber, it would weaken Canada*® exports of these two
eo3®«>dities to Britain. At the expense of the American trade, Bennett
offered art.tain markets in Canada for her iron and steel. In return
he anticipated British abrogation of her agreements tdth Russia.^
kkc.A.ft., X93Z$ 31P.
^ S e e above, Bennett's address to the London Conference, 26-28.
Though Canada secured new preferences in -the British market
for many of her staples, and a continuation of a ten pareent duty m
foreign lumber, fish and certain minerals, with the same products
duty free in England, Bennett maintained that Britain should relinquish
her Russian treaty.
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Baldwin, the British chief delegate finally agreed to a
be included in'to© agreements which would provide that,
«no «a£«l£ competitive business practices would Is© permitted to
interfere with m y Ehpire

p r e fe r e n c e s " .^

If this was not acceptable

Baldwin held that he would conclude treaties with all of the DoisLnions except Canada* Finally, on August IB, 1932, th® following danse
was inserted in the Anglo-Canadian agreements*
This agreement 1# made on toe.express condition that if
•itftar government is satisfied that any preferences heroby granted in respect of any particular dass of comaodities are likely to he frustrated ia tool# or in part
by reason of toe creation or maintenance directly or in
directly of prices for such dass of commodities through
state action on toe part of any foreign country, that
toverasnent hereby dedates that it will exercise the
powers which it now has or will hereafter take to prohi
bit toe entry from such foreign country directly or
Indirectly of such commodities into its country for such
time as suur be necessarv to make effective and to maintain
toe preference hereby granted**1®
Although this did not denounce the Anglo~»is3ian treaty, Bennett
felt that it covered to® situation* ton®, when the conference ad
journed, it was announced as a success, to all appearances, toe
member states were satisfied* let, the Ottawa Conference was unique
in one respect* lor®' than m y previous imperial conference, it
brought to light mare quarreling and bitterness of feeling among
to® member states. Although to® British delegates consented to an
agreement, they did so with resentment, which was publicly and

Ifspier Moore, “toe Imperial Gonference", Maclean* s
Magazine, MS, (September 15, 1932), 1*7.

k8Zbid.. k?.
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privately m p m $ m A + The British pres# openly criticized Bennett*a
stand*^

Tkimgi Britain gar© definite preferences, in return the
arlttofe. delegates received a premie® from Bennett: that “protectee®
against British products should be afforded only to those industries
which are reasonably assured of sound opportunities for suecessj
that Canadian protective duties would not exceed such a level as
would give British procedures full opportunity of reasonable cos^petitlOR on tti® basis of relative cost of economic and efficient
induction* Infant industries in ©siiada were to receive special
canadderatioRS (and Canada) **« would give sympathetic consideration to
the possibility of reducing ««d ultimately abolishing tla© exchange

0

dusking duty”*

The Conference itself agreed that foreign treaty obligations
were not to interfere with mutual Empire preferences* As well, &
committee was to be appointed which would look into the question of
lapire m « h A « cooperation and consultation* The Ottawa Conference
^Frank H. Cnd@rM.ll, “'After Ottawa, fates m M m Era",
Canadian Forum, (October, 1932), 6* The British National Liberal Fed®iiSSh H r|awied & reeolnticn ccmdemidng tee Ottawa Conference
Agreement as embodying Hdangerous mid vicious principles’' whieh it was
claimed weald Imped® export® to the Dominiona and all international
trad®, and would strain Ws&im rdlatioRighipi (September 21, 1932).
« Two liberal Members of parliament, Sir Herbert Samu«l, Secretary of
ffcate for Mom© Affairs, and Sir Archibald Sinclair, Secretary of state
for- gMtifapcfe as well as the Lord Privy Seal,. Lord Snowden, resigned
fro® the National government on SapteaAser 28, 1932 when the terms of
the 9 a n t m m m had been announced (G.A.B. 1933, L71).

0
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had not in broth solved the eoonoaie plight of Canada.* Bennett* a
stature was scwwtwb shaken In that his ultimatum placed before the
51
earlier London Conference mm- not adopted In full.
let, at the

warn® time his stateswn^ip was enhanced, by the very fact that he had
succeeded in securing the meeting at Ottawa*
Ifni completion of the Conference saw 'Bennett return his
directiveness to activities of internal Canadian affairs. Sine® h#
had assumed off!#®, there .had been growing concern over, the deficits
acwiiiig to the government owned Canadian National Hallway, and the
privately owned Canadian F a d ft* Hallway. 4s this problem gave Bermett
considerable concern, he had-appointed, at the insistence of the rail-

map managements, & Sepal Ckwimsssian headed by Mr. Justice Puff of the
tmadissn Supreme court, in November of 1931* uhioh was to enquire
into the whole problem of transportation in Canada. Shortly after the
conclusion of the Ottawa Conference, this eoamtasion submitted a

- .

report to iwnett, oovering the period 1920 1930

The commission found that the railways had been unduly extra
vagant, Administrative practices did not allow for an intensive cheek
upon their expenditures. Further, the various federal governments up
'to this i n had endorsed expenditures, for railways without thorou^ily
maintaining a detailed accounting custom which was strongly reprimanded.^2
Bennett*a speech to the London Oonfei-isaasct outlining
Canada*® a&m» See above, 2 M 9 ,
gg
Rivalry had caused, the two railway® to construct and acqaire
m m branch lines, especially in the prairie provinces but they did not
have tee traffic to keep up with the expanding cost of operation. As
well - the railways, spent money on- costly hotels and on coastal
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could be ascertained as to any appreciable restraint on

railway © s M m t e ® placed before them. Many of' the railway transactions
were deemed to be da® to public and political pressure*^ As a result,
the commission concluded that the Railways' directors and management
"had been amenable to political influence and pressure which it would
ter®- been in the public interest to have withstood^ The Duff repost
recortaaended new legislation to halt any overdevelopment through
uncontrolled competition and pressure on the managements*
la the ensuing legislation,. ■a board of three trustees was
created .with fixed tenure of oft&M* This was to replace the Board
of l&reetors of the government-owned Ganadian National. The keynote
was t® be cQ**p«B«t&a(i tefctcMB both railways.
In cases of disagreement, provision is made for arbitra
tion by the setting up of arbitral tribunals fro® U m to
time which wOl, have p o w « to determine conditions and
interpret and enforce agreements and co-operative arran
gements* these tribunal# do not exercise any ad»iinistr»■tire control of either railway and a tribunal m y never
be invoked unless a situation arises as to white Sitter
railway may f e d the need of appeal to such a body.55
Minister of Hallways and Steals, Robert J. Mteion concluded that *it
meet of which operated at deficits (W.T. Jackman
ted B#T* Buchanan, «Q*tr Transportation Problem”. Canadite Problems,
(Toronto, 1933) 100-102).
^Maay JsMte lines, ted been encouraged through demands of
isolated mmmtslt|^s ate through a desire to maintain a transconuxnsivvaiHonourable R«J. Motion, "A View of Canada’s Railway
Problems”, Canadian Problems, (Toronto, 1933) 162.

5k m . . is:.
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has always been the m m that when the railways are prosperous*
Madness generally is prosperous* and the reverse is .also tame* The
rs&lwys are the best barometers available to determine business <
trends..*.”^

fhere had been intimation that, a possltle benefit might

result if the railways' were «aalganated in Order to eliminate undue
duplication of sendees, bat this had -brought harsh outcries from
private ■business ©nteipriae. The omrndmlan enqulsy fait that aneh
merger in whole or in part would establish a raonopoly with such powers
as would be prejudicial to Canadads interests, Urns as essentials in
maintaining a practical solution to the problem, they urged the re*
tention of the two railway systems* In essence their r«*ramendatlons
were a® follows* firstly, the mMntenanee of 'identity of the two rail*
way systems} secondly, emancipation of the Canadian National Railway
fro® political interference and community presaw#} thirdly* provision
of' machinery for eo-oper&iicm between the two systems to eliminate
duplicate services and to avoid extravagances} and 'fourthly, reasonable
protection for the privately owned Canadian Pacific Railway against
arbitrary

of th© outoliclv owned OaofdtffiiNational

% * * » » 16U.
^%*A»:
R»,. 1932, 537* At the session of parliament, a Bill
embodying these reeomraenaataons was proposed consisting or three
parts, one dealing with reorganization of the Canadian National
providing for the three trustees} one dealing with co-operation
between th® two railroadlfc ****** <an<w^na^4ng
duplication of
services} gw* bfie
for the setting up of & tribunal to deal
with any Msagree&ants between the -two railroads, M&nion introduced
m mbmq&mfo t e n whisk m i l . make
to hav® the
The M U was passed In » y of 1933. (C.A.R.,

1933* 59*60)*.
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Bat other transportation problems pushed those of th© rail
ways to the background, There had been constant talk of a St#
Lawrence waterways project &&xm Bennett had come to'office* Indeed
such a programme had been one'Of' the Consersrativ© party planks in
their election campaign of 1930*^®
The Oniied States had signified its readiness to undertake
'tel ■effort with Canada in September of 1930* Bit it was not until
a year later that Bennett replied that they would proceed first
with a treaty for the joint dtevelopaeat of such, a project# Canada*®
i&sisbsr 'to Washington* ¥» B* Herridge* had been paring the way for
such dereloptaeat since his appointment in 1939* His return to Ottawa,
to consult with Bennett In th® fall of 1931* led to reports that such

t£&

a treaty to this 'effect was iRBtiineot#

;

' Herridge and H. B* Stimson, felted States Secretary of State,
had agreed to a certain jft&grtme which was released, in a cajnmunitiue
by the Department of Brtemal Affairs, ©plaining their discussion
in relation 'to the international rapids section of the waterway tel
to projects of both countries which would serf® as links.in th©
£A
wateway*® development*
The question of th® treaty had com© up for discussion in

*8 Se® Appendix A, §?*
^"Backstage at Ottawa*1# Maclean’s Magazine* XLI?, (December
IS# 1931)© 23.
6oC*A*E.* 1932*. m *
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parliament during 1932, when th® Senate resolved to delay further
negotiaHona with th® united States until further consideration
could he given previous Canadiaa-iUnerioan treaties.^ position

.mmm in two <ptarter% on the federal field, and on the provincial
field, fiat province of quebe® strongly opposed the sdhaae* fremler
Tachereau fa®M. that*
... «@r agreement sistered tet® between the Dominion of
Canada and the United States with regard to the canali
sation of the St* Lawrence A r m and development of
hydro-electric power in th® Intentional Rapids
Section of the liver should first be ratified by the
Legislature of the Province of Quebec in order to
protect th® interests of that province.62
Quetoee fA t that littl® benefit would stern® to th® provine®, but
.the cost which Quebec would share, would be great. There was a fear
that the province would suffer industrially at the expense of Ontario
and the United States with the reduction of her own power develop*
meats, lot only m e Quebec opposed to the treaty plans, but the state
of Hew fork objected to the procedure since it had been omitted Hem
the negotiations.^
Further ©position was raised by the. Canadian press. It made
issue of the party pledge which had declared for the St. Lawrence
waterway system as Han all Canadian project, to be developed in the
national interest when conditions warrant and that the rights of the
% b l d . , 312.

62C,A.l.. 1932, 373.
63Xbld., 3?*u Originally there was to have been a commission
on which iJwYerk State was to be a member.
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■pmMmm.' 'la rospeot to development of power should be protected0.6*4
■te« f»er»«ii concluded a treaty with the
United State# on July 1®, 1932.^ fMLo reversed Bennett'# stand for
w a l l Canadian mfammy* Commenting m his position* Bennett saidt
"'■ ■The g m m m m m t has «qho
eoneiusian
that the opposition was iaap&rwl by the fear that
■ certain nwnopolistio and class privileges would there
by be affected. that w m M m m t l m has no wight with
tete government* 'th® waterwr is .for the people of Canada,
•
eMjt government « i M not tolerate, toterfwm$6S by big ’
interests with'one m a m duty to the odsmtey as a whole*
H m m o 'are ^ <*•»« times., #h* need. of normAn
our
m d t a A M expert* ihos® *b» w«f«y their own ■wolfare to
Hieir''.«*«^* may ©acpeet Just that measure of conside
ration which
their merit* ^
**— ■
w wKiWr
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'iartetr, he bcdd that the treaty itself was timely in that it mani
fested Canada1® eoafidmee in the- .fUtur#* the country had within
its:m m m te make 'the' St* I m t m m

valley

one of the great Industrial

e a r t m * «fhe treaty is a pw/bmri&m of Canada*# maturity* »67
yhe

-

ofthe Treaty reflected on Canada*# minister to
*!2Ua» 1* Herridg®. He, aboveall

influffiaood Bennett in his # M ( *

others,strongly

Horrid®# had been a former liberal

gurajorter* bat **a<* early 1oined te# Cons ervativ© ranks in th#
lfl©»s* Skilled in th# art of 'pej^sM*lo% Herridge quickly

^See Appendix A, 8?.
^fnder the terms of the treaty, there was to be a joint under
taking only on th# yptaywQti nwai Rapids section* Those area# wholly
within th# bowadwie# of ©iteMf oranfe? ware to b« constructed by
’teat wwktfy# The treaty was subsequently rejected by the American Senate*
_ . (3#pM»b*r# 1932)#- lot## and Cwmenbs, lihli.
Hie opposition here refers'to teat of tee provinoe of Quebec*

67C*A*R.»

1932* 3?S*
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became a staunch veim in th® Goosertatiwe ranks, t e

Bennett

became a party leader, and smbsecpently Prim® master,. Herridge
eagerly served Id® and b m m w Ids dose frigid, Ibe relationship
was enhanced when Herridge married Bennett’s sister*

though there

was little animosity ever Herridge*s appointment, the post of Sigh
OoasMsMoner to Bn#and did arouse considerable conflict, Beraiett
held that ministers appointed at the various embassies were permanent
appointment® not subbed to a change of administration.69 The post of
.High Cofflmissioner, in his Judgment, should be filled by one having
the fullest confidence of the administration, further he was a
civil servant, an appointee of the government, whose discharge of
duties awle M i practically a member of th® admiMstraiion#'^ Bennett

stated M e view® thuslyt
M t h regard to the position of High Cfcnm&salaner, X can
paint cut only that it i» a statutory office, Provision
■ is nade for that office by a statute passed toy this
Government in the days of sir lohn A, Mwadanaid, §
that day *»rm this, th** position *»»* been of a political
nature
th®'. word in the large and proper sense of the ter®.
In the Judgment of this Administration, the High Ooaraisaioner should not only reflect the policies that are
originated, and initiated by the Government of Canada,
^Bennett*a sister Mildred was M s official Government hostess.
Posting Herridge to the Halted States afforded a strong link between
the two sravemraents.
£.n

Herridge had secured the Washington post on aennebt*s elec
tion because that post had been vacated prior to the election,
**%, Gordon Skilling, Canadian l^presaatation Abroad, (Toronto,

19h$)$ 118, Vincent Massey hadJseen
election by King. Barnett felt that the holder of the office had to
have the eoaplot® confidence of the Government of the day, w M o h
Massey M i not have. Thus M s interpretation.
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bat enjoy to the fullest degree the confidence of the
Administration and n M
the spirit and attitude of
atad of the Administration tcwsrds the problems with
tfeiUh they have to deal. It therefore follows that the In
cumbent of that office is pr»Moaiiy a member of the
Administration so far as fee discharge of his duties in
London is
Appointed to this post was on® of the Conservative Party stalwarts,
one who idled with Bennett for the party leadership in 1927* the
premier of Ontario, G. Howard Ferguson* Ferguson* s appointment
thus removed him from the provincial scene and in effect, eliminated
him fro® the active Canadian political scene. Herridge and Ferguson
were the links between Bennett and the two countries whose fortanes
would seriously affect Canada.
. Bat events were transpiring on the Canadian scene which were
to weaken the political structure. A problem which Bennett had not
been able to overcome, or even to provide an adequate remedy, that
of unemployment, had become so acute that the ineffective splinter
groups from the west saw no other recourse but to unite to protect
their common cause, Hie rights of the farmer*' To this was added the
rights of the working man in general. Out of the dying embers of the
Halted Fanners Organizations, the Progressives, and the Labour forces,
ft new political party was being shaped, which was to have a profound
effect,., net cufcy t p m Hie fortunes of the Bennett government, but
ai«m upon Hie pQij'fetcaj Ah4«My»g $£ the liberal apposition*

1930-1931, 1*2.
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mmmm mam* -m m m a am mum
te® Urn ®f * strong this* fore® in the political swn* ap
peared- to fe® freeing daring th® 1980*9 **wft th® several farmers’
politics! MnrRMHBt® were fostered and indeed, when on® new party, the
fr®gr«ssii»# secured several seat# in parliament. There were as well*
other potentiallF strong minor forces consisting of th® Labour group
and th® United Farmers Alliances of Ontario and Manitoba,
When Bewaett. was elected and proposed drastic tariff revisions
til* t»def»y was socialistic* 8* began by promising teat any protective
interests teat were abusing their'new pcdviltges by exploiting tee
coMMity would be punished.1 .'fa tee autumn of If30 Secaett adopted
a relief measure to assist tee provteoe# through public works. The
tee#® prelect® secured w m insufficient to meet the needs
of all tee unemployed, tee need for m m direct for® of relief was

Copied with tee rising unemployment pvoaaai was teat of

■

the western wheat farmer®'* They had attested to secure from the
Bcnxwrtt government financial support to purchase wheat when tee market
fell below certain levels. Wmm«r$ th® industrialized Sast did not
(August, 1532), Notes and Comments, fcOk
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tmH ft®

strongly sbeub sharing in th® western farmers* plight.

Prime Mnlsftr amoks® of Manitoba twit a message to the Farmers
meeting in lat® 1930 which ladftafti ft# trend being followed end
which was to fee fellewed for a considerable time* *3ttt&amA ®s*®t»
to be. against any guarantees such m would in any .substantial degree
1
.saw® WLtm m e T*tmk
west*®m rarms w e sbp bk ox agricuiturax depression#"
jd iiM t u * .

4 .1 *

d k tti* L

rfi-iil itmfaatm

4 b t * J iik

n V i

f > riiatfr

rn m i l l * ! M « * 1 [

%®®

It.

The x e M M e t l a w which the ftsifff mgalaldoiis isposed brou^it about

tm

jhn costs to the farmer* ft# wheat on the world market

dropped in value# ftroafh fteir small voice in parliament, the '
fa»«r§: att«®3
pted ti M O W * BM&s&Mi « U U The relief problem which
related to two <$alte different situations, that of th® western farmers
suffering from .droughts and faUlng pdeee, and that or the unemployed
laiftFer® from the urban
farmers

^favourable

drew ’fee two elements together, ft®
prices^ weels-TI control of

earreisi^ and credit, and ft® ®s$>ft®i®tt of co-operative enterprises*.'*
Hot since 1916, when the elections 'had put an end to the
fMCfvs®iw®« as a national party, had there b e m a strong third party
group m ft® national level# It was th® m m m t e of ftd* group dis
persed. among th© t w A m g pwiiwldl fanasr organisations, shift was
to qoh&Lb* with the labour forees of J. S. Woodsworth, ftat ultimately
formed a new third party on ft® Canadian national seen©, ft© feeling
had gradually developed that there had to b® an alliance of the labour
%.»A»g., 1930-1931,' "Industries and Commerce*, 1*68# citing

BemcflsntV'sSft f t S.A. Hovey, his representative at ft# meetiai*.
%©*& F. Sharp, ft® Agrarian Revolt in Western Canada# (Minnea-

pbliif: 191|6), 188#
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group and the Suited Parsers Alliance, By this they hoped to become ■
more than critics of the government. Ihey hoped to mold legislation.^
S m s it was that in May of 1932, members of both groups in parliament
met formally to plan co-operation, Vfeodsworto was selected as presi-

■

dent to help plan 'the formation of a w©swonwealth Party". Earlier,
western labour political parties had resolved to consider union with
the farmers:* representatives of Ontario and Manitoba, and ■ their
July conference in Calgary, saw th® launching of th® Co-operative
Commonwealth with Woodmrarto as its leader. Their ©conoado politer
embraced the Idea of establishing a planned system of social economy,
social ownership and co-operative enterprises. Further they desired

c
that toe federal gcrvernment accept responsibility for the unemployed.^
Woodsworto himself had early been dissatisfied with Bennett* a
approach to solving the problem. He said, «... but I m

cpite at on®

with you in to® feeling that Mr. Bennett has not found to© m y out
for our difficulties. Ultimately it is toe big business interests
that will profit by his tariff changes and we of the common folk
kw*L# Morton, The Progressive Party in Canada, (Toronto, 1930),

2 7 3 Wahh emsddmretAm''wmrlm ^ ^ r:W ■fcS© 'pl^lSii1Wlttoafa&m organi
sation. It was toe- beginning of a new f ederal party designed to be
both agrarian and labour.
^ See Appendix B, 09 ff* for the text of toe Regina Manifesto
which set up the credo of.to®. Q.C*F. party* 'Bennett had vigorously
attacked to® new party organization when he said that it was moving
toward a «gov©i*nm©nt soviet in it# character". (Boas® of Commons
Debates, Session 1932-1933, XX, 1080).
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m i find living aasra
In Smmmtf of 1933* IbedMWwtfc formally outlined, the aims and
objects of the- new Cooperative -©swwnwealtt Federation in relation
to' the elder parties already established, .In a speech at Winnipeg.
neither of the old Parties can be expected te light
definitely for fundamental changes* There remain two
ether organisations, the G«G»f# and the Ooaneonlet
Party*. Both believe in a new economic and social order.
The Conmmisi Party It fln&y eonvlmed teat this can
only be brought about through violence and bloodshed
and with, at .least* a temporary dictatorship. They ©an
only think in twee- of Russia. We in the C.C.F. believe
that' it nay be possible to bring about fundamental
rtHcwg»ift in n«wa*i« by
and
Only
ft®, .©feat will prove whether we are rt#it, but when we
consider what is involved in a total collapse of our
financial system, or in a.revolution by forte, we
believe we should do everything in our power to attempt
the first alternative.?
Bennett had attempted to satisfy the western provinces by
convening a Ikssinion-Proviricial conference in. January of 1933, in

m endeavour to devise further policies to ©ope with unemployment

.

and farm relief. He opposed giving further financial assistance to
the prairie provinces until they could curtail expenditures or
produce a balanced budget. The question of Jurisdiction over federal
interference became significant during these deliberations. Bennett
%#tter Of S.P. lose to J. 3* Woodsworth of September 23, 1930,
Qjbodsworth Papers*» P.JUG., Correspondence 190Q.~193h, II).
HnfoHsunately these papers are Incomplete. Tetter of Woodsworth to
Rose expressing M m own view has been destroyed. The wards “at one
with you* s e w to suggest that Woodsworth had written to the effect
which Rose ©appeases in his letter.
7
'letaarks made by Woodsworth in a speech at Winnipeg, January
18, 1933, fro» the Winnipeg Free Press of January 19, 1933, a® cited
in C.4.R.*, 1933* 37*38*
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bad said that "we aaist realize that there are Provinces in this
Confederation that will not tolerate the' taaliilon*s interfering
3
with or endeavouring to trench upon their InrisHctlo®”# It seamed
that' the existing legislative power In- the constitution between the
Bcffldnlan and 'the provinces wee a barrier to the efficient distribution
■of the responsibilities 'for unmployment end farm relief*
The liberal leader w d advocated a national commission to
« $ * « & # # federal expenditures In relief snipes and to co-ordinate
all the effort* of both Dominion and provincial authorities through
a mtional relief plan. Bennett qpestlQned the eonstitutionality of
such a couimission*

'

fhe infant new party was dissatisfied with Bennett*# stand.^
It pit forward a plan of lie own in * resolution advocating a co
operative ocsfffiionwealth being set up la Canada* this resolution stated
that »the fjovernraeni should Immediately take measure# looking to th*
setting up of a co-operative coamoBwealttt in Uhieh all natural
resources and th# socially necessary machinery of production will be
used in th© interests of 'th© people and not for th© benefit of a few".10
A planned economy was advocated. Collective action was the only way
%oUa#. of Q m m m Debates, Session 1932-1933. II, (November 22),
(debate on the memplojraent iSie)#
%nder a blank check power granted hlra in 1930, Bennett had
advanced grants to the provinces* Now he was attempting to halt
further grants until the provincial budgets could b# balanced or
did not exceed a msadmm of $1,000,000. (C.A.R., 1933, 26).
*%ous« of Qa m m m Defeat®#, Session, 1932-1933* (February 1,
1933, 168?')*
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of coming out of the depression* Si® new party felt that only by
having m entirely new system of government could the problems which
had been brought about under -Si® present

sett#, be overcome* Opposi

tion to this resolution was strong and a vote on it was adjourned*
Sub the new party had made itself heard.*^
Bennett appeared to be harassed trm all sides* the west was
slowly turning .against Mia.- 'the Ottawa Conference, thought of as his
greatest triumph bad been bitterly attacked in parliament. The appea
rance of a new party, stronger than the older splinter elements and.
more united, in it# credo began th* undeimining of Bennett*® strength*
It was a solemn Bennett who tried to maintain, his policies amidst
the growing voice of opposition.
At th© moment X-think that th® Bominlon of Canada is faced
with th® greatest crisis of its history, th# real diffi
culty is that we -are subject to the play of forces which
w# dtd-not create 'and which m cannot either regulate or
control* We art between the upper and the nether millstone.
We are & debtor country, and a -debtor country must suffer
under the conditions with which m are threatened. Our
people have been very steady but they are depressed and,
having Hatausd m **** radio to «* much «baliyhoo»,'they
are now demanding Action! Action! 1 Action!il Any action
- this time except to maintain the ship of state on m even
keel and trim, our sails to- benefit by every passing
h r m m ftwelves
about which I lesitat® oven
to think.*®

Its policies had a profound effect on th® reorganisation of
the liberal party policies* Thay did not advocate state socialism as
did thebut a reformed capitalism with expansion of social
legislation. (Bn*®.* Hutchinson, The Incredible Canadian, Toronto,
I9$b Itf).
'
“
---- 9
^letter of Bennett to Sir Bobert Laird Borden of October 5,
1933* (Borden Papers, folio 30, CCUd, P.A.G.)
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m m m if
m m m and m m m r n * m m m of jwskoan m m m
to# couatry needs, and aulas# I mistake it® terser, the
country demands bold persistent e«p©rto©ntatioa. It is
common sense to take a method and try it* if it fails,
admit it frankly and try a m then. Bat door® all try
something.I
fte recent Amrioan election indicated that Americana deaired
to jlace their trust and confidence to the hands of a new leader and
a new government. »I pledge you, X pledge myself, to a new deal for
'the American people*,2 was the ttorattb message which had echoed

mmm

half a continent. This *Wm Deal*, to raise the economy and

to restore the prosperity of Canada’s southern neighbour, the United
States, was to be led. by its architect, Franklin Delano Boosevalt.
fJau&i&lBi hopes t m a better tomorrow tamed to look at the policies
of the new American president. Bennett, his personal triumph of the
Ottawa conference: fading into toe background, could now reflect
upon the new man to the White House as a a w year -set to, increasing
his difficulties rather than aa.#jLy>g them.
tois Hew Deal had two essential aspect®, socio-political and
1Speech of Franklin Delano Roosevelt at Oglethorpe University*
Hay 22, 1932, dte d to Daniel H. Fuafeld, ffae^toomid.c thought of
Franklin D. looscvelt
and the Origins of the Hew beaI,(New York. 195-6).
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D.R. Fusfeld, Ibid., F.D.E.*® nomination acceptance speed*
at gSstoage, July 2, I f j f T ® *
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stenMS** Its basts was strong organisation in which government,
labour, and business were to unite freely to protect the individual
and thus net for the general good* tee eooueado problem of the
country now was to b® under te® direction of the federal government

m & single national question* te® gorarincnt bcts&s was control, not
%

owaewid.fi, through eo-operatiQn*

The passage of the National

Industrial $ m m m f Act, with its active am, the National Recovery
Ad&inistratias gave s w r t l t agression to the Hew Beal philosophy.
had M i d of the Act that!
Jt rspVMMMfef a fqpvant effort to stabilize for all tint
the w i y factors which make for the prosperity of the
nation® and the pw#«rvat|on of American standard#
Its goal Is tee assurance of a w w o m b l e profit to
4.«rfa«rtyy awd living ■wages for labour? with the elimina
tion of the siratical
and practices teite have
not only harassed fcinstt business bat have also contri
buted to the ills of i a b o m w . if this project is to
fijffjjMfrffif it'
tee Whole-hearted eo—operation of
industry labour and every citizen of" tee nation***
I M S grand scheme was to redte# uneaployraeat, Improve labour stan
dards, «3UMnst» wafaij? competitive practices, revitalize industry,
and conserve tee natural resources of tee countrv*

d

at *t of tee

subsequent legislation iisplied an expanded rol® for the federal

pverwaiil in the regulation and direction of tee economic activity
of th® countsy*
%.¥*!. MacBeraott, The Significance for Canada of tee American
...
Hew Bed, as found in tea
\f* Averill Harriamn, tee American H»R»A. InOperation, citing
Roosevelt*s steteaeiti on tee aSijti' 'WaW & :
SM§ W'fm&'lMmet
liberal lily, 1ft*
ibid*, 1T2-I7lt.
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H m effetb of th© sweeping reforms and proposals enacted la
th© lilted States were felt In Canada* Bi© apparent feole-hearted
enthusiasm of the American people .for th# active steps taken by
■their ja*esiije*s%. w m a gradual change cam over Barnett, Beset by

6

h»flaMe§, nevertheless Benmtt bees®© determined te his course* ,
.' let his uwptvofel rule within M s own party, and M s hand
ling ofaLl imtters Miaself, were leading many Conservatives to
wonder whether Bennett would carry out his programme. Bennett*© treat*
nmet of M s ministers and the growing discontent among M s party
follcwws saw the Conservative predicting a defeat at th© next
election*^ M m opponents marvelled at M s versatility* .He became &
one-man opposition to them*
M s vigor, th© gusto with whictrlws entered Into things,
th© eortraordinajy rang© and. variety of his knowledge,
were amazing* Ho on® in th© Boa#©, talked as much, or
with as much tnfomatloii, or as often or a# long* Say
after day and sight .after night he was on M s feat, no
thing too small ■to wriwfw Mia, little toolntrleate to
****** & Tf@3*ifcn1)3L@ iffisfflJciJM
o.•®
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fhisgs war# reaching m laps##© by 193k- 7© his critics
Bennett stated, »I will not impeill or wreck this 'Country*© Institu*
^Some ooi»ldes,«l th© America® program© foolhardy. In a letter
of Hugh B H U M k to sir Babert IMrd. Borden of' September 29, 1933,
that »ife object is eowseadaM© 'bat It goes at ©very*
thing backward# and I ©eaMder it unsound economies'** (Borden Papers,
folio 100, P«||,G*)*

7Ss© John H. Williams, ibid., 209* In a letter of Grant Baxter
t© John W. Dafo® of January ll,Tl93l, he point© out feat Bennett*©
dLnwgtvd for th® ©©Mid©®#© of M s cabinet ministers, and M s turning
m m to W.D. »«f*4:«%© a# his sol# confidant, caused resentment agalnat
M m . (Dafo® M p m % H. 7k, P.A.C.). Bennett also rejected many repre
sentations from supporters entitled to seme consideration, by exerting
M s authority to th# limit, (lord Beaverbrook, friends, 82).
8
37.

"Btt&ftAg* at Ottawa^ Maclean‘s Magazine, XLIX, (July 15, 1936),
’
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frtarm nor endanger it® integrity* 1 will not giv® way to clamour
either trough fear or favour."9 Bennett did not elaborate on hi®
programme* He mdJxtaliitA *c*pui«t$*t sSlenee on the progress of hi®
effort* while clamours grew for concrete .proof of their accc^>Hatownt.

Agatin Seweit eo3afr©nt:«d' the wheat problem. He- felt that the
I®ms® of western wheat should he encouraged in eastern Canada,
©si®
would develop the home *Mfe*t and maintain western economy. M>lication of the assistance given fey M m government to the western farmers

m e urged upon Bennett*11 fhe clamour grew for an inquiry into the
trading practices in wheat* In addition, Roosevelt* a success in the
IngtiUbNan&nt

his lew Beal policies to revitalize American industry,

encouraged Bennett to direct his attention toward® trade and commer
cial practices in Canada* Hi* ttnister of trade and Commerce, Stevens,
had suggested the appointing of a commission to investigate unfair
If
’
trade practices,
£&r a reflation of the- House of Common® on February
2, 153k, Stevens was appointed to head a parliamentary committee to
investigate pvtm spreads and mass buying, this, committee was to
inquire into “price spreads in natural products and manufactured
articles, the effect of mass buying by chain and department store
-O
'Bennett*® remarks in a speech at. Lethbridge on October IT,
1533, as cited in
153k, 28.

10

Letter of Bennett to Honourable H#H. Steven®, September 15,
1533# (Steven® paper®,
U iett*r <*f s w r a » t*

Hw«fc«r 2» 1»3, ( S K m m *

^Letter of Stevens to Bennett, January 27# 15.3k, (Steven®
PcjfffSffSji F*A*C*0.
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organisations, labour and wage conditions and the marketing of live
stock and other farm products,”2^
Public interests from the outset, was acute, the committee
locked. into every area of business, calling before it several Indus
tries throughout th# 193h session of parliament. As th© business of
the committee was not concluded by th©

©sod

of the parliamentary

sitting, it was empowered as a Royal Commission to continue its
sittings in order to complete its investigations,2^
^hat led to a serious party rift was the action taken by
Minister Stevens in an address he gave to th© Conservative Study Club
in a private meeting. Stevens had printed a pamphlet of his speech
for the personal use of the club members. In the pamphlet he had
stated some of the results which his committee had thus far accom
plished and hi® own observations as to th© evidence submitted. News
of th© contents became known to certain of th# companies under
discussion and a eosplaint was lodged with Bennett over the pamphlet.
Stevens insisted that th© pamphlet had been only for private circu
lation to members of the stuefcr £3Lub, but th© newspapers had got hold
of copies of th® pamphlet -and though Bennett desired the entir#
issue be suppressed, and requested the newspapers to withhold
13C,a.R.» I93k$ 38.

a letter of former Prime Minister Sir Robert Laird Borden
to Stevens of April 23, 193k, Borden stated that several American
businessmen showed interest in Canada* s economic progress and they
felt there was a papular imavesient to emulate the American program©#
of ^Planned econoey* (under th® NBA). He held that thi# would halt
th# freedom given to Canadian industry m i bring most of them under
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publication, w » newspaper published the teact.1^ The panphlet created
a furor. At a cabinet meeting' Bennett questioned some of Stevensts
f U U M K b i and suggested that he make some public explanation*
Stevens, angered that Bennett would act stand fey hi®, tendered hie
resignation not 'only m Chairman of the comission, but also as
mnister of Trade and Gomnaree* It remained aa a maafeer of the
commission and as & Gomervative member of parliament. But the wedge
had been driven into BeranetiVs shield of cabinet solidarity*
liberal lewder

s^amm^A up Bennett* a progress as government

.leader in a long debate on 'the ^>eeeh from the Throne of th® fifth
session of .Barnett*s :parliament. It concluded by stating*
' The
policies have not brought about th# i»*
provement in the conditions which m e .Government said
they would. Under the®, conditions have become worse
• instead of better* The Q m e r m m t have failed to bring
forth any real policy on finance and monetary matters*
they have fidled to feting fevtfe any policy m labour
1 matters. They have m policy except one of restriction
In natters of trade. jk all these things and in many
others they have bean deplorably deficient.1®
But was this in fact

true? stevene*9 resignation from m e cabinet

national political control, from the American point of view* Stevens
replied on April
W3k§ m a t his committee was net copying the
United states* Seths** he desired to see that some Sort of order was
instilled In Canadian business. (Stevens Papers, XIV, P.A.C.).
^Oaa t M N i Fn». freer of August' 7, 193k» as cited in C.A.R.,
193h, h0.

16

louse of Commons Debates, Session, 1931** 17th parliament,
I, (January 29), 58.
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had left a gaping hole in Conservative ranks. let few followed him.
BattMffcM* polioidi were heading 4&oog a path strewn with rocks, yet
he had managed to maintain hliftseif, despite the constant threats and
m e increased failure of th® Ccmservativ© government to win the

1?
several by-elections m they arose.
it this 'tia® Bennett cemented on the relative positions of
the ihited States said Canada. Me stated that as a debtor nation,

Canada, who depended to a considerable extent on ter export trade,

m the National Kecovesy
Administration of m e Shited States* The only form of reciprocal trade
between m e two countries was "one that was lust and fair to both

and oise -that afforded an opportunity for th® product® of one country
in the markets of the otter under fair conditions."18
Bennett thus became determined to put forth hi® greatest
efforts to solve the issues which had plagued him since te took office.
Hies® efforts were te revive the old issues of the relative power of
parlianmt and of the txeimbiv* powers, as well as those of the
provinces. They seemed te compare closely with the American legis
lation of the NRA with its regia*®tetioa of business. As a result it
focused attention upon, economic cpestlons and Bennett*s recovery
programme. Hie legislation concerned the marketing of natural products.
^Between dune, 1933 and teeeater, 193h, nine federal byelections were held,- one each in Mew Brunswick, Quebec and Saskatchewan,
and six in Ontario. El#i of tee seats were won by the Liberals.

C6.A.-R*, 1931*, 53i—555•
1 0.A.R., %93k* 59.
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XMqr eawereiaX Interests had approached the federal government urging
S M M t t to murfe regulatory legislation which would avoid any diffi
culties 4a interprovincial export trad® and which would prevent
unfair sarketing practices.3^ H » powers advocated by the government
appeared to be la « e a s of what

wm

fait to be constittttionally

conferred up**® the M m * & government by the British north America
Act of UB6?. fhus the exposition assailed the government on -the cons
titutional leant*. The liberals feared that too much authority would
be placid, in the hands of the 9 h M

Marketing Board, toe Liberal

critic argued thatt
When you introduce coercion, co-operation ceases. Some
thing that is lovely becomes unlovely.... The nature of
, this legislation is known throu#Kmt the world* It is a
half-way house. The cry of ‘control* and ‘planned
Industry* retaining private property io a cry that
but it will not wcrk. The
inevitable
is socialism*
JSaJSg i
fiefcwi
Here w© arc in this parliament representative of all
classes of the oowranity, representative of th® Gonsumsra
of Gaaad* as a whole -and we are being asked by the
OMWHBMBh in this legislation to allow all matters
relating to the reeulattn® of ma-yjeeti.wg1
*
questions
that .affect the pricas and supplies of commodities to b«
dealt with by those interested occupational groups and
to protect the
interest# of th* consumers, m theory and practice alike
this U l l leaves out of account the responsibility ®r
Mbeoni of Parliament to all classes in the country.21
**r ™w— * ■“W — v w A —jQ,

— *—

—*

j p a ^ . w*^i. WBjft................................................... .*. —^ * lw * — — i—

* ■ % » m M f d 4 the Manitoba Livestock Association petitioned the
Minister of Agriculture on Janatxy 11* 193% and on Hoveaber 20, 193%,
Th® national Dairy Council sought to discuss marketing problems with
th® Minister, (C.A.R., 193%, ‘Industries and Commerce*, %10).

m

Speech of W*H* Moore, Liberal M.P*, louse of Common* Debate*,

B& m i c m 193%* S I * (l*ir %) ■2811.

of Commons Debates, Session 193b, IV, 3729.
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ant

undaunted, r<#ii«d to tom attacks on his legislation

W mtftomt
X h&v© said m X t t d m t to iM&Cftt* tom shallowness of the
arguments that have been made against this measure# I
have tpcted the aathoriti®© of the courts of lest resort
to show that argtwnt® of that kind are not valid* and I
&mmmA
Bill to this House* I do so because tom Mil.
affords » practical illustration of the efforts that Have
been mad© by a Party not bound by the shibboleths of the
past* tat accepting only the history of th# past for the
purpOS*’Of guiding them aright in the pathways they hew
out for th© future# 1 ©emend the Bill also beo&as© we
to&t:tom true measure of faith of the Conservative
Jwtjr is shown by our ability «nd willingness to accept,
in. th# light of ©xpsrience and knowledge, those principles
idiidh w® ten.’ are sound and which involve* as they do* the
lopping off of much that has p m © before in order that
the »r l d may progress and civilization prevail*2*
fhawgh criticism was
known at th® BetMraZ Veednet* M k e t d a g let* farther criticism in
regard to tom ©sasfeltfttlttuil issue eoeeenMtd Bennett*a Unemployment
and Social Jntoamm w m m r m * l«r# the objection m s over the section
which, gov® the Wmte&m cabinet wide powers in th© event of a national
emergency to preserve tom t*p®acs. order A d good governmentnj®
Bennett p y © t m reason* for supporting the claim that unes^loymeiti
and seedA immrnsm m m m m » were mtM n the competence of the Dominion
p«rli«M8©t* firstly* he said that Canada entered into a treaty of
peas# ■* tom Treaty of Versailles 193.9 - as part of the British Empire,

■

3775.

2%ii» refers to the B#H#A» Act, section 91, providing for the
XngUbri&t# authority of th# Parli«a«t. at Canada, Bennett had agreed
■that the wide powers which would com© under this d « # » m m needed
to safoeuard the veto power of the nma-i«jan {power of disallowance)
and it# tamticm prerogatives against unconstitutional .inroads from
tt*# prtvincos*
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ttoerein prwritdam were mate for
of Jjfbmot*

dealing with to# question

Secondly, he held that there was & wider concept of

to* Federal power.
v&en i Mm t eo l m his I E t@ provide tor mmployrmnt and
social insarwce* 8®nw®it said*
It is w Judgment that th# Parliament of Canada has juris
diction with wsp«®i t© this matter for th# reason 1
indicated (th# above two reasons), thorn* reasons spring
,fro® the duty which jests upon ms to discharge the obli
gations to Canadian Intern* They rest Sis# upon the fact
that 3*#sl&tl®n of this character affects international
and
trade,, and the
of #qui■table relations between the provinces is undoubtedly
affected by such legislation.
On ill these grounds and others that need not be dis
cussed. I gm clearly of the opinion, having regard to th#
decisions' in th© ail&tlon ease and the radio case, that
toi# proposed legislation 1# inti*, vires.26
Again Bennett was A l e to. m m

toi® measure before the opposition.

These two measures, together with a third, tot Bank of Canada Act,
were th® principal banners wtteA by to# Bennett administration midst
cli
Canada had. representation at toe International Labor Organi
zation. Bennett felt that parliament could exercise its power under
tMri&eN lit of th# fi*S*JU rn%» which dealt with treaty obligations,
and tons deal as part of the British Saplre with toe obligations
accepted and eieaied under to# f#a#e Treaty, which included social
insurance. (i#« J, Al«* Aiken, "Sewriitng to# National Constitution,1'
im x m * % m m t h w * h
refer© to to# decisions handed down by the Privy
Council in to# Aviation ®«## and to# Eadio Case, wherein,.toe federal
government was allowed to have jurisdiction dealing with matters
pertaining to toe m m of th# air. (See J. ilex Aiken, Ibid., 207).

26

By this moans, Bermett held that to© line of Interpretation
adopted by to#, Privy Connell in to© Aviation and the Radio Cases, gave
toe Bciiiidoh all to* powers it needs and that therefore, toe
qaestion of amending to# constitution does not arid*. (See 1. Alex

ASJteftit,fppjd.,, 2®8).
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increasing hostility to Bennett and hi® government.27 la regard to
th# hanking system, Canada w m m m of the countries still without a
central halite* Both major parties favoured such a system, bat th«y dif
fered strongly on whether the bank should be publicly or privately
controlled wad owned* ffea Liberals advocated public ownership and
control, whereas the Conservative government had decided upon private
ownership and public control.* Ifce government had established a
comittee to look into the feasability and purposes to be fulfilled
by a central bank* Qm m this MacKillan eosasltte® had submitted a
report Finance Minister Rhodes proposed the Central Banking legis
lation which would regulate credit and foreign exchange as well as
giving impartial advice to the government end allowing an easier
fluctuation in production*trade-^>loyment and price level#*
Ihe government*® stand on private ownership and public control
was to remove the bank from the influence of partisan politics. Efcodes
Issued an explanatory statement to show the role to be played by th#
central bank in the Canadian financial system.
A central bank 1# primarily an instrument of control.
Its functions are largely, though not entirely, regula
tive.*.. Its chief purpose is to provide a measure of
control, in the public Interest and in accordance with
national policy, over bath the issue of paper money and
the creation of bank deposits* Qp means of Its regula
tion over the total volume of our »»«>«** of exchange,
^ I t Should be acted that when an earlier proposal for the
establishment in Canada of a nationally owned central bank had been
put forward by G.F. Cootea, a G.F.A. member of parliament in May of
1931, It was opposed by BMMrtt idle felt that the banking system
as it stood, was the best one. (See C.A.R., 1930-1931, 82).
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that is, of our ‘money* in the broadest sense, the Bank
of Rnwodfl trfn be an important factor in ityfitienging
m t o n l y the general level of prices hot also the gene
ral tempo of htisrfwaa^ activity in Sasada#*®
Thus it ess anticipated that the a m Bank of Canada would contribute
po
both directly and indirectly to the national aconomle welfare.. '
. Despite Bennett*a efforts to alleviate financial ills, it
appeared +>»■*• netmm .of his »»*««»»»* would «*<■» public support. Indeed,
the pendulum was-

the other way* Provliwsial olectlona In the

early a»ffen«m %>&s. resulted in th© stranathonlnsf of the Liberals.
Conservative goveranenbs in Ontario and Saskatchewan were toppled*
ftge&ar With the previous J W * S Liberal Victory in Sfevs, Scotia, it
gave the Liberals new hope as a federal election year approached.
S U M d k raeiptation from 'the cabinet in the fall was yet another
omen* It appeared that If Bennett did not forsake his traditional
policies, the forthcoming national ©lections would

disaster.

As the new year approached, Bennett appeared to hint at a
"Hew Beal**' for Canada* In Becessher, he. stated that a "sane and regal**
ted eapitaMsM.t system ant a wise regulation of business and
industrial pmurttotB were essential to a prosperous and happy state"*
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Bennett himself stated that "the credit of Canada is the
collective reputation of its people, there can be no restoration of
prosperity in Canada *»til stability of currency is.achieved* One
of our main difficulties in this connection is the fact that w# here
m direct eowmmieation between the financial centre of Candda and
London, im are subject in this natter to th® domination of Wall
street***. CXesae P. Marcoss©*!,"Morth of H.R.A »*11Saturday Evening ffoat.
(January m t 193k), # .
»
ispeeejn quouea xn unc msnoanvsap nsaxy jrTOvxnc©, jjecemoer Xf,
lf3k, (Stevens Pagers. T O i ^ P . A . C , )
—

V
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6?

Seeking

M a ttttunuUMi n u t tbMKi of Canada's f&iistsi* 'to- the

United State** Herrtdge, who .la his remarks' to- the -Canadian Club
pwpoaed inreptaMdv* MfedUutoA and fearless thinking on the problem

.

teelns Canada* He stated “there is nothin ©awed about an eoonoade
system 1st the welfare of the people**** let us search through, this
system from top to bottom and am what is wrong with it and what we
©an do to right

.

Indeed* a. bold new step appeared to be the measure respired,
by M u t t * let there was m further sign of change until the momen
tous first weeks -of the new year whan Bennett addressed, the nation
with a m s s appeal, strongly reminiscent of ioos«ielt»s fireside
chats*

i n 'the V u M u m r Daily JProrinee, December 17, 1931*#
(Sterens Papers, f ^ C * , Q m X f ) .
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m u m

war

And is ay atat reform mam idfs m a s h intervention. It
means f l w m a N K k control and regulation. It means the
« 1 of
Badtm ttfrsMi *wrt*ta recovery.
H*®r# can be m permanent recovery without reform. •■■■
M » m «r so Mffisnu I *•&•» that issue esjaarely...1

M s words tod out a a w trt|*

a saw tomorrow. In the

d^resMoa .ridden west* the ^i«iaa elements took heed, of hie words,
in the eaei# industry listened in w m m m t .a® he outlined what was#.
i m temwni'vwl&iNi' rateds# a *i*dltttt«ns*y peltey# snaoking of American
iafShwsoe* Th® Q a m w m 1 & v * federw^r was surprised at his words# but
Bennett*

hr the

*»«<•»*■»» within his cabinet and, ©arty,

oentiiiaed to m t u m to the Canadian people M s new ideas in a radical
pMgiWMNf

!&••*iy it appeared to be the initial step for an election

earaDaiiffi.
There must be unity of popes** There can b® no success
without it.... I am willing to go on if you make it
possible for me still to serve you*#..
... In the beginning of it# terra of office# the
policy of th® Government was detersdnwi: by the ortHes!
^Sltpset imm .Bennett’s first address in a series of Hadio
&#idca»t»# jfismqr 2# 1WS* delivered from Ottawa, (Pamphlet copy,
stovaiis gegers# p.a.c.)
^B*wstt*s broadcasts were made without the knowledge of
MMtott* of 'Ms- cabinet. They knew nothing of the contents until they
heard
on the radio or read it in the newspapers. (Backstage
at tfetws# HacaUwwt»s HagaMiae# X&flll# (March 1# 1$&)* IS*)*
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nature of the tinea, the economic system had broken
down* Dismay and. uncertainty prevailed* We were
ste m teased in turbulent seas. Swift and decisive
measures were needed to avert shipwreck. The emergeney demanded emergency aetion. ft was no tins fa?
changes or reforms in the eeemaie system* tee only
sensible thing was to get behind the system and make
tee best of it until tee fury of tee storm had
abated.,.. We were determined to resist tee impulse
to change until we could be satisfied teat change
was benefleiali until we could be satisfied that change
was safe*3
Sbr tee opposition it was' an apologia for Bennett* s past four years
In office) for Stevens it was a vindication of his Investigation) for
Bennett it was tee termination of "recovery" measures which would
bolster dp tee existing system, by tee substitution of "reform" mea
sures, designed to replace a system bote ineffective and inefficient*
Bennett felt teat 1935 was tee time to launch reform* "You w U l agree",
he told M s listeners, "teat free competition and tee open market
place -as they were known in tee old days have lost their place in tee
system, and tee only substitute for teem, in these modem times is
government regulation and c o n t r o l * te e socialist overtones were
very evident*
tea
system must be reformed***, tee conditions under
which capitalism was b o m and grew powerful have changed*
Therefore caps
«™ must
to meet tee
con
ditions of this new world**.* It is my purpose that it
conform and teat it change as your needs demand that it
should*, such reform means progress, security, prosperity,
and happiness* I t also mane, I believe, the salvation
of the system*3
%lrst Address of Bennett, "tee Premier speaks to tee People",
January 2, 1935* (Pamphlet copy in Stevens Papers, P.A.G.).
^3M4», Speech of January 2, 1935.
^Second Radio Address of Bennett, January It, 1935, (Stevens
Papers, P.A*G.)*
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& fait*

BmmU's legislation in the field of finance and business

©a* ©Hpfew&M* os th* beginning of gstien&Moi reforms* Th© governiwafc j*4MM© w s
its

-1dm*

to bolster the teomm of the nation and to increase

fore© through encouragement of now Industty sad 'trade* Ey

tbAs* Bennett bad hoped to imtftmm .the standard of living. But the

oppoMMaa to these » a s w « had been wist vociferous.
.Agal* be advocated further r@foi»% appealing to -the human
emotions of M s listening; audience. For labour he urged?

.

S m m * Wist b© an end to child lab©®% There tturfc be *
md to the recMess exploitation of human resources
and th© trafficking in th© health and .happiness of
OanftdiWi Mtiz«a* liter© m »t b© an end to th© ides,
that © hwHombi should b© held t» his latwui? throughout
the deyligit hour© of ©wyday*... Hr idea is that ...
stupendous improvement in the teohnicgx© of production
should make itself wMfftst is the .happier conditions
of the wrkingman.?

AS" if restliting at last that M s programs©' of government uneeplojriaent

relief was unsatisfastorv* he now proposed to establish a permanent
Mn*t«t of sound immtmmt ©cptxwt unemployment and to do away with
<MMk*ftWS>W j r i ir t jijtirtir'

**1

* ^ lr

‘K ftJi.t * »

ijfyv -tui

m

■

IMnatag to MMrtfewr fateb he stated "so long

m 1m

the head

■of tste GQVBrmmb «f this country, X M U

th®

see fair M a y between th©
8
IwrtswMMsi i^dustiry
th® publlo*n This w^s

in .support, of th© government gwnittanoi with regard to th© recant
Recall the dlffarena* in view over Sanking legislation, above, 6$,
%lrst Sadio Address of B©sn#t%, Januasy 2, 1935# (Stevens
& & * * ■:» P.A.G.),
8
BiAyd .Radio Address of Bennett, January 7, 1935# (Stevens
Passers > P.A.C.)
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l a & d U M m which had. reused the .1m
group# mud

of the provincial rights
p&rUmnm&*

was to be

th© gn&4# for tawdMtat the *gp!tt*fttl<m of the natural Products
Kftttott&g Aft*.' *ttft-<gu&itgr of product# produced must be kept hl$i
if goc&'Smatartii i h i to be ®aintain«d.,!^

new issue la the party

f&eiftsm daring the .latest ,p«rU«Mttte>sr e«wA<» was for him, “reform
■of'the capitalist system, the Inbervmtion of the state (and) govern
ment regalation of industry*1*

■

ie sa*pwi tvpveMftftiar for the maintenance of a Sank of Canada
underlyiist bis rafoM® of the basking ayetcm# "Bie central bank •«*
M U

be the m u m of insuring agtiast a greater measure of equity in

th© deaHngs of «&»## with olass *,* it begins a new chapter in the
history of Canada*# financial llfe,**^

In MX# &# urged vpm the psopl® M s new credo* reform to
the present dissMlities*
!y party has. a l m d ? uwiisrtMt®** and. will pursue to the
m d e program© of refer® which M U rid the system of
these disabilities. It stands for the freedom of the
indiviclaal and private initiative and serai business,
but it stands with equal certainty for permanent and
bettor relationship between 'the people and those instru
ments of m m m m ® and finance which m m set up to serve
them. It stands not for traditions which ar© outworn
%adie Addrt## of Bennett hi January 7# 1935, (Pamphlet Copy,
10
Raft# ldire« of ismrny 12# 1933$ (F«phlet copy# t&eveng
IhpftW!# 9«A«C.*9
Badio iyMrftft* of d«sa»y 10# 1935, (Pamphlet copy, Stevens
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•m practice#
belong to another age, or for economic
■fault* which, If pursued now, mean economic hardship. Hr
party stands simply for the greatest good of the greatest
number of people. And it shape# and d l l w U w to shape
its policy ■of reform 'to make that sure***
m e w d e had. m

electrifying effect upon the people of

Canada. Hot only was hie own party stunned by the new pronouncements,
but alao it appeared to hare taken the thunder from toe opposition.
The people now had to see if he would lj#l«wnt these grand policies.
His rhetoric fascinated them. Was he sincere? let he had emphatically
stated.*
Hr frieado, I hare declared for reform mow that toe time
for action 'ha# come, delay is hazardous.... We hare
dtiidwd.that nerraansnt orosoerttv wait upon reforsi mea*
sores.... We are mow read? for It. WO hare been or©oaring
f«p'.it.**
Th® country took heart at such a deteimined step. The aftermath of

Stmmm*# :N«dflma&Ua appeared, to .be apparent support for the vary
idea# wfe*cb Stwwens ha* encouraged through his ocuwdtt#*.'^ At this
4-.4tb» At ffwfwftd that Bennett would W fl to© breach in his
ranks* But ha mads m

overtures to his fanmr minister. Instead

Steven* bolted toe Omaerwativ© party and began organizing a new
^ H bH o Address of Bennett of January It, 1935, (Stevens
>HMWf«b **A*#«}•
^•%adlo Across of Bannett,, Jaisaary ?, 193$,. (Stevens
Paper©, P.A.C,)#
& latter of S#J»* Maitland to'H.H. Stevens of January H ,
1935, commenting m the radio addresses* «Bennett plans to go forward
with an afireressiw* far»»reaoM.nar mciior*. Further Bennett bad acreed
with Maitland that Steve®# had been toe- one carrying the burden of
bringing about wop* change end that .’
Steven# H»ri to be won back to M #
(S@nnett*s) oonfidenc®. (Stevene Paper#, OXXXf, P.A.G.).
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party, the Reconatraotlonist Party*
Bennett had. expected 'King to
attack hit m m plants and to propeso a m of his own* ait King in fact
agreed t& support ihem.1^ The baade-ct a new election year platform,
to all appearances, hoi been laid, Bennett, in his last session of
parliament' Introduced M s new reforms* "There was legislation to
limit working hoars and enforce Mnifflam wages in all indastelesf to
establish tmeraployment insurance! to give the Federal Ctovemment wider
control over the narketlng and price of basic material®! to provide
relief for faro debtor® fey & scaling d m ® of mortgages! to police the
issuance of securities! to jail swindlers and exterminate unfair
practices in business."3"7 Ill fact most of the new legislation seemed
to be outside th® sphere of fedorM authority. Its constitutionality
was questioned because It was felt to be encroaching upon th® power®
granted to the province® under section 92 of th® British North America Act

domett held that they came under Canada* s treaty making powers,
"since Canada had signed foreign treaties m

a gesture toward reform ...

that ... power superseded, th© sovereignty of the provinces".

^ M a i w u r had few® growing for Stevens to lead a new party.
M s stand against :8ew»tt over the Price Spreads Inquiry had alienated
M » fro® th© Conservative hierarchy. This, together with encouraging
reports of support from the country at large prompted him to bolt
3ennett and the Conservative Party and launch a new party* (Stevens
Papers, QSI11I, aeconstrucfeion Party, 1935-1936, P.A.C.)
16
OMMsnt® in the Ottawa Evening Citizen of January 28, 1935,
(Stevens lepers)
17
Brueo Hutchinson, The Incredible Canadian, 192.
18
Ibid., 192, This refers to section 132, B.N.A. Act. See also
remarks above, 62-61**
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'SNttfttt felt confident that th# people would once again rally
behind -the Conservative banner with Its pranri.se of Canadian prosperity.
Ha campaigned across the country maintaining the three basic issues
of the expansion of trad# throu^i,further imperial preferences,
the reformed social legislation, and the furtherance of Canada* s good
name throughout th© world.*^ To the electorate, he urged that they
O ft

had a choice of three courses* ©drift* violence, or rational progress”.
The programme of th# Liberals ©entered around- the person of
Bennett and hie m s man rule within Ids own party, and the failure
of his pollci©#* In addition H a g advocated a restoration of respon
sible government and electoral reforms a# well as th# liberation of
erfcarnal and internal trade from th© Conservative restriction* To
curb inflating practice®, prtmary industries were to be encouraged
and credits and investments were to b© strictly regulated.

m

The third fore®, under the Woodswoiih leadership .advocated
a completely socialised economy.

, awnvti

defended his past policies, and presented himself as

the only man capable of saving the country. But the country was not
Convinced by the oratory and sudden change of the Prime Minister. The party
which h# led had been -split*22 He himself was beginning to show th#
lo
l.-B* Bennett,"The Election Issues As I See Than", Maclean's
Magaaine, (September 15, 1935), 10.
20
Ottawa Citizen, September 21*, 1935, (Stevens Papers , p .a .C.)
^W.L.M. Hug,. «lh® Election Issues As I See Them", Maclean*a
ftfaffay.inwj (September 15, 1935), 11 #t seq*
^Recall Stevens' Resignation -and’Formation of a Hew Party,
above, 72*
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signs of a burden of eftl®#*. King found it easy to criticise hia
tardiness la refdraw* Wh.maAmA reforms, let cm campaign, Barnett
reverted to the ■siimdsrd ConservsMve prog«»»e which he had advo
cated. ia hie -first years of office.23 fM s m d d m change was a
final, effort to prevent the disunity of M o party.2^ She results of
the eOLeetlcA were a feregfn* conclusion. to# tide was seeping against
Bennett to toe oplalon of toe OgmMia* press.
f » e Mr* B a m t t ha® worked hard and sincerely to make
matters dlffmtm% to end this Mghtsmre (fire yeaw of
cilsis) to'' MtteiO. affairs* But hard unit and good la**
tentioa* alone w e not enough* So long as policies are
Mstafeem and deff^nstrably Inadequate, toe Mghteare M i l
persist*
toe prim® H lsUter has given no Intimation daring his
platform campaign that he has changed by one iota M e
policies for aoonaato regenwatiaa*
last January he g a m hope that. fundamental remedies
wol d be applied. li totted of reforming to# capitalist
system, of ending that system 'if toe dole continued
part of .it*
Today his revolutionary spirit 1# quenched and he
preaches the old dootMnet of sound »mept. spotless
credit and high tariff#* He gives no sign that h# has
any designs on a system wMe h produces' sueh cruel and
absurd contrast as poverty and plenty* He points to M s
acMwawtetoi but that m * they compared with recpiraswmts
^Bennstt was again saying that the maintenance of Empire
Trade ■facts -would gate hi® to# "Support' of toe country. Further he
Intimated that he would urge parliament after tot election to place
country above party and tout .devote themselves to toe task of placing
Canada on a firm basis. In M s Quebec campaign he ©tressed the idea
of unity. Ha lettered that iaaada was leading toe way for other nations.
(KontroM.Star* October 8, 1935* Stevens Papers). Again he said that
%£&
-sliaw® for ill*# (MmtmStl. Gazette. September 30,
t93$$. Stevens Bapera).
a letter of Brant Dexter to John W* Dafoe of September
26* 193$$- h# iattoatod Bennett* a rwierse of tactics was a last
resort to mm. bis party. (Dafoe Papers., .1* ?6, P.a.c. )
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and with physical legibilities? Canada deserves better
of liar statesmen.2>
Indeed Bennett*® rout In 193$ was as collate as his wietory
had been over the liberals in If39# the aftermath of the eledtton
saw Bennett heading a fraction of Ids former power in parliament*
The. party wanted a new leader, but wa® unwilling to relinquish tee
26
services of Bennett* s rhetoric and camaanding personality.* tee
west which had supported him in m » 193® election failed him 'in 1 935*
tee complete reversal of party positions in parliament despite
Barnett*s hi^h hopes for. elteiioi*' Victor, was.ike .result*
For almost three m m

years he headed the party which would

not follow him. His retirement frost the Camdten political scene,
once he had decided upon it, was

and he vrlthdrew to tee

comparative cjutel of-tet countryside in England.

^Mitorial or Bennett, from the Ottawa Citizen, October *>,
1935, (Stevaos Papers .,, P.A.C.).
^tetter of Grant Dexter to John Dafoe, Hay Hi, 1939, (Dafoe

>BWi M. 75).
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mirat w

.*,* the gov@nmm% will never palter with its principles
1ft order to retain power, m, it the moment mm? comes
then Hit' majority of this house conclude it to b® desi
rable that M s government should go out, it will go oat,,
but there will be no vacillation, m filtering, with the
opinions of others, to .secure support izt order that it may
continue ia power#*
For five long years Bemett had been Prim Minister of' Canada*
Caught up in the throes of the
pl&eed

ViiCTiaftit the tefffe of

depression, Bennett had
Hie Canadian ship of

state- and with it, rallying Hie country bg&tad him# In 1930, when he
swept Hie country, it was rot 40 mch that he fired the imagination
of the people,, bat that he provided a new face and a new broom, which,
it was toped,- would help he restore Canadian prosperity and Canada’s
position on Hie world mrieebs* Bennett was confronted with the
immediate effects of the depmssion* fnable to carry out his broad
party platform of' 1927, he set about instituting stopgap measures,
while striving to wAtttela -MoaoNUt order and stability both at home
and abroad. Highly successful, in his dynamic speeches and noble
^Comments
Bennett m Address of the throne Speech, House
of Commons Debates, Hessian 1931# II, (April 21), 785.
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bearing, he wa® able to lead wm gr doubters to his support# let thcmgh
they supported M a , his govenment was not wam L y liked* The bitter
attacks upon Hi# Bermett refine were .not upon Bennett as a person,
bat nnon his policies.
Ww

**#nii ■#

JE: ” !•■###( "W#l

*1*

Th* weakness of his attempts became apparent, after 1932, when
the honeyraoon wttat&tol* was over. Bennett*® pinnacle as a statesman
had been the success of his policies in the outcome of the Ottawa
Conference of 1932 where he was able to "force" the British to accede
to his denari** The Ottawa Conference was without a doubt, Bennett’s
conference* He dominated it as he had dominated th# earlier London
CKmf«NB6*fr His d p w i ® ««maaAng personality had won his grudging
aeration. His ideas were at all times bold, fet the iiaplimentatiott
■of his ideas into actual legislation .was, lax* Perhaps Bennett was
too far bound up in the credo of Hie Conservative Party with its
reliance upon the traditions of Macdonald*
Few doubted Bennett’s sincerity, honesty, or hard work, but
all disliked his autocratic attitude and his domineering control of
his Party* He did not seem to be able to reach th© masses or to cul
tivate a multitude of warm friends, lardy .did he consult his cabinet
before making important decisions# His tendency to neglect his party
and ministers led him to become Isolated* Few people shared his
2
inner confidence*

20ne sympathetic to Bennett holds that he was not especially
popular in Ottawa because Ottawa "did not understand a worker".
(Andrew p., McLean, 1»B* Bennett* 33).
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Harnett believed that Canada could be saved by tariff prefe
rences .in the Btpire markets and wan then at the Ottawa Conference.

M b m prices diwped in 1932 said 1933# Bennett remained steadfast
against any inflftttonaiy projects, carrying this policy with him to
the Economic Conference in I m & m in 1933*3 Once upon a coor.se, he
never .faltered or veered from It until it was evident even to himself,
■that nothing could be gained by pursuing it*
Bennett stated that he was never interested in polities as
^teh*
I am here in Ottawa as Prime Maister today, and I may
be gone tomorrow! ... X don't care! M f e has given me
about everything a man can desire, I am sixty-one,
old enough to sit back and enjoy what Z have. But what
I have, I owe in a considerable degree to Canada, and
if I can do
to do* When the Cimadlan people are finished with my

services 1 m alma content**
lhat leaaeii maintained Canadiaa interests in the international
sphere was evident* During the International Monetary and Economic
Conference of 1933, Bennett made a special plea to the conference
for a consideration of the wheat situation*^
Domestically, Bennett had to consider the Hast in a greater
degree of iu^ortaaoe. It is true that the farmers* plight had
Associated Press Release of November 1, 1933 (files of the
library, Windsor Daily Star),
Andrew D. MeDeaa, R«j». Bennett, (Toronto, 193li), citing
cements made in October, ifll,'M*
%»A.R.* 193h* W 5 . Bennett was successful in that a committee
*b
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alienated many of then tr m Bennett* His relief measures in this
V M p M t m l with little success.' let th® rise of a third party from
these dissidmft Mewsnt# did » t greatly affect Bennett* Esther he
felt that M s position eight be strengthened as this new party
appeared to oat.into the ideas of the liberal opposition.
fh® public s ot Bennett a®, th® embodiment of CKmrorratlsss#
His chief role daring th® coarse of M s office, had been to maintain
the Canadian government and to balance trade* Bennett appeared to
be gapping for a solution of th® difficulties besetting the country
in her ®eonoraic flight. after his performance at. Ottawa in 1932* He

-

had attempted a. r®i*tvil of roMproMty with the United States, bob

8

the movement of Eoosevelt*# lew Deal programme had ended such efforts.
It was during this same pmied that he continued to amass the duties
said functions of the majority of governmental departments under his
watohfbl ®ye# Always a glutton for detailed work, Bennett became
obsessed with the Idea that he, as Prime Minister, had t© hare jfirst
hand knowledge of all matters. Despite the fact that he had given up
the portfolio of Minister of Finance in 1932# after considerable

clmmr&xtg by the opposition as to M e *one man ml#*, he nevertheless
continued to exert an inquiring eye and influw o ® over all departments
Dee above,
^Xing was ..forced to seize upon some C.Q.F. measures and
utilize.them himself in order to. mm#®, urban and rural support,
(Bruee Hutchinson, Th® Incredible Canadian, 183*18$) .
8
8Backstage at Ottawa8, Maclean1® Magazine, (June 15# 1933),
313*. '
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#t goremaent* Opinion thus remained imehanged as to his role. "Bennett

is *ft& the government or 'the .greater fart of it ... taking upon hi®*
self the work of id.* matters, or of many of thee* trying to he In a

9
t e e n plates and to do a t e e n things at the same time}!
Roosevelt's spellbinding mastery of the. situation in the
United States prcssfted Bennett to try a new approach on the Canadian
scene* Although the main purpose of the American National Recovery
Atenistration was to get the people back to work and to Increase
1©
baying power*

purpose of adopting such ideas in Canada

seems to t e e t e n of a

m t n i % hut with a concentration on

reforms which were unheard of for a Csowervaiive leader* "It is not
a wv<^tie®sry pdliey fettt it is th* » # t isqaortant statement to
com® £rm the lips of a t e t e v t e v e fg£m i t M e t e since the announesmeat e$r the national .foiicy m rrotecmon* ”
His new efforts in late 193h end in 1935# towards what .he
called a "reform" programme, were not as profound'as they appeared,
lost of t e t h® proposed to do at that tine had been urged at one
time ©r

by the opposition,

the flarmdi

F®te®M.* manifesto contained many of the aim* which Bennett now

M.rn himself agreed with Bennett's proposals, once

pit

9*Baokatag®

1933), 50.

at Ottawa", Maclean’s Magatee, MM,* (APtdl 15.
----- --- » —

>

'

10
Raymond dapper,“M.H.A.* la It Really Working", Maclean's
Mag t em , XLVII, (April 1# 193U), 12-13..
“*
^ I t e s and ooroents", Canadian form, (February# 1935), 108*
^

See Appendix B, §9ff.
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fee fed armounc©d * w
action at xmrnt^ .

prop**®© and had insisted that it' be .pit into
■ ■

Thou# fee lacked a human touch in 'dealing with people* Bennett
Sad® up for it with hie m r & S'mmm* Yet at th© same time ■that fee
advocated new n s ^ m m 0 BStffietb di®fa®y®d. his autocratic attitude which
had marked him throughout his tenure of office*.I® strongly declared

that "opposition from any class which i^esdls th© future of this
aJk
great undertaking we will not tolerate”*
She criticism heaped on
hi®'by many was in part"doe te his greatest weakness, his aloofeess

■ttm tfe©'''people around him cad from those at large* This trait*
tetig&sd with his .dwHiiMMHliif attitude certainly aroused hostility both
ig
within and without his o « party*
Throughout these trying years,
Bennett had raised many new .problems without truly solving the ones ■
fee had origiimlly pledged Massif to ftlisdnat® in the election which
brought M s victory* Prom tbs first* the piofele® of the western
fsamar had been most prcsstpg*) It.' still remained a problem despite,
the introduction of the late*®! Products Marketing Act as an effort
Reginald Hardy, Mackenzie King of Canada, (Toronto* 19h9)
lit?*

•

---------

Ife
'£#&*• Mefesaa* “Bennett of Tarsus**,. Canadian Forum, (February,
1935)* 179, This was stated in answer to a request "of Ifee''aLrector of
the Setm tMflM to prevent Tim Back (the Qmrnxniat leader) frora
addressing a sheeting in the libtl# Theatre promises in Ottawa* This. •
attitude ff Bennett*® was ©oiwwn not only to this branch of political
opposition but to any who disagreed with lids views,
15'
Recall Stevens* resignation, m m 11* his 01005 £ri.md,.
lord BMVttfenttk* stated that Bennett ■•a,"*®*’regarded his Cabinet
te&ltetftea as g&ordiimt«s»* (lord BesvPrferoak, Friends, 82).
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to find tfc® solution* let, that effort raised considerable difficulties
in another field, namely, d«|nio»#«M?iii^ls3L rights under- the British
Aortli America Act.3,6 In the « n % .th# eoBJbination of the business
dsprew&w* th© agilm€turaX pH#fc in th® w©#t, the aLow aapOLoym«nt
recovery, and teiostt*# m g k m t to instill a warn relationship between
M w e l f and M s party, reflected an Bennett m d his government.
-So -twspits were sounded on the Bennett g m e m m £ * * demise.
In 4fjpdsltftiQa Banwfct a m r pit s ® e « n d « d the attention of his
audience, ,ac im had a# Prim# -MtaLstar*. V&th M s defeat, an era had
closed tn Qmaditti public affairs* Government in Oaaadd was to be
dMtaftted W

on# strong party. ;M $ h the^ omergenc© of new splinter-

parties, th# whole Canadian political scene had to®« recast* Bennett
had towered as th# states*© of a new hope in 1930* 'lie hop© remained
3© 1935, but -th®. man who, had attempted to achieve its reality h a d '
succumbed to the f&amwto ©f the apportion* Hie «r# of th© Prime
Mnistership of B.3. Bennett m s ever, ansi with it, th# fortunes of
M a party for over two decades.
. li was said of Bennett that*
In hia pl ug there was svnslMtaf o f a tr&gody* He lackod
something not easily definable that is essential to party
’loader&Mp'**. he never held mstsngr over M s party as
Macdonald did, or Lauri.er, nor appealed to its reason as
did Meighoa* lor did J» & m m & offnotion* Bespect of his
followers h# had, and dtseipHae he enforced, but ho did
above, 61-62.
■^Ihe twinning of a federal Liberal government which was to
last ifflinterrupted for twenty-two years*
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»t uplift, or thrill theaa..,. Indeed, ho baf~
bliey did not know what to make of what hi
said, were not mam of what he was at.
His l#ad#r®hl$> revealed a strong sdjrtsw# of the
traditionalist and the radical* lefojw he could preach
prt he had m ingrained respect
*i loved every asp@#t of the ceremonial of
► Sgr temperament he wm. m authorization,
liking 'the
view of things through a sense
of history that east acute 'and constant.... He did not
seem to think he needed a party, m r colleagues, nor
friendly newspapers, nor propaganda for the public.
His work would be enough. His work. Thus more and. more,
he became the victl*, of a loneliness Imposed by his
c m nature, 1&ti* legions of admirers, he had no close
.tx&md&t non© ready to fight for him through thick
and M n , It m m this, in th# end, which caused his
amtmtJto

..

had ended, Barmett remained the despised
Prime Minister of th# twentieth century#

Grattan O'ieary, «ifiw*ll Succeed Bennett”, Madera* s
aaine, LI, (Hay 1, 1918), 10*
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THE OQiSERfATCTE PLATFORM, 192?
This -1® panted In R.M. Dawson: Constitutional
Issues in Canada# 1900-1931, p. 3?0 et seq.
The following are some of the most important resolutions passed by
the Conservative national Convention, 192?i
Resolution on Tariff
This convention desires to record its feeling of pride in the
growth, progress, and prosperity of Canada, under the historic fiscal
policy of 'the Liberal-Conservative party. It affirae its adherence to
the principles of that policy in its declared object® of stimulating
th© development of the natural resources of the Dominion; preserving
and enlarging th® market for Canadian farm products} building up the
industries of Canada, and thus creating employment for our workmen}
promoting inter-provincial trade, and generally providing a diversified
economic life which will b© effectual in retaining Canada* s sons and
daughters within our own boundaries. This Convention affirms the
principle that from time to time, as changing conditions require, the
customs tariff' should be revised and its rates adjusted and brought
into conformity with such conditions. In such revisions, regard should
be had not only to the objects of fiscal policy herein enumerated, but
to the welfare of th© consumer, and it is desirable in the national
interest that in such revisions the cost of living and the cost of
the implements used in production of whatever nature should be given
special and attentive study, with a view to the reduction of such costs
to the extent practicable. This convention affirms the policy first
introduced by the Liberal-Conservative Government in 1912, that with a
view of having tariff rates under scientific investigation, a permanent
tariff commission should be appointed representative of the three great
classes of Canadian Industry - agriculture, labour, and manufacturing entrusted with the duty of studying tariff problems, and making such
recommendations to the Government as it deems in the public interest
with reasons therefor. Should it find that unfair advantage is being
taken of tariff duties it shall make recommendations to be given effect

to by th© government for reducing or removing tariff schedules or
imposing special duties of excise upon products in respect of which
such advantage has been taken, and its reports, findings, and reasons
therefor shall be laid before Parliament and make known to the public.
And this convention expresses the view that while strong effort should
be directed towards the establishment of a system, of preferential
tariffs throughout the Empire no preference should be given at the
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expense of the Canadian farmer or workman, and all such preference
should b© conditional upon th® us® of Canadian ports*
Resolution on Labour
Resolved that this Convention accept and adopt as a part of
the platform of th© Liberal-Conservative party, the terms of the
Labour''Convention and -general principles associated with it, which
forms a part of th®. treaty of pease of 1919*■
ttda Convention and these principles, adopted as they were on
motion of Canada*® then1Prim© Mnlsbef, accepted and subscribed to by
representatives of Governments, of employers, and of labour from many
countries of the world#--, from a fitting foundation upon which stability
in industrial 'relations and progressive social legislation may
securely rest*
And be it further resolved: .
(a) fhat national peace and prosterity can be established only if
founded on social justice*
(b) To promote industrial peace and human welfare is the duty of the
state* To best accomplish this the following is adopted:
(1) Sioourageaent of the production of goods within Canada by
Canadian labour.
(2) Conversion of our raw materials into finished goods at
home rather than exporting them for manufacture abroad.
(3) Sicourag© especially Industries that afford reasonable
continuity of employment*
(k) That all possible aid be given capital and labour by
encouraging 'both to promote co-operation, conciliation,
and arbitration methods in adjusting controversies
between those two important factors in the country’s
industrial life*
(£) By co-operation between Government, capital, and labour,
extend the scope and use of .public employment service,
thereby reducing labour turnover and giving unemployed
women'access to wider employment opportunities*
(6) Sacoarage -the prevention of employment of children under
sixteen:years of age*-.
(7) Make available to Canadian citizens and especially to
returned soldiers any offers of assistance for land
settlement that.are extended to prospective immigrants
.from other countries* (8) Consultation, with-- representative® of both employers and
employees on ■matters affecting them, and representation
for both on federal boards or commissions dealing with
matters directly.affecting their interests.
(9) So far as it is practicable, to support social legislation
designed to conserve human life, health, and tmperance,
to relieve distress during periods of tmaaployaent,
sickness, and old -age*
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(10) la encourage unlfowaity in labour laws throughout Canada,
and the wider spread of technical education both in
industry and agriculture*
(11) That
pWfSL*t#» for th# care of our war veteran#,
swains sisters, and the widow and orphans of thoa# who
-mad# the m p r m m sacrifice be restored and maintained*
^solution on Bailway Policy
bbereas the Canadian t s M M m Railway owes its existenceto the
courage and vision of Conservative statesmen;
And sh«ia%. the amalgamation of the different units now com
prising the Canadian National Hallways were achieved by the Conserva
tive party?
And whereas, it is in the boat interests of our comtxy that
both railway system# should remain separate and apart}
Be itresolvedl, therefore, that the Conservative party pledge#
itself to maintain the Canadian National Hallways as a p u b l M y owned
and operated utility and to make th® directorate of that railway no»*
partisan and fvet from poMtloal interference*
Resolution on the St, Lawrence Canal
In regain to the St. Xawrenoe Canal,'the following resolution
was submitted*
vfeereas the l^rovewmt of the wffii«»*»<* nawai system by the
Canadian people is nearing completion}
Ibis convention is of the opinion that th© St. Lawrence Canal
system a# an all-Canadian proj-eit should be developed in th® national
interest and whan conditions warrant.
m m undertaking th# development of power the sovereign right#
of the respective provinces shall be protected*
Resolution op Imperial Relations
ltd# Convention reaffirms 'fee traditional adherence of th®
Lite ral-Conaervative Party to the principle of loyalty to the Crown
and to the maintenance of that integral connexion of Canada with the
British Umpire, which is based, upon fall concurrence of the Canadian
people. This Convention further expresses its satisfaction at the po
sition attained by Canada a# a nation within the British Bapire, which
was acknowledged at the close of th® Oreat War by our participation
in th# Imperial Conferw o # *«# Canada*# signature affixed to the
treaty of Versailles, and also by Canada*# admission with full statu#
to the League of Nations, fhe Convention emphasises the fact that the
attainment of this position, which has been, the result of the prac
tical application® made by the leaders of the Conservative party of
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the principle® laid down by that party, which was founded in the
struggle far confederation, and has continuously stood, for the unity
arffd. equality Of all fismafM awn atwi for., te© Mfttstyd.al, mOrsl and spiri
tual development Of Gonad®* this Convention rejoices in the powers
and the freedom of notion which Canada as a nation has attained
largely through the efforts and sacrifices of our soldiers, and
pledges itself anew to the ideal of a united Canada* Shis Convention
emphasizes the fast that the Ccmservatlv© (invention cherishes the
traditions and purpose of the British family of nations, and believes
that in the oo-operation of the Irttiato nations, will be found good
for Canada.and for the world*
Resolution on the lateral Resources of Western Canada
Shat,'in the best Interests of confederation and the economic
development of Western Canada, the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Albert®
be granted their natural .resources free from
restrictions with the legislative' competence of the Parliament of
Canals,, but in coapliance with the letter and spirit of the Constitu
tion, if|d the ©-!«!*» of tflto## pio'vinces to 'compensation for loss for
lands' and resources alienated and the claims of any other provinces
in aonnexLon with .teds subject should be investigated with a view to
satisfactory and equitable adjustment ...
pflafri-n-tvtnn an Aeriaultnre
That this convention recognizes agriculture as the basic
industry of Canada and It pledges the Uberal-Conservatlve party to
encourage the devdopraont of agriculture by promoting by legislation
and otherwise a .greater Interest in agriculture and securing a greater
degree of contentment and prosperity for those dependentt upon it, and,
in partlteCLaf, tela party believes that by the, scientifio investigation
of agricultural problems, tee Qoverwient should prosecute every
possible effort to advance the Interests of this great industry.
And further, tele convention 1® of the opinion that the Govern
ment of Canada should co-operate with any and every agency which exists
Where such oo-operation will further tee groat industry of our country*
Resolution on forty Policy

The llteral-Gonservative party, whose founders brought about
Confederation, and cemented its provides into an harmonious political
whole, based upon common interest®, common Ideas, and imteal respect
and affection of all its dements, stands everlastingly pledged te a
poliqy which will at all. toss bring prosperity, contentment, and
peace to all its citizens irrespective of boundaries and origins.
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'JJVOBiOt S
the v w m k m * w m m m & m w m s m m m
At Regina In 1933 a social-dsmocratie platform was
adopted, by the neity organised CGf party. Represen
ted at tli® « o n f ##*• organised tam labour,
and urban-socialist groups. Uhiik© it® British
labour party counterpart, CGF did not provide for
'the direct national affiliation of trad© unions m
such. The f m w & m is fart of the Co-operative Common
wealth Federation programme, adopted at the first
national Convention, Regina, 1933, a® found in
Reid, ■##!!.$-*, MeHaught, 5*, ®nd Crow®, H.3., A
Source-book of Canadian History, Wit f *

T m GCF 4® a federation of organisation® idiose purpose is the esta
blishment in Canada of a Go-operativ© Ccsffljoroealth in which the prineipl© regulating production, distribution and exchange will be the
supplying of human needs and not the mfetng of profits.
W® aim to replas# the present capitalist system, with its
Inherent Injustice and Inhumanity, by a social order Aran which the
domination and exploitation of one class by another will be eliminated,
in which economic planning will supersede, unregulated private outer*
prise and competition, and in which genuine democratic self-government
based upon ©eanoKtio ©quality will be possible. The present order is
marked by faring lawjuwlilfiUi of wealth and opportunity, by chaotic
waste and Instability! and in an age of plenty it condemns the great
mass of 'the people to poverty and insecurity. Power has become more
and more concentrated 1st© the hand® of a small irresponsible minority
of financiers and industrialists and to their predatory interests the
minority are habitually sacrificed. When private profit 1* the main
stimulus to economic effort, «tt? society oscillates between periods
of feverish prosperity in which the main benefits go to speculators
and profiteers and of catastrophic depression, in which the common
raan*e nomsi state of Insecurity and hardship is accentuated. We be
lieve that these evils can fee removed only in a planned and socialised
economy in
cur natural resources «yvi the principal warnm of
production and ctistributton a m waned, controlled and operated by the
people.
The new social order at which we aim is not one in which
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individuality will be crushed out by a system of regimentation* Bor
Hull m. interfere with cultural ri#it© of racial, or religious
minorities* fefcat m seek 4# a pr«p«r collective organization of our
rebfurte# such a®.sill make possible a isach greater degree
of leisure and a much richer indivtdaal life for every ©iiiam.
tt£e social and 'MMnlft
can be brought about
by political «#%!«, fe«w*#i fee election of a government inspired
by Use Ideal of a ObeoperatlT* Qarawnwealfe and supported by a
majority of the people* m do not believe In change by violence. We
eoadder that boih fee old parties in Canada are fee instruments of
capitalist inteanHrtMi sad cwMMtt serve m agents of sodal reconstmotioa» and feat whatever the superficial difference between, they are
bound to carry on p m w l la acoordaiM® with fee dictates of fee
big laaime## .iatarests who finance them, fee CGF aims at political
pmmp in order to put m fed to feia capitalist domination of oar
political life* It is a democratic movement, a federation of famer,
labour and M U a i a t organisations, j^named by its own members and
seeking t»
it# .fed solely by eonstittttiorial methods. It
.appeal# for fepfwrb to all who believe feat fee time has come for a
wwtoMftst&QB #f,fer Ofeafeic fed political institutions
and who are willing to w o k togri&mr for fee carrying cut of fee
da^t
JpQi^CAts*#
f
‘*1 * * * * ,« £

at-

*

SU'AiuAngt
fee establishment of a planned socialized economic order, in
order to make j^wible fee most efficient development of the national
■resources and fee most ‘equitable dfetribution of the national income...
2* Socialization -of flnaicet.
Soelaliiefeoa of all financial mo&imtf- • banking* currency,
«#d insurance* to make possible fee 'effective control of currency,
ozwtli, fed prices, «d" the supplying of amr productive equipment for
socially d#atr&1® {warpo®##***
3. SOdal ownerships
.So^disatlos (Dominion, Provincial or Municipal ) of trans
portation, eoasnraLoatilons, electee p w m fed all other industries
and services essential to
#,ud their operation
under the general .d§j»®H©&' of fee Hanning Gomiisaion by ocrapetfet
mamgemmts freed from day to day politieal interference* ••
h* Agrieulturo*
Security of tenure for fee farmer upon his fasta on condition#
to be laid down by individual provinces! insurance against unavoidaHSLe
o r # falluref .-removal of the tariff burden from fee operation of
agriculture! encouragement of producers* .and consumers* co-oper&tivesj
fee restoration and saintfefeee of an equitable relationship between
prices of agricultural product# and those of O'feer cxmaodities and
service#! and iB^roving fee- efficiency of export trade in farm products,
til* security of tenure for fee farmer upon his farm which is
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haperllled toy the present disastrous situation of the whole industry,
together with ad*#st® social insurance, ou$it to be guaranteed under
©dutiable conditions*
The prosperity of agrlwltnx**' the greatest Canadian industry,
depends upon a Main® m l w m of purchasing power of the maintenance
of large scale export© of the stable ownodities at satisfactory prices
or ©craltable coMOditf ©xchaace.
Hi* intense depression in agriculture today is a consetpen®*
&£ the general w r M crisis beoans* by the normal woridings of tto*
capitalistic system resulting jni
(1) Eeommle nationalism asipitessiisg Itself in tariff barriers ■and
other restrictions of world trade*
fhe decreased purchasing m m of unemployed and under-employed
workers and of the Cwadiaii people in general*
(1) The eaploitation of both primary producer® and consumers by
siompolistic corporations who absorb a great proportion of the
selling price of few, products, (This last is true, for
«HHf I*, of the <a.ttidtoutioa of «llk and dairy products, the
packing industry, and Billing).
She M t U t o cause of agricultural dapraaaion ia the catas
trophic fall in the world prices of foodstuffs a® compared with other
prices, this fall being 'due in large measure to the deflation of
currency and credit. To counteract the warst effect of this, the in
ternal pd.ee level should toe raised so that the farmer*.* purchasing
power -way toe restored,
H* propose therefore*
(1) The improvement of the position of the farmer toy the increase
of purchasing power mad© possible toy the social control of the finan
cial system. This control 'Wet toe directed towards the Increase of
employment as laid down elsewhere and toward raising til© prices of
fagot eowedlti** toy appropriate credit and foreign policies.
(2) Whilst the family farm is the accepted basis for agricultural
production in Canada the position of the farmer may b® w e h improved by*
(a) The extension of consumers* co-operatives for the purchase
of fana supplies and domestic requirements? and
(to) The extension of oo-oper&tiv* institutions for the proces
sing and wrketlag of far® products.
Both of the foregoing to have suitable state encouragement and
assistance,
(3) The adoption of a planned system of agricultural development
based upon scientific soil surveys directed toward® tetter land
utilisation and a scientific .policy of agricultural development for
the whole of Canada.
{I*} The substitution for til® present system of foreign trade, of
a system of import and escort boards to improve the efficiency of
overseas marketing, to control ..pri®**, and to integrate the foreign
trad© policy witii the requirements of tha national economic plan*

fa)

p

*>• External tratei
The regulation in accordance with the Rational plan of external
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trad® through tapofet and export 'boards*
Canada is dependent on external sources of supply for many of
her e#fi@»tiai requirements of raw materials and aanofaotured products.
These she can obtain only by large exports of the goods she is boat
.fitted to produce. the strangling o & w r export trad® by insane pro*
teetlonlat p®Hoi«e mast be brought to m and. m % the old contro
versies between free traders and protectionists are no* largely
tbiolete* M a world of nationally organized economies Canada u»st
organize the buffing and selling of her main imports and exports under
public boards, and take step* to regulate the flow of less important
cottijodltiea by a system of licences, B? so doing she will be enabled
to make the best trad© agreements possible with foreign countries,
put a stop to the exploitation of both primary producer and ultimate
consumer, make passible the co-ordination of internal processing,
transportation and marketing of f a » product®, and facilitate the
establishment of stable prices for such export commodities*
6. Co-operative institutions*
the encouragement by the public authority of both producers*
and consumers* co-operative institutions ...
T. Labour code*
A national Labour ©ode to secure for the worker maximum
income and leisure, insurance covering Illness, accident, old age,
and unemployment, freedom of association and affective partldpation
in the management of M s Industry or profession....
8. Socialized health services*
Publicly organized health, hospital and medical services...

9* B»M .A * Act*
The amendment of the Canadian Constitution, without infrin
ging upon racial or religious minority right or upon legitimate
as to give the Dominion Government
adequate powers to deal effectively with urgent economic problems
which are essentially -national in seoptf the abolition of the Canadian
Senate...
10* Internal relations*
A Foreign Policy designed to obtain international econoraie
co-operation and to promote disarmament and world peace*
Canada had a vital interest in world peace. We propose, there
fore, to do everything in our power to advance the idea of interna
tional co-operation as represented by the League of Rations and the
International Labour Organization* We would extend our diplomatic
machinery for keeping in touch with the main centres of world interest.
But we believe that genuine international co-operation is incompatible
with the capitalist- regia* which is in force in most countries, and
that strenuous efforts are needed to rescue the League from its
pruMst condition of being sudnly a League of capitalist Great Powers.
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We stand moaflribely'Sgaliiaft all parf&cipateoB la imperialist wars,
mtfetet the. /BgitLah Gommmmzlih, Ganada must maintain her autonomy
as a completely self-governing nations We must resist all attempt#
to bnlM up a new m« m r 1 * BrltUlt W m ^ m In plaee of the old
poll-fcical. m m t 9 & m such attests r«*d|ly lend themselves to the
purposes of' capitalist «aploitaM.on and may easily load to further
world wars. Canada mast m i m m to he entangled in any more wars
fought to make the world safe of oapitillijm.
11. Taxation .and public finance?
A new taxation policy designed, .not. only to raise public
revenues toot =»im -to lessen the alarinct inequalities of iwcpma and .
tO' provide fends for soota! ttrfle## and -the socialisation of
industry? the cessation of the debt-creating system of Public Finance..*
12* Freedom4
.
Freedom of ap«Mll and assembly for alls repeal of Section 98
of the QvinliNkl 'Codes amendment of the XnnlgvatbMi Act to prevent
the present inhuman policy of deportation! equal treatment before the
law of all resident® Of Canada ^respective, of race* nationality,
or religious or political belief**#.
ijj* Social Justices
The establishment Of a c«niaadon composed of psychiatrists,
psychologists, socially minded Jurists and social writers, to deal
with all matters perbi&niitg to crime and pmAeHmml said the genera!
administration of law, in order to humanise the law and to bring it
into harmony with the needs of the people*..
ili« An emergency prograiauei
Dmi msmtption by tel* Dominion Government of direct respon
sibility for dealing with 'tews present critical anasployaent situation
and for .tsodexiqg suitable work or adequate maintenance! the adoption
of m m m m to reliev* the extremity of the crisis as & program®* of
nubile
tw» ah hm»«r<*>». jan-t other emberDrises teiat m*.11 Increase
the roil wealth of Canada, to bo financed by the issue,of credit
based, on the national wealth.
The extent of unemployment and tew widespread suffering wfaieh
It has caused, creates a situation with which provincial and municipal
govefctttments have long been unable to cope, and forces upon the
Dominion Government direct responsibility for dealing with the crisis
as the only authority with financial resources adequate to meet the
situation* Unemployed worker# must be secured in the tenure of their
homes, and. the scale and method* of relief, at present altogether
inadequate, must b® such as'to preserve decent human standards of
living*
It is recognised that even after a Go-operative Comonwealth
federation Government has come into power, a certain period of time
must elapse before the planned economy can be fully worked out* Daring
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this brief transitional period, we propose to provide work and
purchasing power for those now unemployed by a far-reaching programs
of public expenditure on housing, slum clearance, hospitals, libraries,
schools, ecHffifflanlty halls, parks, recreational projects, reforestation,
rural electrification, the elimination, of grad® crossings, and other
Similar projects In both 'town and country, 'ttda programme which would
b® financed by the issuance of credit based on the national wealth,
would serve the social needs. Any steps which the Government takes,
under this emergency programme, which may assist private business
mast include guarantees of adequate wages and reasonable hours of work,
and must b® designed towards fee complete Co-operative Commonwealth.
Emergency measures, however* are of only temporary value, for
the present depression is a sign of the mortal sickness of the whole
Capitalist system, and this sickness cannot be cured by the applica
tion of salves, ihese leave untouched the cancer which is eating at
the heart of our society, namely, the economic system in which our
natural resources and our principal means of production and distribu
tion are owned, controlled and operated for the private profit of a
small proportion of our po§«aLl.ation.
No CGF Government will .rest content until it has eradicated
capitalism ami put into operation the full programme of socialized
planning which will lead to the establishment in Canada of the
Co-operative Commonwealth.
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'In to© last s®«siafi'of Parliament under the
■ Bennett § » # * » « % toe debat© da to# address to
reply to to# speech fra® to# thron® reflected
toe new political opinion® growing out of toe
treat Depression. (Canada, House of Caramons
Debates, 193$, 3 «t. seq.)
Mr* speakers
I hav®'to® honour to inform to® house that when the house did
attend His Hcellency the Governor General this day in toe Senat#
chamber, U s Excellency was pMjfcd to sake a speech to both houses
of Parliament, fo protest mistakes I have obtained a copy which is as
fallows*
‘
Honourable Members of toe Senate* Members of toe House of Commons*
«I welcome you at a time when our country stands upon toe
threshold of a new era of'prosperity. It will b© for you, by ycmr
labours, to throw wide toe door.
’’’During the past year toe. grip of hard times has been broken.
&q>loyo«nt is increasing. Conditions show marked improvement. Our
trade is expanding, toe national revenues are higher, toes# evidences
of recovery attest toe wisdom and efficacy of to# measures you have
taken# In these inpwonmd conditions, there may now successfully b#
carried forward too## great tasks of reform upon which to® wall being
of this country depends*
«la toe anxious years through which you have passed, you hare
been to#' witnesses of grave defects and abuse# in toe capitalist
system. Dnersployment and want are toe proof- of these. Great changes
are taking place about us. H#w c«®llti,<«s prevail, toes# require
modifications in the capitalist system to enable that system ware
effectively to serve to# peopl©. Reform measure® will therefore b#
submitted to you m part of a casprehensiv® plan designed to remedy
to© social and eeanomi# lojustle* m m prevailing, and to ensure to
all classes sad to all parts of 'to# country, a greater degree of
©quality in the distribution of to® benefits of to® capitalist system.
*Upon this plan you have mad® a beginning. Reform measures
approved by you at to# last session of parliament are already In
successful operation* I observe with ©'special gratification to# manner
in which to® Natural Products Marketing Act and toe farmers* Creditors
Arrangement Act are already serving to© great and urgent needs of
agriculture and other primary industries. Ida will be invited to

9$
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tohetotar amendment® to toes© acts which sill extend the sphere of
toeir usefulness, Xhe organisation of toe Bank of Canada is nearing
completion, and it will commence operations at an early date# Ify
ministers ere convinced of the value of this institution as an
imtruaont of national policy to direct to® better utilisation of
toe credit resource® of Canada#
legislation enacted at toe last session of parliament
rejecting toe metallic coverage of our note issue and to® initia>ticaa of toe public works program have eased credit conditions and
stimulated business enterprise#
•’Better provision will be sate tor toe security of toe worker
during tmemploptent, in sickness, and in old age#
"toe measures taken respecting public Mid private debts have
dons rauch to lighten toe ■burden of tins taxpayer and to improve the
position of the farming coimaanity# t$y ministers are now engaged upon
a survey of to® mtional debt structure,, to detertone what action
m y be practicable and advisable to effect .further Improvement in it.
"Tou will be invited to enact legislation to extend existing
facilities for long term and intermediate credit*
"During toe past year, wider markets for oar products have
been secured. A «wi*vr>i
toad® agreement has h»«m w««w»Mated
tdlth toe Republic of Franoe# the trade agreement with Austria has
been renewed# negotiations with toe government of Poland,, which it is
hoped trill lead to toe conclusion of a comprehensive comber**'*■»*'*
convention are in progress# It 1® toe policy of my ministers to pursue
Vigorously every opportunity by which our world trade may b® increased,
toe policy of my government of consolidating and expanding empire
markets will be vigorously pursued*
"A royal commission has been appointed, to advise my ministers
upon the steps which should be taken to implement toe findings of
toe .Duncan ©oiamission.
"Pursuant to the agreement made between the government of
tfanada artfi to© govwiSMWit® of Saskatchewan and Alberta, royal
commissions have been appointed to detewsin© what, if any, compensation is payable to toes® provinces in respect to toe period since
1905, in which toelp natural resources were under toe control of toe
government of Canada#
*Wy ministers are co-operating with the governments of toe
prairie provinces in a surrey of too®® areas which have been stri
cken by recurring periods of drought, for toe purpose of determining
what steps may be taken to provide a permanent solution to this
grave problem#
"Action will, be taken to ameliorate toe conditions of labour,
to provide a. better and more assured standard of living for toe
worker to secure minimum wages and a maximum working week, and to
'Alter toe incline® of taxation so that it will more directly conform
to capacity to pay#
«Xou will be invited to enact measure® designed to safeguard
toe consumer and primary producer against trading practice® and to
regulate, in toe public interests, concentrations in production and
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distributioxu
wTou idljL be invited also to ©met measures to provide tile
Invwrttag public with m m a to. protect itself against exploitation*
«You will bo invited to « n M 4 legislation to amend and
etattOidat# to# acts tetotiag to patents and inventions.
”My government ba«s under consideration the adoption, through
out the penitentiaries of ea»d%- of a system similar to that which
1# known in England as the ‘'Borstal System’, and is snaking inves
tigations as to its epotrttbtatt
w$y jdaUtar# have under preparation a plan for the re
organisation of the geranMMSt services so that they nay be better
equlped to discharge the m i
duties which devolve upon them. You
will be Invited to consider
the purpose of which will be to
authorize the first stage is this plan of re-organiaation*
■ MXou will be invited to authorize the constitution of an
eeowwic council, toe functions of which will be to advise my
®&nlstors upon all emmAm questions which concern the national wel
fare*
**h# fear hundredth iBii^eriiary of toe landing of Jacques
Cartier m m fitUagly m m m m m t m A In the chief centres connected
with bis voysgee b§ Mmmftmr*
of the governments of
the bblted Itogd®®, f&a**®#,, and toe baited .State®, took part* The
totobrrtStti m d toe v U t t of a large and distinguished mission fro®
frmmm todt new boa!®, of
#Tt*e laaintemnce of psaee and to® .good understanding between
ntt&ont v f m which peace depend®, have been to® constant concern of
my ministers. There- ar® definite signs that to# political tension and
unrest in Europe tftieh have intMsifitd rivalry in armaments and
economic yeetrtfl&taMfe- are lesatolnt,. lsqpAy as a result of to#
renewed determination to make use of toe agencies of' conciliation sad
co-c^eration p g w v l M by toe leapt® Of' Hatton®. It will be toe object
of my ffgvemmmt to anppMrfc this policy and to work toward® toe
p^r@»^.vt fcdneMOft of anNNMftrattsl toi stabilization of inter
national eeesomle i^atte*wu»**B

Mr* Aagt
•Hie- «thi®toy today is without toe presence of toe ex-Miniater
of trad® and Qommm for toe stupl® reason, as he has publicly
-stated and as is set forth in to© correspondence which toe Prime
Unistor tabled toe ether day, that he had not confidence in to® Prim#
J&mstspto intention to carry out any refenss worthy of the name*
These are all, interesting circumstances and bear immediately upon to#
situation with wtaicb above all other#- this session of parliament
is faced**.*.*
BTh® old order has pa®, toe Prime Minister tells usj yes,
it has gone in regard to some of toe things that -ar® best, acme of
to# thing® that state for security* to© speech frost to# throne has a
paragraph m t m respecting the Price Minister*s plan® with reference
to emit®, reform and security. But what is to become of toe service®
and security that are to be given workers and industry if toe very
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being' male insecure by the method
that is being taken to attain these alleged -ends?
“I p m s M ask whether it 1st not a fast that* before His
the oovexMr ®e&ewd had had any opportunity of acepiaint&aft honourable mmbmt with nfctob was to be the business which they
■wore called together to consider at this session* the Prime JttniBter
of (Mmds. Ms«aJt had not declared over the radio in a broadcast
that the speech from the tfaanm* would contain such and such measures,
StiOh and such policies, mentioning in specific language that, they
would be set forth in the tpewfe from the throne* It may b® that in
part of the new order* but I oonfeso that* la these particulars, I
ffttfete H k e the o M order*, under which some courtesy is still oxtsi*dad to the crown, and sow® 'j^wgsitlon taken, of the crown*® position
in.matter® of the kind,
"But let me Shls step'-airier*. Bo w© act meet here today with
statements of' p d i ^ H t ' forth in the speech fm m the throne, which
members of the govenwmh thfipMwie, have had m opportunity carefully
to .»nMd@r? It is a& open secret that many of the things which the
ft&st Msds'tef said in 'his *«M» broadOMt as to- the policies of the
OMM«v»*ti*» P'«ty had M W been the safest of Maouesion with his
eoSeapisi in council, that he was spesM&g on his own, giving his
own; plans? And in justice to sy right honourable friend, it must be
said that if you read .Ms a p e x e s you will find that he does not
speak of the plans m being those of the. goverroent, but as *»y plans1,
"I say, tli® ministry has not considered this so called reform
'MiUgr* has not been united upon it,
knew nothing about its scopeor
txbent or its ijBplicaUa®#, until It was announced, by the Prime
MLatafcer himself. And | p i step further and say that apart fro®
the -ministry, honourable members opposite have not so much m been
eonsultedi yet they are all members of the Conservative party, return
to this house as members of parliament and as such litas®diately respon
sible for the policies of their party* m are told that they are
having & emeus* Wmmt tomorrow morning. They are having a caucus to
discus® the poltct#®, and tomorrow they will learn the reasons why
these parMealer polteie® are what they are. tod they will be told
exactly how they must face,and what they m s t say, and what they art
to do, from now on* That is Mi® new order,*,*
"Nay I say just a word with regard to the m m and old order
in relation to industry? The Prime Mtnistsr says the thing .that, above
everything Ms®, seeds to be reformed today is the capitalist system,
yet he is going to reform the .capitalist system by bringing in ■
legislation which, while possibly very necessary, only touches the
fringe of some of the evils of the system. The legislation proposed
keeps very carefully away from the heart of the system which in the
main is responsible for those evilsj I t dees not touch that, but it
touches the fringe of m m of the evils, that is the very essence of
the capitalist system? It-is that industrial policy is controlled by
c@Mtalistfi| that the capital investor, the man who puts M s money
into the business, to the exclusion of all others, formulate# indus
trial policy. 1# is the one to say what the .hours sr# to be, who is
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to be employed, what in to be payed* I® is the one who says hoe large
production is to be and When production Is to increase and decrease,
tinder the present system these things sure for the capital investors
to 'decide. But what about the labour investors? ttiat 'about the man
idie invests his life? Wh&t about the man who invests his skill in
industry? Is he to have no consideration in the shaping of industrial
policy? I tell the' Prime Minister mat. If he wants to reform the
capitalist system, the way to begin is by sharing between labour and
the community as well as capital, the control of industrial policy#
Let labour and the commnity, which are as essential to industry as
capita, be represented around a common board to determine the policy
that is to .govern, and very soon these questions of maximum hours,
minimum wages, sweat shops and other evils that unfortunately prevail
only too generally, said have dene so for generation®, will be remedied
in the on© effective way, namely, by the parties themselves who are
directly concerned having an effective voice in the detenaination of
the conditions under which they shall work. Ho change* of the capita
list system which keep the capital investor secure in hie position as
the controller of industrial policy will ever in this world bring
about any reform worthy of the name. It ie going to take more than mi
nimum wage laws past by parliament, or meodmnn hour laws, or laws
against sweat shops, to bring about the change that is essential in
that regard,
”1 have not arrived at ny views m this question by thinking
over very seriously for the last two or three years. I have thou^it
over these questions all my lift and the view I am expressing now
is no death-bead repentent of the ©vs of a general election."
An Honourable Member*
"What did you do?"
Ir. Mackenzie King*
"I will tell you what I did, I put these views in a book Some Honourable Members*
««*, otu»,
Mr. Mackenzie Kings
**- which was written so clearly that he who runs may read,
for the past el^iteen years my views have been before the public and
may I repeat they were not given on the eve of a general election.
During the tdLmo I have sat. in this House of Commons, the views I
put in the book to which I refer I have given expression to in a
hundred and one practical ways. I did not do as honourable gentlemen
opposite evidently had in their minds when they laughed a moment
ago* I did not give expression of views on social and industrial re
form to serve the purposes of a general ©lection, I placed before
the public of Canada, at a time when I was not in parliament, views
which I believed were essential to the Improvement of industrial
conditions said the'transformation of the industrial system as a part
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of industrial reconstruction In pos%-wf days* these views, as
opportunity has afforded, % h m m given egression to in legislation, •
Hie underlying note in that volume from beginning to close is that '
where industry and humanity are in conflict, the interests of
humanity, not the interests of industry, oast be served. More than
that, I hare set forth-clearly ay conviction that, while in our
political Institutions we way have worked out a system of democracy
whereby not merely the crown tettt the different classes are represen
ted in the making of our laws, equally we m ®t secure in the govern
ment and control of industry-a system which will not be autocratic
but democratic, Has only way we .cam bring about m effective trans
formation in industry is to do- away with What remains of autocracy
and substitute therefor a real democracy in industrial control. These
views are on record* they have stood and will continue to stand the
test of years*
"I will venture a step farther and state that anyone who has
read the. speech from the throne and the broadcasts of the Prime
Minister will diaeover that possibly within the last few weeks the
Prime Minister Massif has been reading the bode,B
Mr, Bennett*
."No, no, X could say, *0h that mine adversary had written
a boon**
Mr, Mackenzie King*
"If the right honourable gentlemen and other honourable mem
bers have not read it,, they rereel how slight their interest in these
matters is when they have neglected this very valuable source of
iaftamtion,
*fo conclude this part of my ratfasfef I should like very
clearly to bring out one feature* loti .may have democracy in government
ooafetaed with autocracy in industry, the latter two are all ill mated
as the former aw- eongeMal* And as -long a® the capitalist system
t w m S m <* and we find by reading between the lines in the speech from
the throne the evident Intention that it is to remain ** a system
■whereby indlctriii policies will be exclusively controlled by capita
list investors, parliament intervening here and there to correct
incidental evils only, jmst so long you will have no reform that la
fundamental or far*r®acMng, Hie only reform worthy of the name is
that which I have already descrifeed, namely reform whereby in the
determination of industrial policy you giv® to the labour investor
and to the eoraruinlty representing amongst others the consumers, righto
equal to those of the capitalist investor-*
"let me say * it would-b® better if the canister of Railways
{Mr* Manion) would not say *aH poppycock* quite so loudly, *
Mr, Manion*
«I did act use any such wards, or any words resembling them.
I a® afraid southing is wrong with the right honourable gentleman* s
hearing*
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Mr. Mackenzie King*
*2 accept the minister’s statement, but there are others who
heard it* And stay 2 add *

Mr* lantern
'Nobody heard these words* 1!*# friae Minister heard the words
I said; I was speaking to him, not to the right honourable gentlemen
opposite**’
Hr* Mackenzie Kings
*1 haw® not any desire to enter into a discussion with my
honourable friend."
Hr. Manion*
"I think I might haw© said it though, and quite truthfully.*

Mr* Mackenzie 'Hags
"That comes nearer to being in line with the old order, yes.
My honourable friend running true 'to for®*
"In other words, *1 want votes, * that is why the Prim® Minis
ter today brings in this platform of social reform so-called, on the
eve of an election, after haring «&de all kinds of promises five
years agoj after saying •! will end unerrployment'j after saying *2 .
will blast ay way into the markets of the world’, after making promi
ses in every part of the country with respect to every conceivable
thing that could influence an electorate. Having failed to- carry out
those promises and having to admit he ha® failed, the Prime Minister
brings in on fee eve of a general election an entirely new set of
policies and claims feat these are fee policies of the party of which
he is fee head and sayst *1 want $ m to give year support to fees®
policies* **- or rather *1 am giving you these policies because 2 want
.your votes*.
’’Well, my right honourable friend, will not be able to cover
up his record of fee last four and a half years quite so easily as
that* The people of Canada have too intimate a knowledge of feat they
have had to endure during fee last few years through the failure of
his policies, and his failure to fulfil any of his promises, to allow
any other policies- he says he will ’
put into effect to influence their
judgment very much....
"In regard to intervention I shall indicate a little later
some of the instances in connection wife social legislation in which
fee liberal party has thought it advisable to interfere, and where
its policy has been consistently one of intervention, on the part of
fee state. But where fee policy has been one of intervention it has
not been for fee sake of intervention itselfj it has been intervention
for fee sake of preserving freedfl®, or giving a larger measure of
freedom.
"Here may I just point out the difference between the two
parties in their us© of these methods in obtaining their ends. Study
fee history of liberalism and feat do you find it to be? It has been
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m effort at all times to subject the particular interest to the
general interest* Estover it has b©en found that the general interest
is being made subordinate to some special privilege or some particular
interest, there liberal!®® ha® come along and, either by laiases-faire
or by state intervention, has sought to secure a larger freedom by
preserving th® general interest in its control over the particular
Interest* But what has been the history of Conservatism, of the Tory
party? It has been th® very opposite} it has been to s m that parti
cular interests were made superior to the general interest, that the
general interest should b© subordinates to particular interests*
•The capitalist aystorn Is. to be reformed by the interference
of the state, .and the Jhdrae Minister says that the keystone of the
capitalist arch is the profit system, which still remains* May I say
to th© Prime Minister that X think the keyatCn® of the capitalist
arch is the private control of a nation*© credit and currency* The
keystone of thv ^ xtalist structure that stands for money wmtrol
and money power, and how that money control and money power are to
be exercised, how that credit and currency 'are to be controlled* In
the capitalist system It is to be carefully and securely kept in the
control of capitalists**.**
m m has he dealt with that matter? Some three years ago the
Liberal party put forward in specific terms as one of its policies
the ©siaftliehraent .Of a national central bank m m agency for th©
control of credit and currency considered in terras of public need*
Me proposed that the bank should be m agency of control in the Inteindustrial and financial
needs} in other words that credit was a public matter, not of interest
to bankers only but of direct concern to th© average citizen... •
"How did the Prim® Minister show his faith in government
intervention then? He brought before this House a bill establishing a
central bask* On the second reading his Minister of finance (Mr* Rhodes)
said that the question whether it should be publicly or privately
owned was a perfectly open question which might be discussed in
coffiTiitte©, and that th© views of the committee and of honourable mem
bers composing it would not be prejudiced in any way by honourable
member® on the second reading voting simply for or against a central
bank a® th® only principle involved* It was stated at that time that
the government would allow on this question of public or private
control the freest discussion in corns!tte© itself* Wall, the bill went
to the eomrnitte®, and when it got there what was discovered? It was
discovered'that members of th© ©orasdtte© belonging to the party
opposite were opposed to any bank that would be other than privately
owned and controlled, and that fthey stood as a unit for a privately
owned and controlled bank. Mas that because they believed in state
intervention and interference in business, or was it because they
entirely and absolutely disagreed, with any such policy call it reform
or whatever you like, and did not approve It? When the measure came
back to this house it was found that the Liberal members of that
cQiamttte© had mad© a very strenuous fi#ii to secure control on th*
part of the government and parliament over that central bank. They
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were prepared to consider any steps that would admit of any degree
of control, tat the government was adamant in the matter. During the
discussion cm th© third reading of the bill I spoke with great era-*
phasis to the importance of allowing the government to'have some con
trol over this central hank* 1 pleaded with the Prim© Minister to at
least allow on® or two directors to be named by the government, but
I pleaded in vain. This bank was to be private corporation and was to
b© removed entirely from all government authority or control. That
was the objective, and that is how th© Prime Minister then viewed
reform of th© capitalist system * at all costs to keep free of inter
vention the'keystone in the arch of the capitalist system....
"As a mean© of expediting and hastening the consideration of
these matters, I would ask the Prim© Minister when he gets up to speak
this evening, and I hope he will, to .tell this'house whether as leader
of the government, knowing that a question will com© up immediately as
to the jurisdiction of this parliament and of the provincial legisla- •
tares in mtters of social legislation, he has secured an opinion
from the law officers of the crown or fro® the Supreme Court of Canada
which will be a sufficient guarantee to this house to proceed with
these measures as being without question within Its jurisdiction*
**I want to make it perfectly clear that I do not feel that a
matter of jurisdiction should be allowed in the last analysis to stand
in the way of anything in the nature of a national reform that may he
generally recognized as necessary and urgent. If it be found that
jurisdiction does interfere, that it is m obstacle, then I think the
proper step should be taken to see that the British Horth America Act
la ao amended as to make possible the enactment of suck legislation.
In taking any step of this kind I think we should remember that per
haps the most serious subject with which parliament at any time can
be called upon to deal is one which raises a question of the relation
ship between this dominion and the provinces, and in all such matters
we m a t consider very carefully th® views the provinces may hold in
regard to what are their rights and the views which this dominion may
hold in regard to what are its rights. For ray part I believe that
through conference and good-will it will be possible to obtain by
reason and consent * though not by coercion ** whatever is needed by
way of amendment to the British forth America Act. But I do say that
any effort to secure social refona by means of coercion of one or'
more of the provinces by the dominion, rather than by endeavour to
secure the consent of all, is going to make the situation in this
country m c h more difficult than anything'we have thus far faced...•
"If that step has been taken, X think we shall oe on sure
ground. If it has not I think it is the obvious duty of the government
to take it at ones. X wish to make it cleat that not only have some
Liberal provincial governments been questioning the right of the
federal government to interfere with provincial rights, but Conserva
tive provincial governments equally have been jealous of their rights.
My right honourable friend will recall what happened at the time of
the enactment of the Statute of Westuinsterj how the present high com
missioner, Honourable Howard Ferguson, his own representative in
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London, then Premier of Ontario, took every strong exception to any
course being taken by the federal government diich might in any nay
interfere with the rights of his province* 1 have a copy of an article
from the Montreal Gasette of September 20, 1930, when the matter was
under consideration* It states that a nemorandnm was given to the
Prime Minister in which Mr. Pergason said:
*1 am deeply interested in the deliberations of the conference
because X have been battling to prevent the destruction of the whole
fabric of the Canadian constitution*.
"So apparently X am not the only one who is trying to save the
constitution.
"The memorandum deals with provincial rights under the British
North America Act and various treaties and amendments since its
inception*
"Mr. Ferguson went on to say: »The result of these precedents
has been t© undermine the constitutional right of the provinces to
be consulted.... *
»He said furthert 1 ** the light of the various provinces of
Ganada to m equal voice concerning any contemplated changes in the
law or the constitution of the dominion rests upon fundamental facts,
which are as binding today as ever they were upon all the parties to
confederation.'
"That was Mr. Ferguson* s view. I am not saying it is right,
but it is the view taken by a Conservative premier of Ontario when he
was in office. What about another Conservative government, a Conser
vative government in Saskatchewan which made its voice heard at the
same time? On September 19, 1930, the attorney general of Saskatchewan
had this word to say:
«We in the province*, said Honourable M.A. Macpherson, attor
ney general and acting Premier, 'will endorse Premier Ferguson*s
attitude that the constitution should not be interfered with in any
way until the individual provinces have been given ample time for
consideration of any such changes, and the entire matter has been
given consideration at an inteiprovinoial conference. *
"I wish again to say that I think the British North America
Act has been a marvellous achievement} thus far it has served its
purpbae remarkably well, but X wish to make it dear that X think the
British North America Act requires amendment in some particulars, and
the first amendment that should be secured is the recognition of the
right of his country to amend its own constitution. Canada, as far as
X know, is the only British dominion that has not that right. There
ought to be an amendment arrived at as a result of agreement, as I
believe it can be, which enable this parliament to mend this act
with regard to many subjects which will become increasingly national
in their character as time goes on. But, X repeat, X believe the way
to effect that change is by conference and by securing consent and
agreement if at all possible. At all events that should be the first
step...."
Right Honourable R.3. Bennett:
I endeavoured to inquire, and X now propose to inquire, just
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•what 'the right honourable gentlemen did • besides putting it in a
book • with respect to the problems to which, he has referred* To start
with* h® came into office la December, 1921. He was in power during
192?, 1923, 1921*, 1925, 1926 with a short break, 192?, 1928, 1929 and
part of 1930. During the latter part of his term of office this coun
try was in a higher degree of speculation than it had ever before
been in its history, and as a result of the failure of his govern
ment to take adequate measures to safeguard the public interest, thou
sands of people became bankrupt and were ruined, further, the very
friends upon whom he relies and upon whom he has relied were those who
accomplished those purposes* fhat is the reason I say that the times
cry for reform and that the right honourable gentlemen is wholly inca
pable of effecting reform, because during th® period when he had the
opportunity in the fall flush of power, when he appealed to the elec
torate in 1921, when he did not receive the majority he sought, and
when he c a m back in 1926, the only refora he put upon the statute
books in that year, the measure to which he referred tonight, was a
reform forced upon hi® by the honourable gentlemen who sit to his left.
The record of Hansard shows conclusively that that is so and the issue
is plain and simple* Are these >evils 'to which he has referred, these
evils which we see all about us and. which are known to every one of us,
the result or not of -the capitalist system as it flourished during
those years? that is the question. Are they or are they not the result
of capitalism as it flourished daring those years? If ever there were
a case proven it has been by the evidence given fcy th© right honourable
gentlemen himself tonight. !€th the amplitude of his power, with all
the surrounding he had, he sat quietly by and let those evils flourish
to the extent of thousands of his fellow citizens being ruined, and
yet his voice was not raised against those evils....
wThere is not an honourable member in this house who does not
know that during the last four years we wear® concerned with problems
of recovery, We were concerned with the problem of saving the finan
cial, the industrial structure of Canada,- We were concerned with the
problem of saving this country from absolute ruin, from bankruptcy.
Day in and day out, week in and week out, month in and month out,
year after year our concern has been the safety of Canada, the preser
vation of this country, th© introduction of such measures of recovery
as would enable us to pass through th® stress and storm we encountered*
It is a matter of satisfaction to me at least, if not to honourable
gentlemen opposite, that other countries bear testimony to the fact
that Canada ©merged from this crisis better than did any other country
in the world. So I aay that when the evidence became clear that the
greatest danger of the depression had passed, that the country was on
th© upward grade and moving towards complete recovery, I conceived it
to be ay solemn duty to introduce into this house such measures as I
believed would prevent a recurrence in part of those difficulties
which we had'to overcome. Have I had any opportunity to do this before?
Has this government had any opportunity to do it before? Every
honourable member knows In his soul better than that. He knows a matter
of fair play and justice that those were not the times when we could
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deal Kith these matters. That tine was only when this country had
show® some sign of emerging from the valley, not of humiliation but
of depression and was coming back to prosperity. Now, with the
opportunity - because if we have not a majority in the house we have
not the opportunity <*> m ar® proposing'to press forward those reforms
in the capitalist system which, had they been passed in the years
when the right honourable gentlemen was in power, would not have left
this country in the condition in witleh it was in 1930....
"I msy have misunderstood the right honourable gentlemen but
he said, ’Let the community and labour aid capital meet together and
arrange matters to their mutual satisfaction* ♦ For, he said, the
community had an interest, capital had an interest and labour had an
Interest, low, I have read a little of history and I have always been
interested in the life of one great man, especially on an occasion
such as this, because M s greatness was' such titan even to refer to it
should, it appears to me, -induce every honourable gentleman who hears
it to pause a moment. Vihat did'he find? labour, capital and the
community, *
Mr* Mackenzie Kings
"Not working together,M
Mr. .Bennetts
"Certainly not* How were they brought together?"
Mr. Mackenzie King:
"They were not.”
Mr. Bennetts
"But they were."
Mr, Mackenzie Kings
"They were not."
Mr. Bennett*
"They were brought together by statute."
Up. Mackenzie King*
"They were not and ar© not yet,"
Mr. Bennett*
"They were brought together by statute, because it was realized
that they would never come together a® long m capital was in th®
position in which it was* And so legisltation was enacted that curbed
its power. Even those who recall Morley* s Life of Gladstone will
remebber how he objected as a breach of the tenets of Liberalism, that
there should be no interference with the free power to contract, even
with respect to hours of labour. That was the Liberal doctrine, in the
days of free competition and open markets, the days before combinations
of capital made it impossible to have the one or the other. And so
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parliament ha® been asked to intervene. ’Jhy do m ask the intervention
of parliament, why do we invoke the regulatory power of parliament?.
Because parliament represents ill the people and not a few of the
people! and. the interests of all must be protected by that Institution
set vp in the state* called parliament, for the purpose of enacting
laws for the protection of all ■who may suffer from the inequalities
of freed®®'on th© part either of capital or of labour.
"lord Shaftesbury found it so; others have found it so. Others
have said that it is not desirable.nor necessary that there should be
any interference with the power of men to conciliate with on® another.
That ndffefe have been once* it is not so now. There .must be the eolleetive power of th© state* as indicated by its laws, to curtail the,
power of th© capital, which, unbridled and unrestrained, means ruin
absolutely to the community in which it,flourishes* Is there any one
#10 has. any doubt -about that? If so, he has only to read the history
of Canada from 1920 to 1930* All he has to do is to read the history
of mergers and combines and the exploitation that took place by men
sitting close in council to th© light honourable gentlemen. Th^r were
pot curtailed! their power was soot lessened* they were not restrained
but encouraged, because th© Combines Investigation Act was circumvented
• how? £y 'mergers, which took th© administration of business out of
the control of those who has built the business and knew it, and placed
it in the hands of the exploiter. If you have any doubt about it, you
a d # t read the' proceedings before the tariff board in a very important
case which it is not necessary for me to mention. I have in my hand
the Life of Shaftesbury. Th© right honourable gentlemen has asked me
from what source I have derived such inpetus as is given my mind to
survey these problems. I say, it has come from reading the lives of
great reformers * not reformers who have been content to put these
things in a book but who have insisted that parliament should legis
late and enact them in the statutes, of the country....
"I am oonvineed that the good sense and high intelligence of
the Canadian people who have suffered long and patiently from the
circumstances to which I have .alluded, who have seen their savings
taken away by speculation unbridled and. uncontrolled,- who have seen
their properties lost, who have seen their children impoverished by
reason of that specal; tion, will give those measures that waism snqaport
and allegiance which will be found far beyond, shall I say, the range
of parties but in the hearts of the people themselves."
Hr* J.S. Woodsworth (Winnipeg Horth Centre)s
wltt. Speaker, now that both parties have seen the light, there
remains very little for us to do. I have sometimes wondered, as I have
listened to the Prime Minister (Mr. Bennett) in his denunciation of
the evils ■of capitalism, whether if he could appreciate how fundamen
tal those evils were and how inherent they were in th© system itself,
he mi$it net-become' a fin©' soap boxer for us....
"If we are to have better conditions in Canada we must be
willing at times .to'make some immediate sacrifice in order that we
may ultimately attain a position which will be of advantage both to
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Canada and to the world at large. In this connection may I quote
another statement, really not inconsistent with -fee preceding but
emphasising an. important aspect-of the problem, Henry Wallace, United
States Secretary of Agriculture, recently said this*
'There can be little doubt that the trouble traces, in whole or in
part, to a maldistritoution of income, That doctrine is implicit in
our new deal, which seems to ae to rest on irresistible logic. We are
trying to build up consumption per capita at horn® as a substitute for
the continual search for new consumers aboard* Our new method in
volves & planned redistribution of th© national Income, in contrast
with the unplanned redistribution that takes place regularly, usually
unhappily, in every major economic crisis the civilized world over,*
"I suggest that it is only as we get away from the idea that
we .mast solve our problems by a larger measure of trad© - and as I
understand that i® essentially the position of both the liberal and
the Conservative parties - that w® shall begin to set our feet on the
road that will lead to a permanent solution of our economic problems#
8ls I listened to this debate I thought that perhaps it was
time to get down a little nearer to the realities of th© situation,
Th© speech from th® throne, as is frequently th© case, opens with
phrases like tillss
our country stands upon th® threshold of a new era of prosperity.
During the past year th© grip of hard times has been broken. Condi
tions show a marked i^rovement. Employment is increasing. *
"How does that square with th® statement read® by th© Prim©
Minister a few days ago in his first radio speech, In that statement
he was nearer the facts* He saidt
‘The truth is disturbing. The world is in tragic circumstances, Th©
signs of recovery are t m and doubtful. The signs of trouble are many
and they do not'lessen#*
BI turn to unemployiaent, which for many years we have been
trying to bring to th© attention of th© house# Let re® read the
figures -as given recently by the council of child and family welfare,
which I think works in very close co-operation with the government.
•While panada*® December bill for unemployment relief will likely
prove to b® not less than $£,800,000 with an estimated number of
1,150,000 dependant on relief aid.... ’
*1® that a satisfactory condition, even though unemployment
was a little greater a few month® ago?
*At least 200,000 heads of families, probably more, are still
receiving unemployment relief,•
"Some of us know that means to on© individual family. Think
of th® miaety and degradation involved in 200,000 such families in
this country#' farthert
*,.. over 20,000 ablo-bodied employable men are in relief camp®,..,*
"Again let me ask.whether, ®v®» in spite of fair food, which
w© are told is given in these camps, it is a satisfactory r ’ition
'that large numbers of our young men ■should be forced to spend month©,
yes, years now, of their lives under such circumstances, with no
hop® whatever in life? Then it is stated that there are*
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* - perhaps 25#OCX) to 30#000 men temporarily engaged in relief works.
There are probably 25#000 more single or homeless men idle in their
own communities.1
"The Prime Minister may tell us that Canada now has the proud
honour of holding fifth place among the nations of the world in trade
matters, but does that compensate for the fact that we have these
enormous numbers of our young people not having a chance in life?
>There are an unascertained number, at least not less than 200,000
youths and girls# say 16 to 25 years of age, who are idle, unemployed,
and receiving relief either in their own homes or as "single persons".*
"More than that there are:
1 - hordes of homeless young graduates of the business and technical
schools, and of the colleges and universities, unplaced, idle, drif
ting to dependency.*
"1h© Prime Minister made a few weeks ago a very fin© state
ment* He said:
*lh«n because of fluctuations in industrial conditions, the worker is
thrown out of employment, he should not be punished when the fault is
that of the machine. For whatever is the cause of these depressions,
whoever is to blame for them (if anyone is to blame), assuredly it is
not the workman. *
"let to this day the workman is bearing the brunt of the
depression.
"I went the other day in my own city to where the men were
receiving relief, and I think they were being treated there as well
or perhaps better than in most cities in Canada. They were receiving
two meals a day costing 5~| cents a meal. Is that a satisfactory
condition? Is that the kind of thing that should prevail in Canada?
Is the'"flte'ithat we are the fifth trading nation and according to the
Prime Minister better off than other nations, consistent with
permitting these hundreds of thousands of fellow citizens, who
confessedly are not to blame, to go on under conditions of this kind?
"Let me give one Incident. I know of many more, some among my
own personal friends, but I give one that attracted considerable
attention a few weeks ago in my own city. It is rather a typical case,
•although th© tragic .circumstances may be somewhat exceptional. I read
from the Free Press of December 18, 193k# the front page*
♦Talour Road Man Returns Home to Find Baby Boy Drowned in Bathtub,
Eive-year-old Daughter Strangled, and Wife Poisoned.... With thoughts
of a poverty-stricken Christmas gnawing at her mind, a 28 year old
Winnipeg mother, Monday afternoon, took the lives of her two little
children aged 18 months and 5 years, and then committed suicide, she
had just completed the hanging of Christmas decorations in her
little home. Then with the home bravely adorned and spotlessly dean,
she strangled one child, drowned the other in the bath, and killed
herself by drinking a powerful germicide. There had not even been
enough money in the house to buy the poison that killed her. She left
a farewell note on the kitchen table bearing this out. "I owe the
drug store
cents} farewell", it said. Ski& had, according to
neighbours become despondent over continued poverty. Her husband had
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not had steady work for a long time and they had been forced to accept
relief**.. They era© to Winnipeg fro® England about four years ago*
He Is an electrician by trade#' He got. some woric and th© future looked
bright. Then he lost his job. They moved away from their neighbour
hood* Ho work came. Finally they were forced to accept relief. Then
the baby, William. Edgar, was born.*
"I should like to turn for a moment to the jury‘s verdict on
that case.'They recommended that*
* * powerful disinfectants which contain a large quantity of carbolic
acid b© placed upon the poison list by statute* •
"Is that the solution of the problem - to put a few more
bottles on the list of poisons? let it is typical of the way in which
we treat our major problems of today, further the jury found:
* - that the five-year-old daughter* Margaret Constance, died from
asphyxia induced by strangulation,- and that the two-year-old hoy,
William Edgar, died from asphyxia induced by drowning.1
"And that the mother was of unsound mind. Is that any solution
or any real explanation of that occurence?...
"Immediately below the story on the front page to which I have
called attention I find the following item •
•Conditions in textile trade investigated. It was apparent from the
auditor*s report that the cotton industry had weathered the depression
successfully. The three largest companies, Dominion Textiles Company,
Limited, Montreal; Canadian Cottons, Limited, Cowall, Ontario, and
Wabasso Cotton Company, Limited,. Three Elvers, •Quebec, had bigger
sales and higher percentage of gross profit in 1 9% than 1933. The
three largest companies which dominate the Canadian industry had a
trading profit of 8.? por cent in I93li, the highest since 1929. At
tie same time wages stood at the lowest percentage 2L.S In the period...?
"The managers of these corporations objected to their names
being publicity* I do not much wonder. Further than that one of them
had the audacity to say that conditions in the mills of this country
were superior to those existing..in Japan, where slUc workers were
paid 18 cents a day.
"Mr* Speaker, I can scarcely speak with restraint when I
realise that while year after year we have brought such conditions to
th© attention of this parliament practically nothing has been done to
improve them. ¥© drift along, sometimes passing a little bit of
legislation, but spending the greater part of our time in acrimonious
party debates. I must say Idbhot see that in th© present session there
is any very great tendency to alter the situation. Of course in the
speech from the throne we have outlined a long program of reforms,
and no matter what their motives may be I should like to congratulate
the ■government upon bringing these matters forward for consideration.
This speech contains more than any other speech I can recall daring
th© period I hav© sat in th is house since 1921, There are aom© twenty
items o f important measures....
"Of course one must reserve judgment until the bills are
Introduced but I think that at this stag© several observations are
pertinent. First of all, why has the ■government waited until th© eve
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of the election? She Prime M.nister*a explanations are not convincing.
.Again, unless some method is evolved of settling the matter of juris
diction it Is sot fair to introduce legislation which 'may be challenged,
in the courts. I am not a constitutionalist, as a good many people
would testify, but I do not think it is wise to plunge into a long
legislative program which in the end may asan nothing to our people.
But having said that I think we are surely in a very happy position
today. The Conservative party has pledged itself to these reforns.
The liberal party states that they were pledged back in 1919J I hope
they are still pledged. Then it would seem that we are all pledged,
and the reforms should, be passed in the present session.
•In hi® radio addresses th® Prim© Minister said that he is
going to reform the capitalist system, and that his legislative program
will solve out troubles. I want to say that that program offers no
solution of our major economic problems. If in spite, of constitutional
difficulties and opposition, the government is able to carry out 100
per cent of the reforms it has listed in the speech from the throne,
I would say that Canada would corao up only to the position in which
Great Britain stood in the days of Lloyd George’s famous program of
social insurance, or to the point Germany had reached before the war.
I hope the reforms are carried oat but in such event, let me repeat,
wo would then only be in line with the more civilized nations of the
world. I hope honourable member in this house or any person outside
will be deluded into the belief that this program constitutes a reform
of capitalism. Capitalism still stands as a menace to the Canadian
people and to the world. .
"I take it the opecch from the throne must be read in the
light of the Prime Minister*s speeches over th® radio. His earlier
broadcasts were very startling; we were led to believe that capita
lism was doomed and that Mr-. Bennett was about to administer the
coup de grace....
'‘regulation' is almost instinctively opposed by the children
of the old pioneers, and as one of them I understand their feeling.
We have been so accustomed in the sirepler forms of society to going
our own way that we hate to be regulated. I confess that I hate to
obey the traffic signals on the street; in fact, I can hardly see
them. I like to go in spite of them, and yet I know perfectly well
that the traffic of a modern city cannot be kept moving on the old
uncontrolled basis. We cannot get through to our destination unless
wo observe the rules of the road.
WW® must recognize the changed conditions of business. We
talk about individual freedom and individual initiative, but there
is not a business man or a professional man or a labour man today
but recognises that in practice very few persons do have much
individual freedom or individual initiative. They can hardly call
their soul® their own.
"Even university professors are being told they cannot enter
politics. Labour people are being told that if they speak on their
job against the party of the boss they will be fired, and with their
wives and children dependent on them they hardly date take the risk.
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I should like to ask what freedom in practice is left even to the
branch bank manager* much less to the clerks. Shat freedom is left
to the employee of a great commercial firm like Eaton’s or Simpson’s?"
Mr. Irvine* .
“Freedom to starve.”
Mr. VJbodsworth*
"Yes, freedom to starve. In practice what freedom is left
to the individual in a great industrial concern? Very little, and
political freedom becomes absolutely futile unless we have freedom in
the economic world. I think that has been amply demonstrated by the
revelation® of the price spreads and mass buying commission. Big
business takes advantage of the old time psychology to urge freedom,
but I submit that what we.call freedom from government restraint
means in practice that the big industries and the big commercial
concerns control us body and soul.
"It Is a curious thing that today a great many business men
.are saying* We should have less gcrrerataent in business. Do these
people stop to think that Canadian business today Is almost entirely
dependent upon government support? What about our railways with their
charters, their grant®, their subsidies, and more recently their
guarantees? Yes if you were to talk about wages on the railways
immediately the president of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
would get up and say* Me must not have interference by government
with business.
"What about those gaining control of the natural resources and
the water powers? A few years ago we had Beauharnois, and I noticed
in the papers only a few days ago that the Sifton ©state was to
receive $$0,000 from Mr* Sweeny because of the services that Mr.
Sifton had rendered in securing from the government the right to go
ahead with that development. Is that the way we treat the people
who come here lobbying, and getting $50,000 for persuading the govern
ment to do what 'the government never should have done? And now the
natural resources are gone."
Mr. Mackenzie King*
"Was there not also mention of having a lobby of members of
parliament, apart altogether from the government?"
Mr. Woodsworth*
"That is just as bad."
Mr. Mackenzie King*
"leg, certainly, I agree with iy honourable friend’s point of
view. The whole business is bad,"
Mr, Woodsworth*
"It is bad to have the members lobbied, but of course the
government really has control, and that is why I refer to the
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government.
"I need not refer to what big business has been able to
secure front the government in the way of company incorporations
and charters through, which they have been able to exploit the
public. I need not refer to the tariffs tinder which a great many of
our' big manufacturers have been enabled to charge the people some-*
times double what they ought to be charged for protected products.
I need not refer to the bank charters which have given practically
a monopoly of the financial affairs of this country into the hands
of a group of private individuals. Such is the situation and yet
today the bankers and these M g business people have the assurance
to come to us and say that there must not be any government regulation
in the business. I give the Prime Minister credit for challenging
that position. I think we can never do bade to the old position.
"The fundamental weakness of the Prime Minister’s speeches
seems to me to be that his proposals would stabilize the present
capitalist system. He divides people into producers and non-producers
and non-producers, and incidently I would point out that he leaves
out most business men and professional men who are not usually classes
by economists as producers. He says the producers are those who live
by investments on money, either earned or given to them. I want to say
here that in ay judgment the big fortunes of this country have not
been earned by the sweat of the brow. Seme of the big fortunes have
been founded on war profiteering} others have been built up by a
series of special privileges* They came out of the publiej there was
no other place from which they could come. The Prime Minister did
not suggest that any of these big fortunes should be investigated,
so I take it for granted that he assumed that they are to remain
much as they are today.
"As to fortunes that have been inherited, let me say that
if we in this house had been doing our duty for the last few years
there would not have been these big Inherited fortunes at all. What
does an inherited fortune aeaallS means that if I inherit a fortune
ay children have a claim on your children before the children are
born. It means that the man who inherits the fortune has the right
to the services of others in the community, and: while I am just as
anxious as anybody can be to look after the widows and children, I
want all widows and children to be looked after. The time will come
when the position will be as it was very well put in the first
labour manifesto issued years ago in Great Britain, that, after ■
comparatively small allowances are made for the immediate dependents,
it should be that naked the man oame Into the world and naked he shall
go out again*...
"Years ago, I remember reading the older socialist economists
who pointed out that we had to face certain inherent contradictions
in the capitalist system. X confess that formerly 1 was not able to
understand that, but I understand it today. ¥© have readied the
point when such contradictions are evident. The very steps the
government ought to take to save the situation they cannot take and
meet their obligations. The very steps the business community ought
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to take in the way of putting into the hands of the people increased
purchasing power they cannot take because of the hug© capital
indebtedness which ha® been piled up*
"So now we face the need for a new social order* I think the
Prime Minister was tight* in words at least when he said the old
order is gone* lea, I said *in words* because I do not believe the
Prime Minister with all his knowledge - and he has a capatioua mind has yet realized that the present econo dc system is doomed. If he
had realized that h® would not have talked about a few of these
reforms saving the system* We are facing one &f the world’s great
crises, and while we attempt to do these things which some of us
feel pretty sure cannot be accomplished under the system, we might
as well frankly face the larger issues. I believe that in this elec
tion, as in no previous election the issue that will face the people
of Canada is this* capitalism on the one side and a new social order
on the other.*.."
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